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Commnuit:ation from i:he Comm.tssio:n. to ~e  CoOllcil concerning an  ... ~ment 
.  respecting normal  co~petmve  conditions in the commercial  sbipbuilclln~ 
· ·  8.Jld repair  indnsrcy"_Within_the fnm:lework oftbe OECD  · 
On 20 -Jllly  1990  tlie . Council"  ga~e .  the  Commission  a  rilandaie  ·to  negotiate ·an 
intcmalionat' ag:reemcut  sedan&  1D -~~normal  _competitive  conditions 'in the 
sbipbuilcUng ~- Tile  ~bjeetive of  the Cotpmuiiity, as is clear :from ~  negotiating . 
.  ·directives, Was lli negotiate a balanced_.agre¢:rient which  aims to  elirriinate injurious 
competition; 'to i:atrQduce an intema:ti- discipline_ ·c:oncen1mg aids and to pro\.ide. the · 
' Ill£l11Ps tO' fight ~t'  the 1lllfair pci.ci:og practices of"  our prinCip~ eomp~tors,. namely 
Japan and Korea.'  · ·  ·  ·  · 
BA.c:KGROlJND 
NegOtiations were lnitiatecl by the United States in exe~  :for the Witbdmwa1  of a 
camplamt by Ammam shipbuilders under Section 301  a.gaiDst Community and Ashm 
. smpyards.  .The. slo'WJleSS  of file  discussio~,  · wbicb ~  the. conclusion  of the 
negotiations on ·  17 Juiy 1994 after almoSt :five years of  ru:gotiiaions§ ·can be  _explain~  iD 
large measure by tbe-probleW.s of  drawiDg up~  "anti-dump.ing'
1 insl:I:UiricDt suited tO the 
spef:ifie ':fealmcs of  the s~,  namely the m]UrlouS. priCe iristrument,  ', and also by the- ' 
~of  Japan  to-~the elimina1l:on  of its system. of h9me  credits.  On these .two 
qnestiollS:. whi!:h constituted am.8Jor stake in tJie negotia1ions. the  C~mintmity  Will have· 
obtained full satisfad:idn.  :  ·  ·  ,  . 
THE SUBSiANce  OF lHEAGRWvD:l.i"f 
The agreement 'Will ente;-into force o~· 1 Jam~  1996follc~  ralificalion. by all the· 
panies1 •.  The agteem~  am be rrnewed 3 years after it bas come into force.  · 
'  '  - •  .  I  •  • 
The ·ten of the  agreement is in tWt, parts.: the first a>ristitufes the main text.. of the 
Agreement with its annexes, tbe other is the rewed text of  the' Uriderstailding on  .ex:.Port· 
credits for ships· which predated the Ag:reenient. 
'  ' 
The Agreement provides the list of  all fotms of support in~  sector which are fotbidd~ 
It  introd~s  the disCiplines to apply fu respect of  direct.and indirect aids including those 
in  the :fieid of  aport  ·a-edits.  However fishing vessels for naiional (or Community) fleets :,_ 
and Ic.ilitary. ~ssels are  excluded ftom the- sc6pe ·  of these  di.sciplio.es.  Filiany  the 
.Agreement .~·  Up~ '!or the  first ~  an ~t  to fight agamSt the practices .of 
· inj1lrious pricing.  .. 
This  iS  an  "antidumping" ·  instrtnD.ent  suited  to ·ihc  specific  feamres .  of tnmsacti0Il3 
ecmceming sbips.. Until now the pro\'is:ions of  the amidumping·code of  the GATI.·did 
DOt apply to tliis area since sbiPs ai'e in real ~erms n~  imported nor exported. . The 
· principle of  the ~tis  based on; tbe fact that.the shipbuilder guilty ~fthe  pxaclice 
· of  injUrious priciDJ v.oill have to pay a charge. equival~Dt to the dumping margin to the 
amhotities  .. of the ·injured party. · ·Where  the~e is· a. refusal  to·  pay ·m:rder 1:1ili pro~me 
'  .  '  .  ·.  .  _;  . 
. 1 United SWes o~.Amccica,  Japac. K~  Sweden. NatWll)', Flnlai1d lllld European Commmrlly. . . . 
.  .  . ~  .  . 
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vesse.ls·eontracted m·the future from the gUilty shipbuilder are liable to a prohibition 9Il 
loading and unloading goods in  the ports of1he invc::stigallilg party following a pUblished 
period of  notice.  This inStrument bas, fron1the start, been one of  the major objectives o:: 
the Commpnity.  -
.  . 
The Commission 'Will make a: proposal to the Council for a :regnlation to implement tb&1 .. 
iJYmious pricing .inStnnnent at Community level. to ensure in·_patticulaT that Commtmit:J·  · 
sJUpbuilders are able to have  :full and effective recourse to its provisions. 
DlsCIPUNES CONCERNING ATDS. 
All direct aids for tbe c:ons~on  Of vessels mu5t be eliminatOO. by 1  Janna:ry  1996..  · 
No:o.erheless;,  cenain .resnuc:ruring  programmes,  partie$rly those in the  COmmunity 
(Belgium. SpaiD. Portugal) can ccmtinue to theh- conclusion as a result of ~on  ii1 
the Agreement..  ·  . 
Aids to research are autborised within the limit of  certain ceilings.  Social aids (CloSures,. 
rednudancies)  are. also  allowed.  Indirect  a1ds  (aids  to  ship· ownm · benefit:in£;. 
sbipbuildinl) ·are in  principle. forbidde.n..  However those systems of  home credits whicl:. 
are in confomlity with the conditicms which regalate the understanding on export credin: 
for ships (period of  repayment, Commercial in~-loan gurmmtees, etc.) are pem:Utte!d 
This means that domestic lr.UJsadions ·which zre :financed sccarding to the same teJ:ms ~· 
sales for expertS are amhorised.  The discriminatoxy systems of  Japanese l:iome Credit 
Schemes .mnst by the same token be abandoned. in orde:r.to be in confomdty-with the: 
provisiOns of  the Agreement.  This -waS one essential elemerit of  the mandate.· · 
'I'h= t=xt ofthe Understanding an export credits for sbips .bas been revised to. take accoun1 
of  the ·new conditions  of the. market  and tbC  res:ults  of the Helsinki package whieb 
. permitted amendm~  to the general Ulld.erstanding on export credits.  In pnictical 'term! 
this meims, inter ~  the ~tion  of  con:unmclal interest refetence rateS (CIRR) and 
the extension of  the period of  repayment of ctedi1s from 8.5 to 12 years..  The dispute 
settlc:mfmts procedures remain, in.confonnity with the position of  the Commwrlty,.non. 
. binding. The classic procedures of  consultation and notification will prevail. 
.  . 
_l'BEJoNESACr{US COASTWISELAws) 
1M scope oftllls ~otectioDist·American legiSlation (which reserves -domestic: ttaffic to 
ships  bUilt  ·m  the  USA)  has  been  severely  restricted  The  permitted . voltane .  of'  -
CODStrUction has been limited to 200,000 gross tonneslyear durliJg the fil"st three yems 
and cormtameac;ures are fore5een where tms is exceeded during the :fiist t1IR:e years or if 
1his legislation is DJ.aiotained beyond 1 Januaey  1999, mdepe.odently Qf the amouot of 
produc:tion.  · 
In  this .coutext it  is important to bear  m.·~d  that the US share of  the wprld mmket is i:u  . 
the order of Ill  :.5% : see Table 1 for details of  respective production and  ·employment in 
the sector. 
• 
• 
• 
• . AsSESSMENT 
The  .re.mlts of  this Agreement ID1lSt be weighed uP il'1 the light of  the ~  of  equilibriurr  . 
. which baS ~ed  this sector for numerous years :· nlassive state subsidies, or othcl' 
indirect forms of·supp~rt,.tbe  p~tice  of d;umpilig nOt allowing pro:fitaDle prices fm thf:  . 
trade:t  SI!'UC't1m!l  over  capacities  of production.  The  Agreement  wm  per.m.it  ·thf: 
improvement  of the  conditions  i:n  which ·the  sector· functions  by. ptitti:ng .  an .  end  tc. 
·distortions of .competition.  It will avoid a global· Subsidies war  affecting~ ~k. 
·.  sector.  As r8r as the  USA are c:o:D.cemed ·certain etm:ent-d!afts ~s  presented to the US 
·Congress are dear:iy rejeCUid  by the Administration aild are now blocked ba-.a,,se, 
~ey· have  been judged iD.compatible  with 'the  provisions· of the  Agrecinem.  'Tiu: 
adoption of the Agreement 'Will also avoid a poteutial COIIJinel"cial conflict which thE: 
US would riot·  have. hesitated to. start w.ith. 'their aggressive legislative bills,· such as :the:.-
Gibbons Bill (which· :"f'iould close Ametican· ports both 1o subsidied sllips _and  to  sbip~· 
belong;ng to citi%ens  of eountries  which subSidise· their shipbuilding industry).  · ThE, 
• ·  rapid alpature of the Agreement by. c:om.niitting ·the United States~ wiD avoid· aiiJ. 
• 
reVival ofthae drafts.  ·  ·  ·  · 
lit additiali, a declaration con(:eXlling inaease of capacities will be annexed to thE:  . 
Final Act of the Agreement.  Altho11gh not part of the Agreement ~  declaration· 
~ Will form a  poJiti~ ~ommitmeDt of the govermnents to  curb p1alJ5  to bicreasE 
. shipbt.i:nd!Dg ea.paeities, that do not take i:ato accOIIilt the realities of the Imirket.. h 
this re$p~  the CoDllniSsiqn exert the necessary preSsure both on a bilateral and OD 
a multlla~  level in order lo find a solution to this prpblem:.  ·  · 
~  .  .  '  - '  .  _.,:  ~ 
. By  the.s~ means The objectives of  the Community aS Set Out m  tbe mandate of  1990 have 
been· aChieVed : t1le creation of an appropriate "aii1iclumping"  inSttumen~ the temoval of 
aids by all the -contracting parties.  equai  tteattneilt of .home  and ·export  credits, link· 
between the Ariangeme:ms Oii export cre~ts  (general .Air.mgemem and Understanding· em . 
export c:zcdits for ships)~  . :  ·  .  . 
The vmole shipbuilding industry (both ·shipbuilders and. ship owners) has sa.pported the 
·  etfons of the Commission negotiators to reach a balanced aglecment which cox:reSponds 
'With their wishes.  .  .  .  . 
l".RO<;:EDIJKE ~RSIGNATURE  AND CONCLUSION  • 
The text, which wa5 azre~d  ad referendum on 17 J'uly, was revise~ by lepllingnists 
· from 1.9 to 23 September at the OECD.· .  The final version of  the·Agre21Dent is that 
submitted to you for its :fiDal approval and  i;ts authorisation fcir its signafute and for 
the designat!ciil of  the person empowered to depoSit the Com.munity
1s inst:nuDent of 
. approval in· order to bind the Community.  Part\es' to the agreement accept tbe 
Undftst&Ddblg .  on Exports Credits and :so  the UnderstancJt:ng  do~ u.ot  reqmre 
.sepuate sJguafure ~d  appro~al  by the Community. 
The .Agreelu.~D;t PF~des  that it shall be· open. for ~i~and  that it shall  b~'  _: 
subjeet to  nrtifieatl~lli acceptance ·or apprmi ·which  signatories shaD.  seek to  · 
~mpliSh  by 1 .Tanuuy 19.96.  Furthermore lr provides that the agreement Sb2n 
enter -into  foree- on  .Janu.uy  1996  subjeCt. to  the  deposit  of inst:i'uments  Of 
. ratification,  acceptanc~ or  apprpval;  by  Jill parti~  to.the negotiations. 
-4L Given  that the General A:ff'airs  CoWlcil, ill fts  two last m~,  req~  the· 
-Co~mi$$ion to forward  the final 1ext for sigrui.ture  as  SOOD  as possible. to the 
CoUDcil; given that the very strong support of the Member States, in the· CoUDdJ, 
for this Agreement and fblally pen tbe risk tbat the United States, Japan. ud 
. Korea might try to reopen the negotiations or  to haTe recoij:iise to the grmrt of  new. 
subsidies at  the last DdDutc, it  is n.· the CommuDI"tf's interest to do all it  can lo have 
tbe Agreement  ~oncluded by  the illterested coutries as soon a.s possible, preferably 
ou 6 December~ For 1.995 the '1Jks of  the 7tll directive on aids to shipbn:ilding will · 
.  be maintamed, tn conformitY with the standstill provisions of the Agreement.  The 
propOsal for extension, approved by the Commission, has been submittetJ to CoUDcD 
· for  its app.roval. 
The Commission proposes that the ColllleiJ $hould approve the Agreement and 
... authorise its signature in order to buid the Com.mllllity  by 2doptillg· the draft· 
·  dec:bion 8liD.exed hereto.  · 
.. 
.  I 
• 
.. .. 
..  __  ~  . 
. ~-
.. 
L~LANfJUlUU~VbJl 
.  . - . ' 
EXPLA.NATORY MEMoRANDUM 
...  : 
1.  Purs~t  to tbe ,negotiating directiveSI adoPted by tbe  ·Council on 20 Jlliy 1990> the 
Co.IlliJiliision  has  nego~ateQ. an .international· agreement  seeking. to. restore ~nqc:nal 
ccim#tive 'CQnditicm,!' in·_the~SJ:dpbWldjpg and rePair  iJldustry~ OD ..  the basi$ of the 
hegotianng direCtives set-om m  Anilex I of  the decision and in consultarion 'With the 
special ~cle  113 Committee.. .  ·  ·  '  ·  · 
2.  ·FolloWing five years ofnegotiAtions tb.E:'Commissiori  c.oncl~vvith  itS partners:?. an 
agrcetlieDt. ad referendum  on 17 Jrily  1994 in Paris within the ·  f:tamework of  the 
.OECD.  .  I 
, 3.  The  imple.tg.~mDrtiOn.  of  the  Agreement ·  will  require, ·the·  introduction . of  aD: 
implementing. regulation  to  e.pply  :the  injurious  pricing  code.·. wgether  with  a 
Comrmmity framewotk for those aids v4llch will i-en:lam pem:litted by the A.2;reemeni. 
I  . 
.  /  ·~ 
·  l  N° 8001190- GA1T140..: CCG 36-ECO 146.  ..  .  · 
z uDiu:s Smnss of  AmeriCa. Japan. Korea. FJnJomd,N~.  sweden. 
.  ' 
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COUNCIL 
Council  Decision 
of-~ 1994  _ . 
on the conc1uslon of  the .Agreement re:$pectme no:c"'J~Uil collipetit:i'Pe 
conditiou iD the  SbipbuDdlng ed  repair indnstry  --
ToE COUNCIL OF~  EUROPEAN UNION, .. 
.  .  . 
Ia! 007  .· 
Having regard m  the treaty c:stablisb.ing  the European  Communityt  and in particular_.  · · · • 
Article 11:3 thareoftogether with·thc :first sentence of  Article 228 (2), 
Havi:ag  rcga:rd  to  the  nego~ating directives· given  to  the  Commission. ·within· tJ 1e  .. 
fiamewoik oft:hemandale of20 July 1990~ 
... ·!ia"vlDg regard-to the prO:posal from the Commission, . 
Having  :regatd to the opinion of  the .European Paz:ljametlt,  .  . 
::  Wher=s the Commission has ne~  on bebalf of  tbe · COJJliiiliDity, an Agre8r.uei11 . 
respecting normal competitive  conditions  in the  commercial  shipbuildmg-:a:Dd -repair. 
industty,  together  Vdtb.  an  Understin~ on  export ~  for  ships;. Wh=eas ·  tb:s  -
.A.greer.c.em .shoald he approved,  · 
-.HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS 
Article I 
The ,~t  between· the European Community .. and  certam third eountrles on th::: 
nonnal. cempetitive  conditiom in the shipbuilding  and  ship repi.ir industry is ~~ 
approved on bebalf  of  the Community.  · 
The text of1he Agreemcm is attached to.this decision.. 
Articie2  .. 
'  . 
The Piesidem of  the Copncil is hereby authorised to deSignate the person empoWered t£~_ .  ..,·. 
sign the Agieemem. refczrecl to in Artiole  1 m  .order 1D bind the Comrnlmii:y#  and tc•. 
~gnate  the pem>n empowered to deposit the instrument of  approval in  .ac.cord8nc:e wftl:, 
.Article 12 (3) of  the Agieemc:nt  · 
Done a:t Brilssels_. •.. 1994 
~or  .the Coun~ 
The Pxesident .. 
.. 
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·  Table 1~ Produe!fon· ships completed 
...... 
Fi~  at tne end of the year  Market IBheret> 
' .. 
(.~  . . 
1976  1981  '1985  1989 
. ·' 
Belgium  0.6%  0.7%  ·0.9%  0.4% ·. 
Denmark  2.5~  2-5%  3.1"  2.9% 
·.France·  3.5%  3.2%  1.2%  2.0% 
· GerJ?leny(1)  8.8%  . 9.2%.  8.1%.  8.6% 
. f3ieeee·;  NA  0.0'*'  0.3%  0.1  IJE,  ..• 
lrelarid .  - 0.1%  0.1 '*'  0~0%  0.0% 
~ty·;  - 1.6%  2:6$  0.9o/o  2.9%  .. 
NeihE:rfands  4.3%  '2.5%  2-2%  1.7~ 
Pomlg8! 
'• 
o~5%  0.2CJ6  0.0%  0.3Cjb  .  Spain· .  3.3%  4.0%  2.8%  3_.1" 
Unlied KtilQdom 
.. 
4..5%  1.8~ 
"  1.2%  1.6%,  ' 
·• 
' 
Toi-el  E~  26.8% 
' 
26.6~.  ·20.9%·  23.7~ 
omer.awss  . '  .. , 
Finland  NA  2.9~  2~0%  :3~3%. 
..  Norway  NA  ·2.5%  1.6%  0.8% 
''  S\Wden  NA  .3.0%  0.9%  o  .  .a'J6. 
Toti.l awes .  37.5%  35~1%  ·25.3%  28.1~ 
,,  Japan  .. 
.37.8%  . 40.3%  45~$$  37.  1''10 
Korea  1.6%  3.7%  11.5%  14.1%  '  .. 
'  ' 
~er  NA  8.6%  7.6%  10.3% 
•. 
'• 
Rest of"the World  23.1%  12.3%  9.6~  ·10.4% 
:  _ .  .-of~hich: USA 
-
1.0%  0.1.CS6  ..  . 
.if6TA1. WpRLO·  100.0~  100.0-;b  100.0%  '1'00.0% 
,. 
.  .  .  . 
Source:  ~World  shipbuilding .Databank-:< based on data supplied by uoyd's Maritime· 
· Information SarviQa _ 
. {1}: FrOrn ·1S80 on clata .includes produCtion 1rom Ex·ORA yards 
,. l2):· U~A  have no expan·market 
·  ...... . 
'. 
1993·-
."o.o% 
2..H% 
··  O.!i% 
6.!~~ 
.0.:1 ')(, 
Q.O% 
'4.1)~ 
1.l3~ 
..  O~i)'JE, 
.2-!~~ 
1-2% 
20.3~ 
1.5% 
·t.a~ 
0.2% 
'24.3% 
39.2% 
.14.6S 
)  1~2%  .. 
., 
'. 
11.4% 
1:.3%(2} 
1.00.0~ :., 
·' 
.. 
·'· 
·~  .• 
.. 
,:·_.  ··.': 
..  . 
.I  I  . 
.  Tnbio02-· Employment In tho constwctlori .of now vossols ln tho .European Union  .  .  . .  .  .  .  . .  . 
1975 
Bolglum  7467 
Denmark  16630 
France  ·32500 
Germany  -46839 
Greece  23.16 
lrelan.d  869 
italy  .  2600 
Netherlands  22662 
Portugal  NA 
Spain  NA 
United Klngdom  64560 
·.Total EU  208833. 
~~- ------
.  · ·Table  o~m-plled from  national sources 
.  .  t~;: data:, 19.22"  ·  · .. · .  .  · · 
lb): lncludlng job's. in  Ex·GDR's yards 
..  · 
-;·:,.  ·.  .,  . 
1981 
6347 
11360. 
22200 
28521  . 
-3393 
762 
16600 
. 13100 
NA 
..  NA 
25346  . 
.  . 126518 
·Number oi employees 
1985  1989  1993  · 1  · % of lndustrlol  ·  I  .  .  . 
1 employment(a} 
.  I 
!  ' 
3923  . 2307  23911  0.2%  .. 
73001  10200  •7900  1.1% 
'15053  - 6BOO  68801  0.1% 
22260  ..  14732  24143(b):  . 0.2%· 
2000  1635  .  .  01  -
0  0 
.  I 
01  - -
12000  .  9675  .7100:  0.1% 
6238  3500  40001  0.3%  . 
6310  4246  31601  .·0.3% 
18000  ·'  '12660 .  10086:  0,3% 
·14200.  ..  6494.  4666:  .  0.1% 
,• 
I 
·.  109242  69738  .  687141  0.2% 
---~---~~-- -·- -
I 
I  .. , 
~~  :: ··.·:· 
·~·  ·.  •..  .  .. :  .•  ..  ~~  : 
... , ...  · 
jl.:  ...  •  .  ·: 
,:;•  .... 
..r·, 
.,~·:·  .... 
. ': 
.. · .. ,:., 
·:; 
·.·  .. , .. 
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. '· 
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·'··  .,., 
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.  FJN.\N~LS~  ~;n:MENT 
L' Bud;~etllc:adingiriv~-- '  .. :  ·.  ·  · ·  ...  · 
·.  To.:be pro,lused for  tli~ 1996 PBA'p,rocc.dure  .  . 
_  . Cr~ti.on·  of  c~J?lpter.B.1':'1((.~ :.E:rtern.41 m,easun: of  common rollliner.cial polic_y. 
:. ·. Badgctary ~~B  7- 8>00.! Agr~ment  on Shipbuilding.  - - .. ·  .  .  . .  . 
2: tesat b~  :·.  ·.  ·:·  · ... 
'Artie!* 113 EC·md22$.EU. 
··.  ·. 
·3:··  c,nerj.lp'inpose: .  .  .  .  . .  .  ... 
. .  '.  ~un~o~iDg'ofth~  ~er_eem:ent  tt'Sp~  normil coudittons in the shipbuilding . 
.  secto~.. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
..  ..  (  -·  - '  .,  '. 
·,·. 
4.  Speeifjepgrpose·:'  · · ..  :·. ···.  ·  ..:  . ·  ·- ·  ·  ·:  ·.  ·.  .  .  . 
_  ·  PartiCipnti~n  iii  the draft b~dgei  fnr-tb.e functioning of  the paities grorip cmd of  the·  . 
· .  .seer.;~at  of  the  &·u~p together with th.e special gtoups set up inplace.tnadjudicatei  ·. 
·  disput~  ~ch.arise.a:;  aresUlt of  the Agreement.  · 
.  '  ...  :·  •.. ·  .·.  .  .  :.  .  ·.  '.  . ... 
.  ~. ·  Me®oe:t or  w~1ati211  :  ~.  .  ..  .  . .  . 
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AGREEMENT  RESPECTING  NORMAL  COMPETITIVE  CONDITIONS 
IN  THE  COMMERCIAL  SHIPBUILDING  AND  REPAIR  INDUSTRY 
PRE A.M  B  L E 
The  Parties  to  this Agreement 
Conscious  of  the  importance  to international and national  commerce  of  a  · 
·healthy commercial  shipbuilding and  repair  industry; 
Having  regard  to  the aims  of  the Organisation for  Economic  Co-operation 
and  Development  and considering  the  important  role of its Council  Working  Party 
on  Shipbuilding in promoting normal  competitiv~ conditions  in the  shipbuilding 
industry and noting  in particular its work  concerning  the  "Revised General 
Ar!'ar.gerr:ent  for  the  Progressive F.emoval  of  Obstacles· to  Normal  Competitive 
Conditions  in the Shipbuilding Industry"  (F.GA),  the  "Understanding  on  Export 
Credits  for  Ships"  and  the  "F.evised Guidelines.for Government  Policies  in  the 
-·Shipbuilding Industry"; 
Taking  into account  principles governing  international  trade as  set 
fo!'th  in the General Agreement  on  Tariffs  and  Trade  1994  (hereafter referred  to 
as  GATT  .i.994); 
Noting  the  severe structural disequilibrium and  market  trends  which 
depressed  for  many  years  the worl9.shipbuilding and repair industry,  the 
increased competition,  the deteriorating price levels and  the  implemer.tation of 
measures  of  public assistance; 
'  Desiring  to  improve  transparency regarding  obstacles  to  normdl 
corr:pet:tive conditions  in  the  co~;.ercial  s~ipbuilding and repair  industry and 
to  have  the Organisation  for  Econ.omic  Co-operation and  Development  reinforce 
its. collection of  data  about  and monitoring  of  the market  situation,  prices, 
and  policies in that  industry; 
Recognising  the  need  to intensify their commitment  to  reach  normal 
·competitive conditions  and  to provide  for  an effective means  of protection 
again?t  sales of ships  under  their normal  value which  cause  injury; 
Recognising also  that  special characteristics of  ship  p~rchase 
transactions  have  made  it impractical  to apply countervailing and  anti-dumping 
duties,  as provided under Article VI  of  GATT  1994,  the Agreement  on  Subsidies 
and  Countervailing Measures, .and  the Agreement  on  the  Implementation of Article 
VI  of  GATT  1994; 
Recognising  further  the need  to provide  for  a  speedy,  effective and 
equitab~e resolution of disputes-about  these matters; 
3 
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Hereby  agree  a:s·  follows:  /-
Article 1 
Rest~ration a:nd  Maintenance· 
·of  Nor:mal ·Competitive. Conditions 
1.  .  The  Parties shall,  in accordance with :the  specific  prov~s~ons set out  in 
Annex:II,  eliminate. all existing measures  or practices which  are  inconsistent 
with  nor'~al  competitive .conditions  1n  the  commercial :shipbuilding and  repai~ 
in.dustry pursuant ~to Annex  I  (hereafter  referr~d to as· "meas~res of  support") . ' 
\  .  ·- .·· 
2  .. ·  The  Parti.es  shall not  introduce  any new  measures  of  support. 
3.  The  Parties  recognise  that  the  sale. of  commercial· ships: at less  than 
. their normal  value  is to  be· condetn.'1E:d  if it. causes  or .threatens ·mater:ial  injury 
to. an  established shipbuilding ·and  repair  industry  i·~  the  terri  tory  ~f another 
Party,  or' materially retards  the  esta:blishmen't  of  a  domestic  shipbu.ilding  and' 
repair  indu~try.  In order  to  remedy ~or prevent. such  injurious· pricin'g,  An~ex- . 
III is  ~pplicable. 
Article 2 
Scope  9f.the Agreement_ 
· · · L.  This  Agr~emerit cover.s  the  construction and  repair o.f  any self  -propelled 
seagoing vessels. of  100  gtoss  tons  and above  used  for  trar.sportation of  goods 
. or' persons  or· for  performance  o'f  a  specialised service. ( fci,r  example,  ice 
b!-eakers  and  dredgers)  and  tugs 'of  J65  kW  and·  over-. 
2.  This  Agreement  excludes: 
·a.  military, vessels and modific_ations  ma~e .or  features  added  t~ ·other 
~e;:;sels exclusively for military purposes.·  T-his  exclusion is  subject  to  the 
requirement' that  any  measures  or practices. taken  in respect  of  such vessels,· 
modificationsor featur:e$  are .not  disguised actions .taken ·in  favour  of 
.comnercial  sh~pbuilding and  repair inconsistent· with  this Agreement.  If a 
Party c'onsiders  that  this requirement  has  not  been  n;et,  it may,  without 
prejudice 'to• its rights to initiate· the other procedures  foreseen  in this 
Agreement,  request further· inj;ormation,  ..  which the other. Party shall  co:..operate 
to provi<:le  as  fully and qu·ickly as possible. · 
.  ·b.  fishing vessels destined  for  the building or repairing  P.arty' s 
fishing  !leet.  This.exclusion is·subject·to  the·.requirement  that the Party 
'provides  full  transparency·.in accordance .with Articie  4:  . 
. •,/' 
3.  For purposes  of·· this  Agree!Ttent: 
.  .  . 
a.  a.vesse1  is  tonsiden~d "sel'f-propelled seagoing" if its perma~ent 
1  ~  ··  propulsion and steering provide it all the characterisd.cs ·of  self-navigability 
in  the high seas;  . 7  RZL 
b.  "repair"  includes,  inter alia,  conversi9n  and  reconditioning of 
self-propelled sea going  vessels as defined in subparagraph  (a)·  above;  and 
c.  "military vessels"  are vessels which  according  to their basic 
structural characteristics and ability are  intended  to  be  used  exclusively for 
military purposes. 
Article 3 
Parties Group 
1.  A Parties Group,  composed of  a  representative of  each' of the Parties to 
this Agreement,  shall examine  the  functioning  of  the  Agreement  and carry out 
the  other  functions  provided  for  in this Agreement. 
2.  The  Parties _Group  shall annually elect a  Chairman,  who  will  serve  in his 
- personal  capacity.  The  Chairman shall  convene  meetings  of  the  Parties Group 
annually or,  upon  request  of  a  Party,  more  frequently.  If the  qmntry 'of  whicp · 
the Chairman  is a  national,  or  in which  the  Chairman  has  his  usual  residence or 
is employed·,  is ·an  interested Party in any advisory opinion,  derogation,  or 
dispute  settlement  procedure  pursuant  to Articles  5  or  2,  the  Parties Group 
shall,  at  the  req.uest  of  any  Party,  elect an alternate Chairman to perform.the 
function~ of  Chairman  relating to  those procedures. 
3.  The  Parties  Group  shall act  by consensus, .except  as  othenvise provided . 
. A Party may  abstain and  express  a  differing view without  barring consensus. 
<· 
4.  .  Tne  Secretary-General of  the  OECD  shall provide  the  Secretariat  for  the 
Parties Group,  the costs  for which  shall  be  borne  by  the  ?arties q.s  approved 
and apportioned by  the  Parties· Group. 
Article 4 
Provision and  Review of  Information 
1.  In  order  to  ensure  transparency, ·each  Party shall  provide  the  ?a·rties 
Group,  throug~ the Secretariat: 
a.  every six months,  all publicly ava:i,lable  information on  contract 
price trends  and  on  the.credit  terms  and conditions of all ships  covered by 
this Agreement  and  sold during  the previous  six months; 
b.  as  far  in  advance  as possible,  relevant  information on  any assistance· 
it proposes  to  provide specifically to  the  commercial  shipbuilding and· repair 
industry,  including relevant  information  on  ~ssistance excluded  ftom  the 
prohibitions of  this Agreement by Annex  I,  Secti.on  B .l..h and  prompt 
supplementary information on  any  such assistance it has  so provided  and 
assistance proyided under  Annex  II A; 
5· 
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c .. information and·notifications  regarding credit  terms  and  fad.Iities 
which are. called for  by  the Understanding  on  Exp.ort  Credits  for  Ships,  as 
defined  in Annex. I, .. section A.l,  and correspoilding  information and· 
notifications  fo~the H~me Credit  Schemes  authorised by  Annex  I,  section 
B. 2. 2.; 
d.  for yards. able  to build merchant  ships- over  5000  gt,  publicly 
available information on capacity deveropments  and  on. the  structure of 
ownership  (capital.structure,  share of direct and  indirect public ownership); 
financial  statements. (balance  sheet,  profit and  loss- statement)  including,  if 
available,  separate accounts· ~overini the  shipbuilding  acti~ities of  holdinis; 
transfer  o~ pubric  resour~es  (including debt  guarante~s.  bond  infusi9n,, etc.l; 
eXE;!mptions  from  financial' or other .obligations  (including  tax privileges, 
.~tc-.),  capital contribution .(including equity infusions,  withdrawal  of  capital, 
divi~end,  loans and  their refunding,  etc.),  debt write-off;  and  transfer of 
losses.· 
·-
2-.  Any  Party may  request  from  any other  Party,  either direct)y or  through·. 
the  Secretariat,  information  tha.t it believes .to  be  relevant  to  the: -provision 
of  any  r.~easures of  s~pport arid  may  provide the  Parties Group  ,_.:.:.. th  infor~ation. 
on measures  of_  suppor't  maintained or permitted by  another  Party. 
3.  The-Parties  Group  shall,  once  every  three  ye~rs, . revie•.·:  in depth· t!'le . 
.  competitive conditions prevailing on  each  Party's~territory.  This will  include 
the  examination of  the possible  impact  on  normal  competitive  cor:d{tions  of  the 
evolution in ownership  of yards.- Information·required .for  th:.s  review may  be 
requested· frorr.  the.  Parties  by  the Secre'tariat. 
4;  Each  Party shall co-operate  fully in the effqrt  to obtair:  infor~ation 
requested under  this Ag:r;eement . 
. 5.  The  provisions of ·this Article ;;hall not  reql1ire  any  Party to disclose 
· . -confidential  inf6rr..at~on which would  if\\pede  law  enforcement  or  otherwise  be 
·contrary to  the public .interest or would  prejudice  the ·legiti:c.ate  commercial 
interests of  p~rticular enterprises,  pubiic or  pri~atec  Info~i~tiori provided-
on  a  confidential basis  shall ·not  be  dis~losed without  the  expreis  consent  of 
the  Party supplying  the  information·. 
Article 5  · 
Opinions  and Derogation-s 
1.  - Any  Party may  request  that  the  Parti.~s Group provide  a  wlitt~~ opinion 
on  the- con~istency with this Agreement  of measures  orrpractice_s  ·. 
a.  it proposes. or has  taken -or  engaged . in or 
.  I 
··  b.  taken or .engaged  in by another  Party.  · 
1.  . "Measures;  or practices"  include matters  falling under  Article 1, 
. - pa~agraph 1  and  2'  as  wel-l  as . under  paragraph  3. 
·6 
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~he Parties  Group  shall provide  such  an  opinion within  60  days  of  the  r~quest. 
2.  An  opinion adopted  by  consensus  of all the members  of  the  Parties Group 
shall  be  final  and  bindi~g upo~ all  the  Parties regarding  that particular 
measure  or practice. 
3.  If,  with respect  to  an  opinion  requested under  subparagraph  1(b)  there 
is an  objection by  a  requesting Party or by  the  Party  the measure  or practice 
of  which  is  the subject of  the  opinion,  the  Parties Group  shall  act  by 
consensus  of  the other ·.Parties.  An  opinion adopted ·in  this manner  shall  be 
advisory. 
4.  The  initiation of  an  opinion proceeding  by a  Party shall  not  prejudice 
the  right of  any  Party to  initiate a  Panel  under Article  8.  If a  disputed 
measure  or practice is submitted  for  Panel  consideration,  opinion proceedings 
shall  terminate  upon  request  by a  Party to  the dispute made  to  the  Parties' 
Group  within  15  daysof the request  to establish a  Panel  or  of  the  request  for 
the  opinion. 
5.  A Party which  considers  that,  in response  to  extraordinary 
circ'J.:-:-cSt.ances,  it r:1ust  temporarily  take  a  measure  or  engage  in a  practice 
inco:1s:.st.ent  with  this Agreement,  may  'do  so  only in conformity  wi~h the  terms 
and  co:-:cdi~io::s  of  a·  derogatior. which  may  be  granted by  the  Parties  Group.  In 
critical circumstances  which  do  not  allow  time  for prior consideration by  the 
Parties Group,  action may  be  initiated provisionally,  on  condition that  any 
action  taken  shall  be  rescinded no  later  than  thir~y days  from  initiation,  and 
any  benefit  provided  s~all be  recovere.d,  unless  its  cont-inuat.io~ is approved  by 
the  Parties  Group  which  shall  meet  ~ithin this period. 
Article  6 
Notification of  Inconsistent  Measures 
\•ihenever  a  Par-ty  has  reason  to believe that  a  measure  or- practice has 
been  in:roduced or is  being maintained  by  another  Party,  contrar-y  to  the  terms 
of  Article  l,  paragraph  1  or  2,  that  Party shall notify  the  Parties  Gr-oup, 
specifying  the  sectio:1  or  sections of  A.t."'lnex  I  and  II with which it believes  the 
r:1easure  or practice is inconsistent. 
Article  7 
Consultations 
l.  A Party which  has  reason  to  believe  that  a  measure of support  has  been 
or  is being  introduced or maintained by another  Party,  contrary  to  the  terms  of 
Article 1,  paragraph  1  or  2,  may  request consultations with  the  other concerned 
Party.  The  request  shall  include  a  statement  of available information with 
regard  to'the existence  and  nature  of  the measure  of  support  in question. 
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2.  If a  Party considers  that an  injurious' pricing charge' pro~eeding h9-s · 
been carried out  regarding a  shipbuilder in its territory by  another  Party  in a 
manner  not  in  co,nformity _with  Article  1;  paragraph  3,  and  l..nnex  III,  it may 
requ~st consultations-with that other  P~t~y no-la~er thart  60  day~ a{ter  the 
·notification to  the  shipbui.lder of  the  deCision  imposing  the  injurious pricing 
I  . 
charge. 
. -· 
3.  A Party maY.  reqUest  consult.a.tions with  qny  other  Party or  Parties 
concerning  any other matter respecting  th~ operation of  this Agreement, 
including p9ssible initiation. of  a. proceeding  under  A.·mex  III.  . 
4.  The  requesting Party or Parties  shc?-11  inform the  Parties  Group  of  the· 
request  for  consultations  and of the  reasons  for the  request. 
· ·s.  The  requested  Party or  Parties shall provide  adequate  opportunity  for 
such  con~ultations.and shall enter into  t~em withip thirty days  of  such  a 
request.  The  purpos"e  of  the  consultation~ shall  be  to _clarify  the  facts  of  the 
·  .situ~tibn and  to  arrive at  a  m0t~ally ac~~ptable  sol~tion in  cb~formity w~~h 
this  Agreement.  .  ·  I 
6.  The  parties- to  the  consultations shall  inform  the  ?ar:::.es  Group  of 
. significant  dev~lopments in  the  con~ultations as  they  occur  a~d.o~ their 
results. 
Article 8 
. Dispute  Panel  Proceedings 
. 1.  If a  mutually acceptable solution has  not bee:-i  reac:-,ea .1n  corisult~tions 
under Article 7, -paragrapt'l  1,  on  a me_asure  of  support  introduced,  or under 
ArtiCle  7,  paragraph  2,  on  a  charge  imposed,  within· 30 days  after t.he.  beginning 
. of. consultations or  60  days  after the date .of  the  request,- whichever  is  soo:-,er' 
any  Party  to  the  consultat1on may  request 'the  Ef:Stablis:Wer.'>of  a  Panel  to 
consider  the· dispute,  in accordance  with Annex  IV.  This  right· is  independent· 
of whether  an affected shipbuilder has  taken  an  appeal  to  the ·co'..lrts  of  a  · 
Party. 
2.  A Part'y seeking  to  redress  a  vioiation by  another  Party  of  the 
obligations  subject  to  the provisions of  this Article  and Ar.nex  IV .of this 
Agreement,  shall  have  recourse  to,  and  abide  by,  the· rules. ard  procedures  of 
this Agreement..  In  such a  case,  the  Party shall  not make  a  determinatior:  to 
the  ~ffect that a  violation has  o=curred except  i.n  accordance with the 
above-mention~d prOV1SlOnS.  Each  Party ihall'ensure the conformity o! its 
laws,  regulations  and administrative  proc~dures with its obligations  under  this 
paragraph. 
3.  If a  party to  the  di::;pute  seeks,-as  a  remedy, ·the collection of· a  ch~rge 
from  a  shipbuilder,  or is contesting  the  imposition ofran injurious prici'ng 
charge  on  iis shipbuiider,  that  shi~build~r  sh~ll,  subject  to  the  consent  of 
its Party,  be  entitled- to  pattici~a~e in the  P~hel proceeding  and  sh~ll be 
given  a  full  and  fair opportunity  to present its case  ~gainst 'the· imposition  of 
the  charge.  The  shipbuilder may  be  excluded  from  governm~nt-to-government 
aspects of  the proceeding  by  a~reement of  the parties  to  the dispute. 
8 4.  Any  other Party to  this Agreement  with  an  interest in  the  dispute shall 
be  provided an  opportunity to make  its views  on  the dispute  known  to  the  Panel. 
5.  If  the dispute  involves  a  measure of  support  in  k~nex I,  the  Panel  shall 
determine whether  such measure  of  support  is  inconsistent with this Agreement. 
If  the  Panel  finds  the measure  of support  to be  inconsistent: 
a.  the  ~arty responsible  for  such measure of  support  shall  elimiriate or 
modify it to  conform with  the Agreement,  within a  ti~e limit-set by the Panel; 
b.  the  Panel  shall  include  in its findings  ~ determination of  (i)  which 
shipbuilders benefited  from  the measure  of support,  (ii)  the  amount  of  the 
benefit received by each shipbuilder concerned under  such measure  of  support, 
and  (iii)  interest .on  the benefit at the Commercial  Interest Reference Rate 
(CIRR)  of  the country in question  from  the date of receipt  of. the benefit.  For 
subsidies within the meaning of Article  1  of  the  GATT  Agreement  on Subsidies · 
and  Countervailing Measures,  the benefit shall  be  determined  in accordance with 
Article  14  of  that Agreement.  For other measures,  the  Panel  shall  follow any 
generally accepted  trade pra6tice and/or understanding. 
c.  the  Party responsible shall,  within a  time  limit set  by  the  Panel, 
collect  from  the shipbuilders  concerned a  charge  in  the  amount  determined under 
subparagraph  b,  or if collection ls not  legally possible,  it may,  with  the 
agreeme~t of  the adversely affected Party or Parties,  take other appropriate 
action  to  remove  or offset  the  benefits  obtained. 
6.  If  the dispute  involves  an  injurious  pr1c1ng  cha~ge,  the  ?anel  shall 
examine  whether  the  charge  was  imposed  in accordance  with  &~nex III. 
a.  The  Panel  shall,  in its assessment  6£  the  facts  of  the matterr 
determine  whether  the authorities'  establishment of  the  facts  was  proper  and 
whether  their evaluation of  those  facts  _was  unbiased and objective.  If the 
establishment  of  the  facts  was  proper  and  the evaluation was  unbias_ed  and 
objective,  even  though  the  Panel  might  have  reached  a  different  co~c~~slon,  the 
evaluation shall not  be  overturned; 
b.  The  Panel  shall  interpret  the  Agreement  in accordance  ,.,.::. th customary 
rules of  interpretation of  publi~ international  law.  Where  the  Pa~el  finds 
that  a  relevant provision of  the Agreement  admits  more  than  one.  permissible 
interpretation,  the  Panel  shall  find  the authorities'  measure  to  be  in 
conformity with  she Agreement  if it rests  upon  one  of  t~ose permissible 
interpretations;  and 
2.  For  the purpose  of  this Agreement,  the phrase  "permissible 
interpretation"  means  "permissible method  of  imple.mentation".  In 
determining  the permissibility of  an  implementation method,  due  regard 
shall be given  to special characteristics of  cornrnerc:j..al·shipbuilding  and 
of  the provisions of  this Agreement  relating to injurious pricing, 
including,  particularly,  its provis,ion  for  payment  of  an  injurious 
pricing charge  by  the  concerned shipbuilder.  Where  the  Panel  finds  that 
the  relevant provision of  this Agreement  relating to  injurious pricing 
admits  more  than  one permissible method  of  implementation,  the· Parties 
Group  shall,  in order  to prevent  future disputes  from  arising, .endeavour 
to  reach  a  unified method  of  implementation  ~nd,  if necessary,  to make 
an  amendment  to  the  relevant  provision. 
9 c.  Where  the  Pane~ finds  that  imposition  of  a- 'charge  was  inconsistent 
with  the Agreement,  the  Panel  may  recommend,  in light of  the nature of  the 
inconsis,tency,  either that. the' investigating authority termina'te the' 
investigation or. that it  .reconsider its determination in light of -the  Pane'l' s 
findings.  ·H the  Panel  recommends· reconsideration, -it may  suggest ways  in 
which  the  investigating authority could implement  the  ~ecommendation.  .The_ 
inv'estigadng authority shall make  its determination consistent with the 
findings  of  tha Panel. 
7.  I-f  the  ainount  required is not paid-within  the  time  limit set by  the 
. Panel,  interest shall accrue at  the  CIRR' of the  currency of. the  charge  from,  in_ 
the  case of  .~  charge under  p~ragraph 5'  the  e~piry of  that  time  limit  and,  in 
the case of·a charge  under paragraph  6,  the  expiry of  the  time  limit  for 
payment  provided in Annex  III, -Article.7,  paragraph  3,  until  the date of 
payment. 
8.  The  decisions  of  the, Panel  shall  be  final  and  binding .upon  the parties 
t9  the  disput~-'  unless  rejected.by  thePartie~ Group,within  thirty days. 
9.  !>Ji th  regard  to  a  dis-pute  concerning  a  measure  of  support  in Annex  I,  in 
the  event  a  party to  the  dispute  does  not  implement  the  Panel's decisions  as 
provided in.paragraphs  5.a.  and S.c.  above,  or  implement  apptQpriate  . 
.  alternat-ive compensation  or  remedial  act:ion· by  agreemen't  w:lth  the  adversely 
affected party or parties,  anduntil  implementati9n  occurs,  the  following. 
actions ·may  be  taken,  and  shall not  be·subject  to  complaint  under  any other 
agreement: 
a.· The  Parties-Group,  ac.t ing  by  consensus  minus  one.  rr.ay  de::y  be:-1e.f its 
of Article 1, paragraph  3,  and  Annex  III. to  shipbuilders which  l"eceived  the 
benefit but  did not  pay  the charge or comply.with. the  agreed alternative  · 
compe.nsation or remedi'aL action;  by making  such shipbuilders  ineligible to  be 
considered injured by  the pricing of  vessels ·sold by  shipbuilders  of  other. 
Parties.  . 
·b.  The  adversely affected party  __  or part'ies  to  the dispute may  suspend 
equivalent concessio11;s  under  the  GATT,  subject  to  disapproval  of the  amount  of 
the  coricessfons  suspended by  the  Parties Grcup  acting by, .consensus_.minus  one. 
In determining  such suspensions,'  preference  shall  be  given to  those  that  are  _ 
related to  1:he  product  or products  associa_ted 'with  the violat'ion.  If a  Party 
conce-rned  objects  to  the  amount  or  the product  related to  the  suspension  of  ' 
concessions  proposed, . it may  refer  the matte·r  to  the  Panel. 
10.  In the event  the  shipb_ull.der  ~o~cemed does  not  pay  a  charge  imposed 
pursuant  to  Annex  III,  void the.sale of  the vessel' at  a  price below normal 
value;  prc;ompl'y with another. lawful  alternative equivalent  remedy  acceptable 
10 ·to the  investigating authority in the applicable  time  limit3,  the  investigating 
Party may  deny onloading and  offloading privileges  to certain vessels built by 
the  shipbuilder in question,  to  the extent sufficient but  not  excessive  to 
achieve  the purpose  of Annex  III.  Such  denial. of  onloading  a~d offloading 
priviieges .shall  not  be  subject  to complaint  under  any other agreemen't. 
a.  The  investigating Party may  initially {mpose  this countermeasure, 
subject  to thirty days  prior public notice,  and pending  compliance  by  the 
shipbuilder,  for  a  maximum  period of  4  years after delivery on  vessels 
contracted  for  during  a  maximum  period of  4  years  from.the  end of  the public 
notice period; 
b.  A party to  the dispute may  request  the establishment of  a  Panel  to 
consider  count~rmeasure cases,  where  there is no  Panel  already in existence  to 
consider  the underlying  injurlous pricing determination: 
i)  A Panel  shall  increase or decrease  the periods and/or authorise 
additional Parties  to apply  the  countermeasure,  if necessary  for 
·the countermeasure  to  be  sufficient but not  excessive  to  achieve 
the  purpose of Annex  III; 
i i)  In accordance with Section  11  of  Annex  IV,  a  Panel  may 
provisionally suspend or reduce  the  imposition  of  a 
countermeasure,  pending  completion  of its consideration of  the 
matter if, ·considering  the prospects  of  the  Party complaining 
about  the  countermeasure prevailing on  the merits,  such  action is 
necessary  to preclude  irreparable _harm. 
c.  The  Secretariat will prepare,  update periodically and  circulate to 
the  Parti~s.  the  lists of  the-vessels which  are subject  to  the  countermeasure 
·or  re~edial action.  The  Parties shall  supply information  to.the  Se~retaria: oh 
the  vessels  concerned. 
Article 9 
Dispute ·Settlement  for  Export  Credits 
1.  With  respect  to  any dispute with  regard  to measures  of  support  covered 
by Armex  I,  section A.l,  the  Parties  shall make  full  use  of  the consultation . 
.  mechanisms  provided by  the Understanding. on Export  Credits  for  Ships,  referred 
to  in Annex  I. 
2.  If,  however,  any  such dispute is not satisfactorily resolved  through  a 
full  use  of  the _mechanisms,  and  a  party to  the dispute believes  that  such  a 
measure  of ·support significantly undermines  the balance of rights  and 
obligations  under  this Agreement,  that party may  seek  review of  the matter by 
· the·Parties Group  in order to establish if the measure  of supp9rt has 
significantly undermined  the  balance of  rights  and obligations under  this 
3.  For  a  charge w::ich  has  been  brought  before a  Panel  for  examination,  the 
applicable  time  limit is that set  by  the  Panel  for  compliance. 
11 
• Agreement.  If an  affirmative determin-ation  is made,  the 'Parties Group  shall 
establish the conditions under  which  the  offending party is.to.discontinue  the 
measure  of  su~port giving  ris~ to  th~  di~pute. 
3.  If  -appropriate,  the  Parties Group  may  recoriu.lend  amending  the  Ag::::-eement 
or the  Understandipg. 
Arti-cle  10 
Seturity Interests 
1.  Subject_. to  the  requirement -that  measures. or practices with respect to 
-security interests are-not disguised actions  taken  in  favour  of  the  com.rnercial 
shipbuilding and repair industry inconsistent with the  Agreement,  nothing  in 
this  Agr~ement shall _be-construed:  · 
a.  to  require  any  Party to  furnish  any· info::::-mation  the disclosure of , 
which it considers  conttary to its  esseDti~l security  inte~ests; 
b.  to prevent  any· Party  from  taking  any  action which it considers 
necessary  for  the-proiection of  its essential  security interests: 
'.  j 
{)  -relating _to  fissionable  mate::::-ials  or  the materials  from  which  they 
are  derived; 
-l.i}  ::::-elating  to traffic  in  arms, _am.rnunition  and  impler;,ents  o:  w~r and 
to  such  traffic  in  othe~ goods  and  materials  as  is carried on 
directly or', indirectly ·for  the _Purpose  of  supplying_ a  inili tary 
establishment; 
iii}  taken  in  time  of  war  or  other  emergency  in  international 
relations;  or 
. c.·, to -prevent  any  Party  from  taking  any  action in pursuance  of  its 
obligations uhder  the  United Nations  Charter  f6r the  maintenance  of 
international  peace  and  security.  -
.  ' 
.. 
2.  If  a  Party is .of  the  opinion  that measures  or practices  taken  by  another 
Party are disguised action  taken  in  favour  of  the  commercial  shipbuilding  an·CJ. 
-repair' industry,  i-t  may,  without prejudice to itsright to initiate the other 
procedures  foreseen  in this  Agr~ement,  request  further  clarification.  The 
other  Party· sr.all -co-operate  to discuss whether  or  not- a  measure  or practice 
relates  to essential securityand to provide  the available  information as  fully 
and  qliickly as possible through  the  appropriate  responsible  government 
channels. 
ArtiCle 11 
Review· and  Amendment  of  the  Agreement 
1. - ·  The  Parties Group  shall  review this Agreement  triennially.  -The  Parties 
Group  shall also  review  this-Agreement  if the  market  share  in  terms  of·world 
12 production  represented by  the  Parties  to  the Agreement  falls  below  70  per cent 
of  gross  tonnage. 
2.  ·Any  Party may  propost  to  the  Parties Group  amend:nents  to ,this Agreement. 
' 
Any  amendment  adopted  by  the  Parties Group  shall enter into  force  upon  the 
deposit  of  an  instrument  of  acceptance  by all the Parties,  or at such later 
date  as  may  be  specified by  the Parties Group  at the  time  of  adoption ·of  the 
amendments. 
Article 12 
Signature,  Ratification,  Acceptance, 
Approval  and Accession 
1.  .  Until  its entry into  force,  this Agreement  shall be  open  for  signature 
at  the  OECD  by  the. European  Community,  Finland,  Japan,  Republic  of  Korea, 
Norway,  S\'.'eden,  the  United  States of  A.rnerica,  and  any State invited by  them 
',•Jhich  has  a  commercial  shipbuilding and  repair  industry.  This  .\greement  shall 
be  subject  to  ratification,  acceptance  or approval  which  the  signatories shall 
seek  to  acco~plish before  ~anuary 1,  1996. 
2.  After  ent:::y  into  force,  States with  a  commercial  shipbui2.ding  and  repair 
ind~stry ~ay,  subject  to  the approval  of  the  Parties  Gro~p.  beco~e Party to 
this Agreement  by accession. 
3.  ·Ratification,  acceptance,  approval  and accession shall  be  effected by 
the deposit  ~f a  formal  instrument  to  that ·effect with  the  Depositary: 
.4rticle 13 
Entry  into  Force 
1".  'l'his  Agreerr.ent,  of  ·::hich  the Annexes  form  an  integral part  shall enter 
into  force  on  January l,  1996,  s~bject to deposit  of  instruments  of 
ratification,  acceptance  or approval,  in accordance with Article 12,  by  the 
European  Co~~unity,  Fin~aid,  Japan,  Republic  of  Korea,  Norway,  Sweden  and  the 
United States.of A.rnerica.- If one  or  more  of  them  has  not  deposited  such 
instrument  by  that  date,  the  Agreement  shall enter into force  30  days  after  the 
last  instrlli~ent  has  been  deposited. 
2_  Parties accept  the  Understanding  on  Export  ctedits  for·Ships!  referred 
to  in Annex  I,  Section A.l..of this Agreement. 
4.  If Finland,  Norway  or  Sweden  becomes  a  M.ernber  of  the  European  Community, 
its ratification of  this  Agreem~nt will  not  be  required  for  entry into 
force.  Upon  its entry into  the  European  Community,  it will  adopt  the 
same  status with respect  to  this Agreement  as the Hernbers  of  the 
European  Cornrnunity  prior to  the  entry of  any  one  of  them. 
13 
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Article 14 
Withdrawal 
1.  Any  Party may  withdraw' from  this Agieeinent  by g1vwg written notice of 
its-intention to do  so  to  the Depositary,  such withdrawal  to  take effect  one 
year  from.  receipt of such notice.  Within  this period,  at  the  request  of  any of 
the.Parties,  the  Parties Group  shall meet  to  review this Agreement.  Within 
thirty-days after sucha Parties Group  meeting,  any  other  Party,  by written 
notification to· the Depositary,  may  withdraw  from  this Agreement as  of  the  date_ 
-.-of  withdrawal  of  the  Party which  first gave  notice.  '-
Article 15 
Depositary. 
1.  The  Secretary-General'of  the  OECD  shall be  the  Depositary of  this 
Agreement . 
·,._· 
14 Annex t 
~URES  OF  SUPPORT  INCONSISTENT 
WITH  NORMAL  COMPETITIVE  CONDITIONS 
IN  THE  COMMERCIAL  SHIPBUILDING  AND  REPAIR  INDUSTRY 
The  following  measures  of  support1  are  inco2sistent with  normal 
competitive conditions  when  specifically provided,  directly or indirectly,  to 
the  commercial  shipb~ilding and repair industry by)a  Party,  including  the 
constituent states or regional  or.local authorities of  a  Party or their 
agencies  or  instrumentalities,  or  through public resources  or public 
intervention in any  form: 
A.  EXPORT  SUBSIDIES 
1.  OFFICIALLY  SUPPORTED  EXPORT  CREDITS3 
Export  credit facilities  inconsistent  with  the provisions  of  the 
Understanding  on  Export  Credits  for  Ships,  as  set  out  in CJWP6(94)6,  and 
arnend~ents thereto adopted in accordance with Clause  14  of  that Understanding. 
2.  EXPORT  SuBSIDIES 
.  4 
Subsidies  contingent,  in law or in fact,  whether  solely or as  one 6f 
several  other conditions,  upon  export  performance,  including  those  illustrated 
1.  See  Acc~mpanying Note  1  to this Annex. 
'  2.  Specificity shall  be determined  in acco!dance ·with  the principle set  out 
in Article 2  of  the GATT  Agreement  on  Subsidies  and Countervailing 
Measures. 
3.  See  Accompanying  Note  3  to  this Annex. 
4.  This  standard is met  when  the  facts  demonstrate  that  the granting of  a 
subsidy,  without  having  been  legally contingent  upon  export  performance, 
is in  fact  tied·to actual  or anticipated exportation or export earnings. 
The  mere  fact  that  a  subsidy is accorded  to enterprises which  export 
shall not  for  that  reason alone  be  considered  to  be  an  export  subsidy 
within  the meaning  of  this provision. 
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in Accompanying  Note  8  to  this Annex. 5 
B.  DOMESTIC  SUPPORTG 
1. ·  . DIRECT  DOMESTIC  SUPPORT 
The  following  measures  of  support·are inconsistent when  provided 
directly to  the shipbuilder or ship repairer:· 
a.  grants; 
b.  loans  on  terms  and conditions more  favourable  than  those  of  a 
comparable  commercial  loan which  a  firmcan
1  actually obtain on.the 
market; 
c.  l~~n g~aranteei that  support  loa6s on  terms  and  conditions more 
favourable  than  those  that  thefirm would  obtain on  a  comparable 
commercial  loan absent  the  government  guarantee·,  'or  on  t~rms and 
conditions more  favourable  than ·those  otherwise perrni tted by  this 
Agieernent; 
a~  forgiveness· of  debts; 
e ..  provision of equity capital inconsistent with  the usual  investment 
practice  (inCluding  for  the provision ·of  risk capital  l  of prhiate 
investors  in the  territory of that Party; 
f.  provision of ·goods  and  serv·ices  at· less  than ·the adequate· 
remuneration; 
g.  tax policies  and·pr~ctices benefiting .the.shipbuilding  ~ndrepair 
industry,  such as  tax credits; 
J 
h.  other assistance except  for:  (i)_as~istan~e to cover.the cost  of 
measures· for  the  exclusive  her.efi~  6f  workers  \-Jho  lose  retirement 
benefits  or  .,.;ho  are made  redundant  or  otherwise  separated permanently 
'from  emploYment  in the  respective  shipbuilding enterpris·e,  when  suc.h 
assistance is related to  the discontinuance or curtailment of 
shipyards,  bankruptcy,  or change  of  activities away  from  shipbuilding 
and.(ii)  research and development  assistance  grant~d in accordance 
with the  provision~ in Section B.3. 
5.  Me.asures  r'eferred  to· iri  the  Accompanying. No'te  8  to. this  Annex  as  not 
constituting export. subsidies shall. not  be-prohibited under 'this· 
Agreement. 
6.  See  Accompanying  Note  2  to this Annex. 
16 2.  INDIRECT .DOMESTIC  SUPPORT7 
(1)  The  following  measures  of  support are inconsistent where  the benefit is. 
passed or may  reasonably be  expected  to be passed  to  the  shipbuigder or ship 
repairer indirectly,  through  a  shipowner  or other third parties.  Domest'ic 
build requirements,  in law or in fact,  are inconsistent. 
,a.  grants; 
b.  loans  and  loan guarantees: 
i)  home  credits,  linked to  the_ contract value of  a  new  vessel, 
granted  to a  domestic  shipowner or other domestic  third parties 
placing orders  for  such vessel  on  terms  and  conditions· more 
favourable  than  those  of a  comparable  commercial  loan which a firm 
can actually obtain on  the.  market,  subject  to paragraph  2  and 
parag:at?h  3  below; 
ii)  other loans,  on  terms  and conditions more  favourable  than  those of 
a  comparable·commercial ·loan which  a  firm can actually obtain on 
the market; 
iii)  loan guarantees  that  support  loans- on  terms  and conditions  more 
favourable  than  those  that  the  firm  would obtain on  a  comparable 
com.rnerci'al  loan absent  the  government  guarantee,  or  on  terms  and 
conditions  more  favourable  than  those  otherwise permitted by this 
Agreement; 
c.  forgiveness  of  debts; 
d.  tax policies and practices benefiting the  shipbuilding  and  repair 
industry such as  tax credits; 
e.  any assistance provided  to suppliers of  goods  and  services  to  the 
shipbuilding and repair industry if such assistance specifically 
provides  benefits  to that industry of  a  country;  or 
f.  any  indirect assistance that is similar  to measures  and practices a. 
through  e.  of  this paragraph,  except  for  research and  development 
which  is dealt with under  Section 3  below. 
( 2)  Paragraph 1. b. i)  and iii)  shall not apply  to  loans  and 'loan guarant.ees 
to  domestic purchasers  on  the  same  terms  and conditions as  may  be granted 
pursuant  to the Understanding  on  ~xport Credit  for  Ships  [C/WP6(94)6], 
-including;  inter alia,  terms  and conditions regarding interest rate, 
downpayment,  grace period,  duration,  equal  instalments and.guarantee premiums. 
Eligibility for  such  loans  and  loan  guarantees  may  be  limited to purchase  of 
ships  from  domestic  shipyards. 
·i 
7.  see Accompanying  Note  3  to  this  Annex. 
8.  See  AccOmpanying  Note  4  to this Annex. 
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(])  In ,accordance with terms  and conditions  to be  agreed  upon  by  th!;!·Council 
Working _Party,  paragraph  1. b. i) -and iii)  above  shall also not  apply  to  loans  · 
and  lo~n gyarantees  which:  . 
a)  ,provide  more  favourable  terms  and  conditions·for a  domestic  shipowner 
placing an order  for  ~ new vessel at a  foreign  shipyard  than  those 
placing an  o~_der at a  domestic  shipyard;  or  . 
bi make  such  schemes  scibje~t ·to an  open  international  bidding procedure; 
or 
c)  provide  a  total  "soft"  or concessional  element  no_greater  than that  · 
of  the  loans permitted under paragraph  2,. above . 
3.  RESEARCH  ~D  .DEVEL~PMENT 9 
(1)  Assistance provided by public authorities  in  the  form  of  grants, 
preferent-ial ·roans,  preferential  tax  tre-atment· or  other:· means  for  research and 
development  to  the  shipbuilding and ship_repair  indastry,  except ·for: 
a.  Fundamen:al  research as  def~ned in Accompanying·  Note  5  b); 
b:  Basic  industrial research,  where  the aid intensity is. li!llited:to  50 
per cent  of  the eligible ~osts; 
c.  Applied research,  where  the aid  into=::-,sity  i~ .limited to  35 per cent 
of  the eligible tosts; .  · 
d. CDevelopment,  where.the aid.intensity is,limiteq to  25  per  cent  of  the 
eligible costs; 
(2).  The  maximu!l)  allo·wable .aid intensity for  research and  development  related.-
-to  safety and  the environment  may  be '25  percentage points higher  than  those 
percentages mentioned  under  b.,  c.  and  d.  above  under  the  condition that  the 
Parties Group  has  appr0ved _.the  p~oject by  consensus  minus,one,· ·or more:  than  25 
percentage. points higher if ,t·he  Parti_es  Group  has  approved  the project  by 
consensus . 
. (3)  The  maximum  allowable aid intensity  for~research and  development  carried 
out  by  smal~ and  medium  sized shipbuilding enterprises shall  be  20  percentage. 
points higher than  those percentages  men~ioned at b.,  c.  and  d.  above.  Small . 
and medium  size,d enterprises are  those with less  than  300  employees. whose 
· yearly sales  figure  does  not  exceed.· 20  million ECU ·and which are not more  than 
twenty  five per. cent  owned  by a  large company. 
( 4)  Informa~ior-1' on  the results of  Research and  Development  is to ,be 
published promptly,  at least annually.  / 
9.  See  Accompanying  Note  5  to this Annex. 
18 C.  OFFICIAL  REGULATIONS  AND  PRACTICES 
1..  Administrative acts,  guidance,  or practices which  authorise,  encourage 
or require shipbuilders or ship repairers  to enter into anti-competitive 
arrangements with competitors  including  l;?ut  not  limited to agreements  to  fix 
·prices,  rig bid7,  al}8cate markets,  restrain production or sales,  or engage  in 
predatory pract1ces.  .  . 
2.  Domestic  build or repair or domestic  content  requirements  that 
discriminate  in  favour  of  the  commercial  shipbuilding and  repair  industry of 
the  Party,  or official regulations or practices  that  have  similar effects 
including,  inter alia,  carg~ reservaHon  schemes  directly linked with domestic 
shipbuilding or repair requ1rements.  · 
10.  See  Accompanying  Note  6  to  this Annex. 
11.  See  Accompanying  Note  7  to  this Annex. 
19 ACCOMPANYING  ~OTES TO  ANNEX  I 
Note  1.  Disciplines  in Annex  I  include measures  of  support  provided to 
. related entities;  where  a:  "related ent.ity"  is.any natural  or 
juridical person  (i)"  who  owns  or  controls  a  shipbuilder or  (ii). is 
owned  or controlied by  ·a  shipbuilder,  directly _or  indirectly, 
··- whether  through  stock ownership or otherwise.  A rebuttable 
• 
Note  2. 
Note  3: 
Note  4. 
presumption-of  control arises when  a  person.or  shipbuilder owns  or 
controls  an  interest of  25  per cent in the other  . 
Section  B does  not  apply to measures  6t  support dealt with in 
Section A. 
Item A(ll  and 8(21: 
\ 
Transpare~cy and  Review  o~  Export  atd  Home  C!edit  Schemes 
\·Jithin two  years  of  entry into  force  of ·-this_ Agreement,  the  Parti-es 
Group  shall-· set  up  a  Working  Gr6up  to  review  the 'functioning· cif 
·Annex  I,  sections A.l  and  B  2. 2. 
i)  examining the ·reports submitted each year  on  the value, 
tonnage,  interest  rates~  etc.· on  all ships  financed_through 
officially supported Export  Credits  and  Home  Credit  Schemes;.  and 
ii) ·evaluating  the  adequacy of  the notification procedures· 
pr6Vided  for  in Article 4.l.c.  in terms  ~f revealing measures  or  . 
practices that are  inconsistent with  the  Agreement; 
The  \•Jorking  Group  is  to  examine  whether  th~ use· of such measures  has. 
significantly undermined  the  balance of  right~ and  obligations of 
this  Agreement.  If this is the  case,  the Working  Gro~p may 
recommend.  to  the  Parti_es  Group  appropriate am-endments  to 'the 
Agreem€mt  or 'the Understanding<: 
Item  B ( 2 )·: 
A measure  of  support  is understood to be provided  through  a 
shipowner  or other.third parties where,  e.g.  the benefit is passed 
or may.reasonably_be  expected_to  be passed  to-the shipbuilder or 
ship repairer ·or where  the.work  is required by  law  or-encouraged  ~n 
fact  to  be  car:r;ied  out' at the yards  of  a  specific  country. 
20 Note·s.  Item B  (3 J : 
The  following definitions apply  to research and  development: 
a.  Eligible costs: 
i)  Costs  of  instrument?.  materials,  land and buildings  to  the 
extent  that  they are used  for  th~ specific research and  development 
project. 
ii)  Costs  of  researchers,  technicians  and  other supporting staff_ 
to the extent that they are engaged  in ·the specific  rese_arch  and 
development  project; 
iii)  Consultancy and equivalent  services  including  bo~ght in 
research,  technical  knowledge,  patents,  etc. 
iv)  Overhead costs  (infrastructure and support  services)  to the 
exteDt  that  they are related to the  research and  development 
project,  on  condition that  they do  not  exceed  45  per cen:  of  the 
total costs  of  the project  for  basic industrial  research and  20  per 
cent  for  app--lied  research  an_d  10  per cent  for  development. 
b.  The. term  "fundamental  res~arch" means  research activities 
independently  conducted  by  higher education or  research 
establishments  for  the  enlargement  of  general  scientific and. 
technical  knowledge,  not  linked to industrial  or  comrnercial 
objectives. 
c.  Basic  industrial research  is understood  to mean  original  · 
theoretica+  and experimental  work  whose  objective is  to  achieve  new 
and better understanding of  the  laws  of  science  and  engineering  in 
general  and  as  they might  apply to  an  industrial  sector or  to  the 
activities of  a  particular undertaking; 
d.  Applied  research is understood  to mean  investigatior. or 
experimental  work  on  the basis of  the results  of  the basic  research 
with  a  view  to facii'itating  the  attairunent  of  specific p;actical 
objectives  such as  the  creation of  new  products,  production processes 
and  services.  It normally ends  with  the  creation of  a  first 
prototype and does  not  include efforts whose  principal  aim is the 
design,  development  or testing of specific  items  of services  to  be 
considered  for  sale.  · 
e.  Development  is understood to mean  work  based  on  the  systematic 
use  of scientific and  technical  knowledge  in a  design,  development, 
testing or evaluation of a  potential new  product,  production 
processes or service or of  an  improvement  of  an existing product  or 
service  to meet  specific performance requirements  and objectives. 
This  stage will normally include pre-production models  such  as pilot 
·and demonstration projects but  does  not  include industrial 
application and  commercial  exploitation. 
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Note  6. 
f.  Public·· assistance  for  research  ~nd development·. specifical-ly 
provided  to  the  shipbuilding and repair industry inciudes, .but  is not 
l'irrii t,ed  to,  the . following  cases:_ 
·· i)  research and  development projects carried  au~ by  the 
shipbuilding or ship repairindustry or research institutes 
controlled by ·ar  financed  by this· industry;  ~-
ii)  research-and development  projects carried out  by  the· 
··shipping  industry or research institutes controlled by or  financed 
by this  industry wh€m  the project is directly related to· 
shipbuilding or r.epair; 
iii)  research 'and  development  projects carried out  by 
·universities, .public or .independent .private research  institutes and 
bther industrial  sector~ in collaboration with.the  shipbuilding 
industry; 
iv)  research-and  development projects carried  C:.lt  by 
universities;  public· and  or  i'ndependent private r.esear'ch. 
instituti-ons. and other industrial sectors,  when 'at  ~he time  the 
project  is carrieci  O\,lt,  it. is_reasonably anticipatec  that  the 
results will be of substantial specific  importanc_e ::or  the 
shipbuilding and  ship repair industry.' 
. Item  C ( 1)': 
.  The  Parties  recognise  that differences exist  among  its  <:ompeti~ion 
policies or laws  ar~d regulations.  The -p_rovision -·of  Item c (  1}  is..-rfot  i::tE::;.r~ded 
to  unify competition policies (imong  the Parties to this Agree:-:cent  nor  tci  compel 
a  Party  to- amend  its national competition -laws ·a_nd  regulations. 
Note·7.·  I tern  C (2 )' : · 
whil,e' customs  duties  on  newly built vessels  or vessel  ~epairs are 
included within the  scope  of  Item C(2),  the  Parties  do.  not  ir.tend  the::eby  to 
characterise customs  duties as  obstacles to normal  competitive  conditi.o:;s ·in 
the  commercial  ship_building  industry. 
Note  8. 
Illustrative List of  Export  Subsidies 
-(a)  The- provision by governments  of direct ·subsidies  to  a  firm ·or  an 
industry contingent upon  ~xport performance. 
(b)_  Currency retention schemes. or any  similar practices which  involve· 
a  bonus  on  exports . 
(c).  Internal  tra~sport and  freight  charges  on export  shipments, 
provided or mandated by governments, _on  terms rnore.favourable,than  for 
dot:riestic  1;;hipments. · 
22 (d)  The  provision by governments  or  their-agencies either directly or 
indirectly through  government-mandated  schemes,  ~f imported or domestic 
products  or services  for use  in the production of  exported goods,  on 
terms  or conditions  more  favourable  than  for provision of  like or 
directly  comp~titive products or services  for use  in the production of 
goods  for domestic  consumption,  if  (in  the case of products)  such  tirms 
or conditions  are more  favourable  than  those.commercially available  on 
world markets  to their exporters. 
(e)  The  full  or partial exemptioni  remission," or deferral  specifically 
related to  exports,  of direct  taxes  or social w!lfare charges paid or 
payable  by  industrial or commercial  enterprises.  -
·  {f)  The  allowance of special deductions directly related  to  exports  or 
export  performance,  over and  above  those granted in respect  to 
production  for  domestic  consumption,  in the calculation of  the  base  on 
which  direct taxes are charged. 
(g)  The  exemption or remission  in respect  of  the  p~oduction and 
distribution of  exported products,  of  indirect  taxes  in  excess  of  those 
levied in respect  of  the production and distribution of  like products 
:,.:=:.en  sold  for domestic  consumption. 
(h)  The  exem~tion,  remission  or deferral  of prior stage  CQ'T\ulative 
i~direct taxes  on  goods  or services  used  in the production  of  exported 
prod;.;cts  in excess  of  the  exemption,  remission or deferral  of  like prior 
stage  cumulative  indirect  taxes  on  goods  or services  used  in  the 
production  of  like products when  sold for domestic  consumption; 
provided,  however,  that prior stage cumulative  indirect  taxes  may  be 
exempted,  remitted or deferred on  exported products  even  when  not 
exe:-;-,pted,  remitted or deferred  on  like products  when  sold  for  domestic 
cor.su.:::ption,  if the prior stage  cumulative  i:1direct  taxes are  levied .on 
inputs  that are  consumed  in the pr?d4ction of  the  exported· product  · 
(;..aki:-,g  normal  allowance  for waste).  . This  item shall  be  interpreted in 
accordance  with  the guidelines  on  consumption  of  inputs  in  the 
production process  contained in Annex  II of  the  Agreement  on  Subsidies 
and Countervailing  Measures~ 
( i)  The  remission or -drawback  of  import  charges.2  in· excess  of  those 
levied on  imported  inputs  that are  consumed  in  the production  of  the 
exported pr:oduc;t  (making  normal  allowance  for waste);·  provided, 
however,  that  in  particular cases  a  firm may  use  a  quantity of home 
market  inputs  equal  to,  and  having  the  same  quality and characteristics 
as,  the  imported  inputs .as  a  substitute for  them  in order  to benefit  · 
from  this provision if-the import  and  the  correspondinq export 
operations  both occur within a  rea-sonable  time period,  not_ to exceed  two 
years.  This  item shall be  interpreted in accordance with  the guidelines 
on  consumption of  inputs  in  the production process contained in Annex  II 
of the  Agreement  on  Subsidies and Countervailing Measures  and  the 
guidelines  in the determination of  substitution drawback  systems  as 
export  subsidies  contained in Annex  III of  the  Agreement  on  Subsidies 
and Countervailing Measures. 
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(j)  The  prov1s1on  by  governments  (or special institutions controlled 
by  governments}  of  export credit guarantee  or- insurance  programmes,  of 
insurance  or guarantee  prograr:i.mes  aga~nst  i~creases in the  cost  of 
exported products or of  exchange risk programmes,  at.:Prernium  rates which 
are  inadequate to cover  t})e  1ong..:term operating costs  and  loss.es  of  the 
prograrrunes. 
(k)  The  payment  by governments  (or  by  instit,ution~ controlled by 
and/or-acting. under  the authority of  governments)  of all or part  C?f  the· 
costs incurred by exporters or financial  institutions  in obtaining  .. 
credits'  'in so  far as  they are  used  to  secure a  ma.terial  advantage  in 
the  field of  export  ~credit terms. 
(1)  Any  other· charge on  the public  account  constituting an ·export 
- subsidy in the  sense  of Article XVI  of  the  GATT  1994 . 
24 ·Footnotes .to  the  Illustrative List_of  Export  Subsidies 
1 
'2 
'  3 
The  term  "commercially available"  means  that  the choice  between domestic 
and  imported products  is unrestricted and  depends  only on  commercial 
considerations. 
For  the purpose  of  this Agreement: 
The  term  "direct  taxes"  shall mean  taxes  on  wages, .profits,  interests, 
rents,  royalties,  and ali other  forms  of  income,  and  taxes  on  the 
ownership of real property; 
The  term  "import  charges"  shall mean  tariffs,  duties,  and other  fiscal 
charges not  elsewhere  enumerated in this note  that are levied on 
- imports; 
The  term  "indirect taxes"  shall mean  sales,  excise,  turnove:::-,  value 
added,  franchise·,  stamp,  transfer,  inventory a·nd  equipment  taxes,  border 
taxes  and all  taxes  other  than direct taxes  and  import  charges; 
"Prior stage"  indirect taxes  are  those  levied on  goods  or services used 
directly or indirectly in making  the product; 
"Cumulative"  indirect  taxes  are multi-staged taxes  levied where  there is 
no  mechanism  for  subseq:.:ent  crediting of  the  tax if the  gooqs  or 
services  subject  to  tax at  one  stage of  production are used  in  a 
succeeding  stage  of  production; 
~Remission"  of  taxes  includes  the  refund or rebate of  taxes; 
"Remission or drawback"  includes  the  full  or partial exemption  or 
deferral  of  impo:::-t  char-ges. 
The  Parties  recognise  that deferral  need not  amount  to an·export  subsidy 
where,  for  example,  appropriate interest cha:::-ges  a:::-e  collected.  The 
Parties  reaffirm the principle that prices  for  goods  in  transactions 
between exporting enterprises and  foreign buyers  under  their or under 
the  same  control  should  for  tax purposes  b~ the prices which  would  be 
charged  between  independent  enterprises acting at arm's  length.  Any 
Party may  draw  the attention of another  Party  to adrninistrative or other 
practices which  may  contravene  this principle  a:1d  which  resu.l t  in a 
significant saving  of  direct  taxes  in export  transactions ..  In  such 
circumstances the  Parties  shall  normally attempt  to  resolve  their 
differences using  the  facilities  of  existing bilateral tax treaties or 
other specific  in~ernational meGhanisms,  without prejudice  to  the rights 
and  obligations  of  Parties under  this Agreement,  including  the right of' 
consultation created in  the preceding  sentence.  Paragraph  (e)  is not 
intended to limit  a  Party  from  taking measures  to avoid  the double 
taxation of  foreign  source  income  earned by its enterprises or the 
enterprises of  another  Party. 
Paragraph  (h)  does  not  apply  to value-added tax systems  and  border-tax 
adjustment  in lieu thereof;  the problem of  the excessive  remission of 
value-added  taxes  is exclusively covered by paragraph  (g). 
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SPECIAL. PROVISIONS  RELAT_ING  TO  MEASURES  OF  .SUPPORT 
Existing measures  of  support  that are  inconsistent with  the· Agreement 
ar~ ~6 be  ~liminat~a at  the  time  this Agreement  enters  into  force;  except  ~s· 
provided in Sections  A and  B below  .. Support  committed before  the entry into 
force  of the Agreement may  be  pa~d.aft,er entry into  force,  provided that it 
complies with  the  provisions  of  the·linderstanding  set out  in paragraph  3  of  the 
Final  Act-of  the.negotiatiqnsconcerning this Agreement.  · 
A ...  SUPPORT  FOR  RESTRUCTURING 
Support may  be  provided in accordance with  the {allowing notification tb 
the Council  Working  Party:· 
i)  The  Republic  qf  Korea's  ongoing ·program."Tle  for  Dae-,.;oo  and  KSEC 
described  in  (C/WP6(91)58]. 
ii)  Res~ructuring assistance  in,Belgiurn,  Portugal  and  Spain  information 
·on which .is. set out  in  [C/viP6(93)31] .and the Accompanying  Note  1  t.o 
this  Annex._· 
B.  OFFICIAL  REGULATIONS  AND. PRACTICES 
COASTWISE  LAWS  OF  THE  UNITED  STATES 
1.  The  United States reserves  th~ right to  retain the  domestic  build 
requirements  incorporated in the public· laws  referred to in the  Accompanying 
Note ·2  to  this Annex ..  · 
.  .  .  . 
2.  Regarding  the coastwise  laws ·of  the  United St.ates which .reserve· the 
domestic  market  for us  shipyards,  the  following will apply: 
. a)  Any  domestic build,_  rebuild,  or repair requirements  found  in United 
States  la:v;s  other  than  those specified in Accompanying .Note  .2  to  this-
Annex·(hereafter  "the.coastwise  ~aws")  that -are  inconsistentwith'the 
Agreement  are subject  to elimination as  of entry into  for'ce  of  the 
Agreemem t . 
.  ' 
b)  Recognizing  that a perinanent ·derogation  for ·the', coastwise  laws  could 
undermine  the  balance. of  rights  and  obligations of  the  Parties '.mder 
the Agreement  and  is unacceptable  to  tl:le
1  other ,Parties,· the  Parties· 
26 agree  that  responsive measures  may  be  taken as provided  below and  on 
the special review and monitoring procedure. 
0)  The  United States agrees  to co-operate  in an annual  review by  the 
Parties Group  and  to ensure full  transparencY, regarding  the 
construction of  such vessels,  including  the provision of  information 
on  new  orders  and ratified contracts  (both adjusted subsequently  for 
cancellations),  expected and  actual delivery dates,  by  tonnage and 
type  of  ship.  The  United States will provide  such  information no 
less  than annually,  and more  frequently when  requested or appropriate 
(e.g.,  when  it appears  that  annual actual  and expected deliveries may 
increase beyond  the  threshold described below under e)]. 
d)  The  United States estimates  the  average  annual  deliveries  for vessels 
subject to  the  Agreement  constructed under  the provisions  of  the 
coastwise  laws  following  adoption of  the Agreement  will  not  exceed 
200,000  gt: 
e)  The  Parties group will carefully monitor  the  information provided 
under  c)  above.  It may  by  consensus  minus  one  make  determinations 
and  authorize  responsive measures  as  specified in subparagraphs  (i) 
and  ( ii)  below. 
(i)  Until  three years after entry into  force  of  the Agreement: 
If the  Parties Group  determines  that actual or expected 
~~;~~:~~~se~~e:~~ ~~~ro~~t~~lt~~de~~~~-;~~~ ~~~~~e~fe~h~~ll 
significantly undermine  the balance of  rights  and obligations 
under  the  Agreement,  the  Parties Group  may  authorize  one  or more 
affected parties  to  take  responsive measures  (e.g.,_ impose a· 
charge  or  restri~tion on  bids or contracts)·with respect  to  · 
shipyards  that  in  the year  in·which.the  threshold is exceeded 
ben~fited from  the  construction of  coastwise vessels,  aimed at 
effecting a  loss of sales opportunities  comparable  to  that 
resulting  from  deliveries  of coastwise vessels  in excess  of  the 
threshold. 
For  purposes  of  the  paragraph,  actual  or expected deliveries in 
excess  of  the  threshold,  as  defined above,  in any one  year 
establishes a  rebuttable'presumption of significantly undermining 
the  balance of rights and  obligations  under  this Agreement. 
(ii)  After  three years  following  entry into  force: 
If the Parties Group  determines  that actual or expected 
deliveries_will significantly undermine  the balance of rights  and 
obligations under  the Agreement,  the Parties Group  may  authorize 
one  or more  affected Parties  to  take  responsive measures  (e.g.,· 
1.  The  threshold  for  any  given year may  be  increased by car·rying  over  an 
unused  amount  of  a  maximum  of  50  000  gt  from  the previous year and  by 
borrowing  50  000  gt  from  the next year. 
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impose  a  charge or restriction on  bids  or  contracts)  with  r~gard 
to  shi~yards benefiting  ~rom the  co~struction of  coastwise 
vesselsi _aimed  at  ef~ecting a  loss  of  sale~  opportunitie~ or 
other  commercial  advantages  comparable  to  that resulting  from 
del~veries.of  coastwis~ vessels. 
For purposes  of  this paragraph,  there is a  rebuttable presumption 
that  the balance of  rights arid  obligations under  this Agreement 
is significantly  und~rmined. 
f)  If the. United  States believes  that  the  leveL  .kind,  or duration of 
the measures  taken by a  Party or, Parties under  subparagraph  e)  result 
in  a  loss  of sales opportunities  for  its  ..  shipbuilders greater  than 
that  caused by  the  d~livecy of _coastwise' vessels, ·it may  invoke 
dispute panel  proceedings .under  Annex  IV  of  the  Agreement:  ·The  .Panel 
·shall determine .whether  the. measures- taken .under  subparagraph e l  are 
disproportiqnate or  ex~~ssive and make  appropriate  recomrnen<,lations. 
Measures  t:aken  by  the  Pa:r;ties  must. be  made· consistent with  the  , 
Panel's  reco~~endations. 
g)  As  part of  and  in sufficient  time  prior  to  the  first  trienniaJ  review 
provided for  in  ~~ticle 11  of  th~ Agreement,  the  ?arties Group  shill-
examine  wheth~r the conditions which  created  :h~  ~eed for  Part  B of 
Annex  II still prevail  and whether  the  measures  prcvided  for  under 
subparagraph e). 9bove  are adequate  t.o  rnaintair.  the  balance· of, righ!:s · 
_and-obligations  under  the  Agreement.  On  the basis  of  that  reviewand 
with  the  aim  of maintaining  the balance_of  rights  a~d obligations 
under  the Agreement,  the·Parties Group  may  deci<;J.e  to: 
modify  the provisions of supparagraph e); 
withdraw-other  rights·  und~r the  ~greement_; 
a~thori~e the withdrawal  of  GATT  concessions;  or 
take  other appropriate action. 
h)  .If,  after the  review c.alled  for  in subparagraph  g).  is completed,  a 
Party continues  to believe that  the  responsive  measures  available  to 
it are unsatisfactory,  such  Party may  withdraw  from  this Agreement 
three.rnonths after submitting a  notification df  its determination  to 
this effect to  the  Parties Group.  The  same  procedures  for· 
term~nation are available to  a  Party entitled to  take  the 
above-mentioned  responsive measures at any  time after four  years 
from  entry into  for'ce  of  this Agreement,  if Part  B of Annex  II 
remains  in effect . ACCOMPANYING  NOTES  TO  ANNEX  II 
Note  1.  ITEM  A  (ii):  RESTRUCTURING  SUPPORT 
a:  The  total  amounts  of assistance included in  the restructuring 
plans  of  item.A  (ii)  are as  follows: 
·Spain 
Portugal 
Belgium 
180  billion pe~etas 
17.~ million cantos 
2  369  million Belgian  francs 
b .. · These  total  amounts  of  assistance consist of  the  following: 
i)  assistance  for  social measures  exempted  under  Annex  I  B  (1) (h). 
ii)  assistance  for  restructuring costs  incurred before  the date 'of 
signature of  the present agreement,  committed  by  the  respective 
na:ional  goverP~ents and  approved  by  the  Co~~ission of 'the  European 
Comr:-.uni ty before  that date,  but  have  not  been paid  due  to  budgetary 
problems. 
iii)  other. assistance  for  restructuring measures  committed  and paid, 
on  the basis  of costs  incurred before  1  January 1996. 
iv)  assistance  for  restructuring measures  paid after 1  January  1996, 
broken  out  in  two  categories: 
{at  inv~stment assi~tance;  and 
(b)  any  assista:1ce  for.social  measures  not  exempted  under 
A  .  .r1nex  I  8  ( i) (h) 
--
c.  The  European  Community will  provide  to  the  Parties Group,  in 
accordance with Article  4  (1) {b)  of  the present  agreement  information which 
splits  up  the  amounts  mentioned  in point  l'above  into  the  categories referred 
to  in point  2  above,  allowing  the  Parties Group  to monitor  the  restructuring 
plans. 
d.  The  European  Community  can state that assistance paid after the 
1  January  1996  and  not  falling under  2(i)  and  (ii)  above,  will  be  subject to 
maximum  limits and  payment  deadlines particular to  each  country as  follows: 
Spain 
Portugal 
Belgium 
AID  VOLUME 
10  billion pesetas 
5.2  million cantos 
1  320  million Belgian  francs. 
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ULTIMATE  PAYMENT  DEADLINE 
31  December  1998 
31  December  1998 
31  December  1997 
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.. 
·e.  The  European  Commission has -not. yet  received complete notifications 
of  these· restructuring plans  as  required by the  internal legislatim1 of'the. 
Community.  The  coinrni~sion .will  ensure  that  the. above  limits and  restrictions 
on  the' aid wi~l be  fully respected when it takes  its fihal  decisions' 
authorising  these aids.  / 
Note  2  ..  ITEM  B:  COASTWISE  LAWS  .OF  THE  UNITED  STA~ES 
The  United  States reseryes  the  right  to retain  the  domestic  build 
requirements  incorporated in the legislation listed  below~-
a.  Laws  that: prohibit  the- transp~rtation of  merchandise  betw~en points  in 
the  United· States except on-U.S_.  built vessels  documented. under ·u.s.  law and 
oWned  by citizens of  the United States:· 
.Section  27  ot'  the Act  of  June  5,  1920  ! 4l  STAT.  999 )',  as. amended  by  the 
Act  of  April -11,_  1935  (49  STAT.  154);  the  Act  of  July  2; ·1935  (49  -STAT.  442); 
Section  1  of  the  Act  of  July  14,  1956  (70  STAT.  544);  ·Section  2-7  (a)  of  Public 
Law  85-508  (72  STAT.  351);  .Section 1  of  ?ublic.Law  86-583  (74  STAT.  321);. 
?:.:blic ·Law  89-194 · (79  STAT.  823);  Section  1  of .Public  Law  86-583  (74· STAT. 
32ll,  Public  Law  89-194  (79  STAT.  823);  ·Public  Law  90-474  (S2rST,i\T ..  700); 
Section  1  of  Public  Law  92-163  ( 85  STAT.  486);  Section  213  of  Public  Law 
95-410  (92  STAT.  904);  Section  4  of  Public. Law  96-112  (93  STJI.T.  848);  Sectior:. 
12 (49)  of  Pubhc  Law. 97-31  (95  STAT  157);  Sections  502  and  504  of  Public  Law 
97-389  (96  STAT:  1954, .i95G) ;.  S~ction6(c) (.1)  .of  Public  Law  100-239 .(101  STAT._ 
1782;  Section  1('a)  of  ,Public  Law  100-3.29,(102  STAT.  588);  and  S~ction 550l(b} 
of  Public  Law  102-SBi  (106  STAT.  5085).  .  . 
b.  Laws  that prohibit  the  transpottation of  passenger~ betweeri points  in 
tte.  United States  except on· u.. s .. built vessels· documented  under u.s.  law  and 
. o'.\";1edby  the citizens  of  the  United States: 
Section  8  of the  Act  of  June  19,  1886  (24  STAT ..  81),  as  amended  by 
. SectJ.on  2  o.f-the  Act. of  February 17;  1898  (30  STAT ..  248). 
c.  Laws  requiring-that. dr-edges· must  be _built  and  r:;gistez-ed  in-the' Unite<:l 
States: 
Section 1  of  the _Act  of  May  28,  19.06'(34  STAT.  2_04),  as  ame'rided  by 
Section  5501 (a) ( 1)  of  Public  Law  102.-587  U06  STAT.  5084). 
·.·d.  Laws  requiring that  towing vessels  must;  be  U.S.  built and !documented· 
under  the  laws  of  the U.S.  and  owned  by  c~t.izens of  the United States to engage 
in  towing vessels  from  any port or place  in· the U.s·.· to any other port .or  pla~e . 
in the United States: 
·.Revised Statute  No.  -4370  (54  STAT.  304) '·as amended  by  Section 10 ·of 
Public  Law  99-307  (:100-STAT.  447);  and-Section  2  of  Public  Law  100-329  (102 
•''  STAT.  589).· 
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e.  Though  fishing vessels destined  for  a  country's  fishing  fleet  are 
excluded  from  the  scope  of  the Agreement,  listed below  for  the  sake  of 
completeness  are  laws  requiring that  fishing vessels,  fish  tender vessels  and 
fish processing vessels operating in U.S.  waters,  or in the waters  of  the  U.S. 
Exclusive  Economic  Zone  (unless  operating under  a  permit pursuant  to  a  · 
governing  internationai  tishing agreement),  must  be built in  the  United  State~ 
and  documented  under  U.S.  law and  owned  by citizens of  the United States: 
Section 1  of Public Law  98-89  ( 97  STAT.·  587),  as  amended  by  Section_ 
301 (c)  of  Public  Law  98-454  (98  STAT.  1734);  Section ·3 (4),  (5),  6 (a) (6)  of 
Public  Law  100-239  (101  .STAT.  1779,  1782);  and  Section  301{a) {8)  of  Public  La.w 
101-225  (103  STAT.  1921). 
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INJURIOUS  PRICING  CHARGES 
A.  BASIC  PRINCIPLES 
L  The  Parties recognise  that _injurious pricing,  by which vessels  covered 
by Article 2  of  the Agreement  Respecting  Normal  Competitive Conditions  in  the 
-commircial  Shipbuilding and  Repair  Industry  (·:vessels")  of  one  cou11tr::(  are 
sold  directly or indirectly .to  one  or_more  nationals  or  companies  of  another 
,  .._. 
- . 
For  the purposes  of  this  &~nex: 
a~  The  concept  of  "s~le"  co~ers the  creation or  tran~fer of  an 
ownership  interest inthe Vessel  except  fo::- an  O'N11ei-ship  interest,  as 
defined in-this Annex,  created_or acquired solely  for  the  purpose  of. 
prov-iding sei:uri ty for  a ·normal  co:rnrnercial  loan. 
b.  An  "o'wnership  interest"  shall  include  <;J.ny  contractual  or 
prqprietary interest which allows  the berieficiaryot-beneficiaries of 
such_ inierest to  take  advantage  of  the  op~ration of  the veisel  iri a 
manner  substantially comparable_ to  the  way -in  which  an  O'w-:1er  may  benefit 
from  the  operatic~ ·of  the vessel.  In determir.ing whether  such. 
substantial'compar:1.bility exists,  the  investigating authorities shall 
consider  the  following  factors: 
- i)  the  terms  and circumstances  of  the  transaction;_ 
ii)  commercial  practice within the  industry_; 
iii) whether  the vessel" subject  to  the  transaction< is integrated 
into the -operations of  the  beneficiary or beneficiaries;  and 
iv)  whether in practice there is a·likelihood that  the beneficiary 
or beneficiaries of  such  interests will take  advantage  of  and 
the'risk for the operation of  the vessel  for  a~ significant part 
of  the  life-time of  the vessel. 
c.  Th~- term  "buyer"  me.ans- any person who  acquires  an  ownership 
interest_,  including 'by  way  of  lease or  long-term bareboat charter,  in 
conjunction with the original  transfer  from  the shipbuilder, 'either 
directly or  indirect-ly,  including a  national or company  which  owns  or 
controls  a  buyer. 
d:  The  terms  "buyer"  and  "sa  lei"  shall be  cons  trued accordingly and  it 
i-s  understood  that  there  may  be  more  than  one  buyer  of  any  one  vessel. 
32-. Party2  or  to  one  or more  conpa~ies  o~~ed
3  or controlled4  by  such  nationals  or 
companies5  at  less  than  the  normal  value  c.f  the vessels,  is  to.  be  condemned  if 
it causes .or "threatens material  injury to an established industry in the 
·territory of  a  Party or materially retards  the establishment of  a  domestic 
.industry. 
2.  In order to  remedy  or prevent ,.inj.urious  pr1c1ng,  a  Party. may  impose  on 
the producer  of  any  injuriously priced vessel  an  injurious pricing charge not 
greater in amount  than  the margin  of  injurious pricing  in respect  of  such 
vessel . 
. 3.  No  vessel  of  the  territory of any  Party sold to a  buyer of  any other 
Party shall  be  subject  to injurious pricing charges  by reason of  the  exemption' 
of  such vessel  fro~ duties or  taxes  borne  by  the  like product  when  sola to a 
buyer of  the  Party in which  the vessel  originates,  or by  reason  of  the  refund 
of  such duties or taxes. 
4.  a)  No  Party shal+  impose  any  injurious pricing charge  on  a  shipbuilder 
that is a  national  or company  of  another  Party unless it determines  that  the 
effect of  the injurious pricing is such  as  to cause  or  threaten material  injury 
to an  established domestic  industry,  or  is  such  as  to retard materially the 
establishment  of  a  domestic  industry. 
b)  The  Parties  may  waive  the  requirement  of  sub-paragraph  (a)  of  this 
paragraph  so  as  to permit  a  Party to  impose  an  injurious pricing charge  on  a 
shipbuilder with regard  to  the sale of  any vessel  to  a.  buyer which is·its 
company  or  natio~al for  the ·purpose  of  remedying  injurious pricing which  causes 
or  threatens material  injury to  an  industry in  the  territory of another  Party 
exporting  the  product  concerned  to  the  Party of  the buyer. 
·  2.  For  purposes  of  this Annex,  "company  of  a  Party"  means  any  kind  of 
juridical entity,  including any corporation,,  company,  association, ·or 
other organisation;  that is legally constituted under  the  laws  and 
regulations of  such  country or a  political subdivision thereof, 
regardless  of whether or not  the entity is organised for  pecuniary gain, 
private or governmentally owned,  or organised with  limited or unlimited 
liability. 
3.  The  term  "owned"  is defined as  having more  tha~ a  50  per cent  interest. 
4.  The  term  "control"  is defined as  actual ability to have  substantial 
influence on  corporate behaviour,  which  is presumed at a  25  per cent 
interest. _ ·If ownership of  a  company is shown,  a  separate control of 
that  company  is presumed not  to exist unless  established otherwise. 
5.  Under  this Annex,  a  sale shall not  be  subject  to  injurious pricing 
investigation if an  ownership  interest is ·shown  to exist in a  buyer of 
che  Party in which  the vessel  originates,  unless it is established  that 
the  owner  is acting under  instruction  from  a  ubuyer",  as  defined in this 
Annex,  of  another  Party or rights  and  liabilities of  the ·owner  of  the 
vessel -are otherwise  assumed  by  such  a  "buyer".· 
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5;  The. Parties agree  to  tak~ action only under  this Annex  with· regard to.· 
transactions  involving  the  injurious. pricing of vessels covered by  this  _ 
Agreement.  A Party shall withhold actiqn under. this Annex  i.f  any member  of • the· 
World  T~ade Organisation not  a  Party to  thi~ Agreement  &as  previously initiated 
an  anti-dumping action pursuant  to Article VI  of  GATT  1994  and  the Agreement  on 
the  Implementation  of Article VI  o·f  GATT  1994  with  regard  t.o  a  particular 
transaction:  If subsequent  to  the  initiation of  an--action  under~ this. Annex,  a 
member  of  the World  Trade Organisation who  is not  a  Party to  this· Agreement 
initiates .an. antidumping  ac_tion  pursuant  to Article VI  of  GAJ'T ·1994  and  the 
Agreement  on  the  ImplemEmtation  of  Ar-ticle VI  of  GATT -1994  with regard to a · 
particular transaCtion,  the  Party that had initiated an action under this !-ilnex 
shall  suspend  the action.  If the antidumping  investigation is concluded by  the. 
imposition-of meaSures. or·  a  negat·ive  finding·,  a  ·Party  shall  not· in~tiate.  or  . -· 
continue action under  thisAnnex.  If the antidumping  invest'igation is not 
concluded within_a  reasonable. period of ,time,  but not  less  than one year,  or 
if,  in the event of an'affiflllative  finding,  action is not  taken,  the  Party to 
·.this Agreement  may  init·iate or continue its investigation,  but  in no  case may 
'both an  injurious pricing charge under  this Agreemept  ahd  an  antidumping  duty 
unde;?r  the  GATT  1994  be.impo:;;ed with respect  to a  particular. transaction: 
... / 
B.  SUPPLEMENTARY  PROVISIONS  REGARDING  THE  BASIC  PRINCIPLES 
Regarding  Paragraph  1 
1.  Hidden  injurious pnc1ng  l:iy  associated-houses  (that  is,  the  sale by  a 
buyer at .a  price below that corresponding  to  the pri·ce  invoiced _by  a 
shipbuilder with whom  the buyer  is assoCiated,  and  also below  the ·.price  in  the 
country of  sale)  constitutes a  form  of  injurious pricing with respect  to which 
the margin  of  injuriou~ pricing may  be  calculated on  the basis  of  the price at 
which  the  vesse~s are resolq by  the buyer.  · 
2. ·  It is recognise(!  that,  in the  case of  sales  from _a  country which  has· a 
compl·ete  or  substantialiy complete  monopoly o'f its trade  and  •~here all dome'stii:: 
prices are  fixed  by  th_e.  State·,  special diff.icul  ties· may  exist  in  determini~g 
price comparability for the purposes  o~ paragraph  1,  and  in  such cases parties 
may  firid it necessary  to  take  into acs;ount  the possibility· that a  s~rict 
comparison with  domestic  prices  in such  a  country may  not. always  be 
appropriate. 
~egarding  P~ragraph-2 
Multiple  currency pract1ces  can in certain circumstar_lces  constitute a  form  of 
injurious pricing ·by  means  of ·a partial depreciation of a· .countcy's  currency 
which  may  be  met  by action under paragraph  2.  By  ".multiple  currency practices"· 
is meant  P,ractices by governments  or sanctionedby governments. 
Regarding Paragraph  4:  bl 
Waivers  under  the provisions .under  pqragr·aph  4. b)  shall be  granted only on 
application ·by  the  Party proposing  to  impose  an  injurious pricing charge. 
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The  Parties, 
Recognising  that anti-injurious  pr~c~ng practices should not  constitute 
an  unjustifiable  impediment  to  international  trade and that injurious pricing 
charges  may  be  applied against injurious pricing only if such  injurious pricing 
causes  or threatens material  injury to  an established industry.or materially 
retards  the establishment of an  industry; 
Considerihg  that it is desirable  to provide  for equitable and  open 
procedures  as  the basis  for  a  full examination of  injurious pricing cases; 
'  Desiring  to interpret the Basic  Principles and to elaborate rules  for 
their application in order to provide uniformity and  certainty in their 
implementation;  and 
Recognising  the  need  to  take account  of  the complexity of  ship purchase 
transac-tions  and  the  manner  in which  the  oWnership  of  a  vessel  may  be  obscured; 
Recognising  the nature of commercial  shipbuilding and  repair,  which 
often involves  a  single  transaction covering  one  vessel  and  the  adaptation of 
shipyard operations  to  render  them  capable  to produce  a  particular ship,  and 
thus,  understanding  that  the  investigating authorities shall consider  the 
context of  these  and other characteristics of  commercial  shipbuilding  and 
repair in assessing the  impact  of sales  on  a  domestic  industry: 
Hereby agree  as  follows:. 
Article 1 
Principles 
1.1  An  injurious  pr~c~ng charge  on  a  vessel  covered  by Article  2  of  the 
Agreement  .Respecting  Normal  Competitive Conditions'in the Commercial 
Shipbuilding and  Repair  Industry  ("vessel")  shall be  applied  only under  the 
circumsta~ces provided  for  in this Annex  and pu!suant  to investigations 
initiated  and  conducted in accordance with its provisions.  The  following 
provisions govern  the·application of  the  Basic Principles in so far as action 
is  taken  under  implementing  legislation or regulations. 
1.2  The  Parties agree  to  incorporate  into this Code  any amendments  made  in 
the  future  to  the Agreement  on  the  Implementation of Article VI  of  the GATT 
1994.  Changes  to  such amendments  shall be  limited to  those necessitated by  the 
special characteristics of  commercial  shipbuilding. 
6.  The  term  ~initiated" as  used hereinafter means  the procedural action by 
which  a  Party  formally  commences  an  investigation as provided in 
Article  5. 
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Article 2 
Determination  of  Inj~riou~ Priting 
.  .  .  .  . 
2\l  For_ the purpose  cif  this Agreement,  a  vessel, is to  be  considered as  being 
injuriously priced,  i.e.,  so1d7  directly- or  indirect-iy  to one  or mo~e nationals 
or companies.of  another  Party,  6r to  one  or more  companies  owned·or controllgd 
by  such nationals or  companies,  at less  than its normal  value,  if the  expo:rt 
price cif  the vessel  sold is less  than  the  comparable price,  in  the  ordinary 
course  of  trade,  for" the like vessel  wh~n sold to a·buyer  of  the exporting 
country. 
2.2  When  there are no  sales of. the.like vessel  in the ordinary course  of 
·trade  in the domestic  market  of  the exporting  country or when,  because of  the 
particular market  situation,  such sales  do_  not  permit  a  proper  comp'arison,  the 
margin of  injurious pricing shall  be  determined  by  comparison with  a  comparable" 
price of  the  like vessel when  exported  to. an. appropriate  third country provided_ 
'th~t  this price is representative.  If such  sales  to  any  appropriate third  .. 
country do  not  exist or  do  not ·permit  a  proper comparison,  the  margin  of 
injurious pricing shall be  determined  by  comparison with  the cost  of  production 
-in  the  country of -origin plus  a  reasonable  amount  for  administrative,  seiling 
and  gen~ral costs  and  for piofits. 
2.2.1  Sales  of  the  like vessel  in the  domestic-market  of  the exporting .country 
or sales to  a  third country at ·prices, below per unit  (fixed _and  variable) ·costs 
of  production plus administrative,  Sellin~,  and_general  COStS  may  be  treated as 
n~t being in.the  ordi~~:Y course  of  trade· by.reason of  pr~c~ a~gmay be 
d:sregatded  1n  determ1n1ng  normal value  only  1f· _the  author1t1es  determine  that_ 
such  sales are  at prices whi¢h  do  n~£ provide  for  the  recovery of all costs 
within  a  reasonable period of  time.  If prices which are  bela~ costs at  the 
7.  a. -.. Sold  to a  buyer of  the·. Party· in which  the vessel originates·  means 
8 .. 
9_. 
neither sold,  within  the meaning  of  this Annex  directly or  indirectly to 
nationals  or  companies  of  other coun-tries nor  to  companies  that. are · 
owned  or controlled by  such nationals  or-companies.  b.  Sales  to.buyers 
of  the  Party in which  the vessel originates constitute  "domest"ic  sales" 
for purposes  of this Annex,  and  their _prices  constitute  "domestic 
prices". 
., 
. For purposes  of  this Annex,  "export"  means  the· sale of  a  vessel to a 
buyer  other  tq.an  a  buyer  of  the  Party in which  the vessel  originates~ 
The  term: ~·ordinary course  of ,trade"  shall  be  given  the  same meaning 
throughout Article  2 . 
1.0.  When~ in this  Code  the  term  "authorities"  is used,  its shall be 
interpreted  a~  ~eaning authorities at an appropriate  senio~ level. 
11.  For purposes. of  this  Annex,  a  _"rea_sonable  period~'  of  time  shall be  five 
years. 
36 time  of  sale are above  weighted average costs  for 'the period. of  investigation, 
such prices shall be  considered to  provide  for  recovery 6f costs within a 
reasonable period of  time. 
2.2.1.1  For  the. purpose of  paragraph  2  of  this Article,  costs  shall normally 
be  calculated on  the basis  ~f records  kept  by  the  shipbuilder under 
investigation,  provided  that  such records are  in accordance with  the generally 
accepted accounting principles of  the  exporting  c~untry and  reasonably reflect. 
the costs  associated with  the production and sale of  the vessel  under 
consideration.  Authorities shall consider all available evidence  on  the proper 
allocation of costs,  including that which  is made  available by  the  shipbuilder 
in the course of  the  investigation provided that such allocations  have  been 
historically utilised by  the  shipbuilder,  in particular in relation to 
establishing appropriate amortisation and depreciation periods  arid  allowances 
for capital expenditures  and  other development  costs.  Unless  already reflected 
in the  cost allocations under  this sub-paragraph,  costs shall be  adjusted 
appropriately for those  non-recurring  items  of cost which  benefit  future and/or 
current production,  or  for  circumstances  in which  t~sts during  the period of 
. investigation are affected by start-up operations.  . 
2.2.2  For  the  purpose  of  paragraph  2  of  this Article,  the  amounts  for 
administrative,  'selling and general  costs and  for profits shall  be  based on 
actua-l  data pertaining to produc.tion  and sales in  the· ordinary course of trade 
of  the  like vessel·by the  shipbuilder .under  investigation.  When  such  amounts 
cannot  be  determined  on  this basis,  the  amounts  may  be  determined on  the basis 
of: 
12. 
(i)  the  actual  amounts  incurred and  realised by  the  shipbuilder in 
question in respect  of  production and  sales  in  the  domestic market 
of  the  country of  origin of  the  same  general  category of vessel; 
(ii)  the weighted  avera~e of  the actual  amounts  incurred and  realised 
by other shipbuilders of.the country of  origin in  respect  of 
production  and  sales. of  the  like vessel  in that country's domestic 
market; 
(iii)  13  any other reasonable method  ,  provided  that  the  amount  for profit 
so estabiished shall not  exceed  the profit normally  realised by 
other shipbuilders  on  sales  of vessels of  the  same  general 
category in thedomestic market of  the  country of origin,  and 
The  adjustment made  for  start-up operations  shall reflect  the  costs. at 
the end 6f  the start-up period or,  if that period extends  beyond  the 
peri~d of  investigation,  the  most  recent costs which  can  reasonably be 
taken' into account  by  the authorities during  the  investigation. 
13.  Recourse  to  "any other reasonable method"  should be  had only  ~bsent 
appropriate domestic  sales.  In  such  case,  reference will generally be 
made,  under  111,  to.appropriate-expo~t sales  of  the shipbuilder in 
question or,  absent  such  sales,  to  those  of. other shipbuilders  of  the 
country-of origin. 
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(iv)  the profit· added  in constructing value shall,  in all  instan<::es, 
be  based-upon  the  average profit  real~sed over  a  re~sonable period 
of  time14 prior  ~o and after  th~ sale  und~r investigatiori and shall 
reflect  a  reasonable profit at the  time  of  such  sale.  In making 
such-calculation,  any distortion which·would result  in other than 
a  profit which  is reasonable at the  time .of  the  sale shall be 
eliminated.  · 
2  .. 2. 3  In light of 'the  long lead time  between  contract  and delivery of vessels, 
a  normal  value shall' not  include actual  cos'ts which  are  due  to. extraordinary 
circumstances  :(e.g.,  labour disputes,  fire,  natural disaster),  and which are 
significantly over the.cost increase which  the  shipbuilder could have 
reasonably anticigated and  taken  into account  at  t;he  time  the  materi~l. term?'  of 
sale_ were  fixed.· 
-< 
2.3  In cases where  there is no  export price or _where  it appears  to  the 
authorities  concerned that  the  export  p_rice. is unreliable because.  of 
association or a  ·compensatory  arrangeme::1t  between_the. shipbuilder and  the .b:..:yer 
or  a  third party,  the  export price may-be  constructed on  the basis  of  tbe pnce 
a:  ..... :-,ich  the vessel.s are  first  r_esold  to  an. independent  buye~'. or if t!o.e 
vessels are  ~ot resold  to an  independent-buy~r.  ~r not  resold in  t~e  condi~icin' 
as  originally sold, ·on  such reasonable  basis  as  the  ,;iUthori  t~es may determine. 
· 2. 4  '  A ·fair comparison shall  be  made  between  the  expo~t price. and  the  no~nal 
value..  This  comparison  shall. be  made  a!;:  the  same  level of 'trade,  normal2.y. at 
the  ex~facr~r:y'revel,· and  in respect  of :sa~es made  at, as  ne~rly as_-p6s
1s~ble- the 
sarr.e  t~me.  ·  Due  allowance  shal-l  be  made  ~n each.-case;  on  ~ts  mer~ts,  tor 
differences which  affect price comparability,  including differences  in 
conditions  and  terms  of  sale,  taxation,  levels of· trade,· quantities.,  physical· 
characteristics,  and any  oth;r differences which  a:re  a.lso  denonstrated  to· 
-.affect price comparability. 1_  Iri  the  cases  referred to  in paragraph  3  of 
Article  2,  allowances  for· costs,  including duties and  taxes,  incurred between 
original  sale and  r~sale,  and  for profits accruing,  should also  be  made.  If  in 
these .cases',  price corr.parability has  been affected,  the authorities. shall 
establish the normal  value at a  level  of trade  equivalent·, to:' the  level  o·f  trade 
..  1~' 
. 15.  -
16. 
.. 17. 
A  ieason~ble period of  time  in this context shall refer to  the  shortest 
possible time,  which  sho_uld  normally not  exceed six months  both prior to 
and  ~fter the _sale  under  investigation. 
The ·_burden  of  proof  shall be placed on  the  shipbuilder  . 
Sales  ''made  at· as nearly as  pos.sible  the  s~-me  time•  normally would  mean 
sales within  three months  prior to or after the sale under 
investigation,  or,  in the absence  of  such ·sales,  such  l~nger period as 
would  be appiopriate. 
It is understood .that  some  of  the  above  factors  may  overlap,  and the 
authorities shall ensure  that tiey do  not duplicate  adjus~ments that 
have  be:en aiready .made  under  this provision. 
38 of  the. constructed export  price,  or make  due  allowance  a~ warranted  under ·this 
paragraph.  The  authorities shall  indicate  to  the  Parties  in question what 
information  is necessary  to ensure  a  fair comparison  and shall not  impose  an 
unreasonable  burden of  proof  on  those  Parties. 
2.4.1  When  the price comparison under  this paragraph requires  a  conversion of 
currencies,  sy§h  conversion should be  made  using the rate ·of  exchange  on  the 
date  of  sale,  provided that when  a  sale of  foreign  currency on  forward markets 
is directly linked  to  the export  sale  involved,  the rate of exchange  in the. 
forward  sale shall  be  used. 
2.4.2  Subject to  the provisions governing  fair·comparison  in paragraph·4 of 
this Article,  the existence of margins  of  injurious pricing during  the 
investigation phase shall  normally  be  established on  the basis of  a  comparison 
of  a  weighted average normal  value with  a  weighted average  of prices of all 
comparable  export transactions or by  a  comparison  of normal  value .and  export 
prices  on  a  transacti'on  to  transaction basis.  A normal  value established on  a 
weighted  average  basis  may  be  compared  to prices of  individual  export 
transactions if the authorities  find  a  pattern of  export prices which differ 
significantly among  different purchasers,  regions  or  time  periods  and  if an 
explanation is provided  why  such differences cannot  be  taken into account 
appropriately by  the  use  of  a  'weighted average  to weighted· average'  or 
'transaction  ~o. transaction'  comparison. 
2'. 5  In  the case where  vessels are not  sold to  a  b1ye:r:  of  another  Party 
directly from  the  country of origin but  are  exported  to  that  other  Party  from 
an  intermediate country,  the price at which  the vessels are  sold  from  the 
country of  export  to  the  buyer  of  that other  Party shall  normally  be.cornp~red 
with  the  comparable  price in the  country of  export.  However,  comparison  may  be 
made  with  the price in  the country of  origin·,  if,  for  example,  the vessels are 
merely  trans-shipped  through  the country of  export,  or such vessels are not 
produced  in  the. country of  export,  or  there  is no  comparable price  for  them  in 
the  country of  export. 
2.6  Throughout  this  Agreement  the  term  "like vessel"  shall be  i:1terpreted to 
mean  a  vessel  of  the  sase  type,  purpose  and  approximate  size as  the vessel 
under  consideration and  possessing characteristics closely resembli:1g  those  of 
the  vessel  under  consideration.  The  term  "same  general  category of  vessei" 
shall  be  interpreted  to  mear.  a  vessel  of  the  same  type  and  purpose,  but  of  a 
significantly different  size.  Small  differences  in size and  equipment  will not 
affect  the  category of  the vessel,  but  may  be  reflected in appropriate 
adjustments  in calculations and  comparisons  made  under  this Code. 
18.  Date  of  sale,  for purposes of this provlSlon,  means  the  date  on  which 
the material  terms  of sale are established.  That  date is normally,-for 
ship  transactions,  the date of contract.  However,  if the material  terms 
of sale are,significantly changed  on  another date,  the  rate  of  exchange 
on  the date  of  the  change  should  be applied.  In  such  a  case,  the 
investigating authority shall make  appropriate adjustments  to  take  into 
account  any  unreasonable effect on  th~ injurious pricing margin ·solely 
due  to  exchange  rnte fluctuations  between  the original date of  sale and 
the  daee  of  this  change. 
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,. 2.7  This Article is without  prejudice _to  the  second  SupplementarY  Provision 
to  paragraph  1  of  the  Basic  Principles. 
Article 3 
Determination of  Injury19 
3.1  A·determination of  injury for purposes  of  thisAnnex shall be  based  on 
positive evidence  and  involve  an  objectiye examination of  both_  (~}.the eff~ct 
of  the  sal~ at less  than normal  value  on prices in  the domestic  market  for  like 
vessels,  and
2
6b)  the consequent impact  Of  that  sale on domestic  producers  of 
like vessels·  .  ·  · ·  ·  · !  ·  . 
3. 2  - With  regard  to  the effect of  the sale at  less  than  no:::-mal.  value  on 
prices,  the.investigating authorities  sh~ll consider whether- there  has  been  a 
- significant price  ~ndercutting by  the  sa~e at  less  than normal  value ~s 
compared with  the price of _like  vessels of  the  buyer's country,  or whether  the 
effect ofsuch-sale is otherwise  to  deprifSS  prices  to  a  significant degree  or: 
prevent price increases,  which  otherwise would  have  occurred;  to- a  significant 
degree.  No  one  or several ·of  these _factors  can  necessarily_ give decisive 
guidance.  · 
3. 3  t<Vhere  sales of  vessels  from  mor~ than  one  country are  sirc~ulta-neously 
subject  to  injurious pricing  investigati~ns,  the  investigating authorities  ~ai 
cumulatively assess effects. of -such  sales only if they determine  that  (  1)  the 
margin  of  injurious pricing .established in relation to  the  purchases  from  each 
country is more  than  de  minimis- as  ~efin~d in paragraph  8  of  Article,S  and  that 
.  - I  .  . 
(2)  a  cumulative.assessment  of_  the effeq.s of  the  sale's  is.app:::-opriate  in  light 
of  the conditions  of  competition between vessels  sold by  shipbuilder's  of  other 
Parties  to  its buyers  and  the conditions  of  competition bet•-:een  such vessels 
and  the  lik~  dom~stic vessels.  ·  · 
3.4  The  examination of  the impact· of  the  sale at less  than  normal  value  on 
the  do~estic industry  concern~d shall .include  an  evaluation of  all relevant 
economic  factors  and  indice·s  having  a  bearing  on  the  state of  the  ind:J.stry, 
including actual  and potential decline  irt  sales,  profits;  output,  market  share, 
·productivity,  return on  investments,  or utilis'ation of .capacity;  factors· 
affecting domestic  prices; ,  the  magnltu,de  of  ~he margin of  injurious pricing; 
19.  _~.under. this Code  the  term  "injury"  shall,  unless  otherwise specified,  be 
taken  to meanmaterial  injury to~ domestic  industry,  tl;lreat  of material 
injury to  a domestic  industry or material  retardation of'the 
estaplishrnent of  such  an  industry 'and  shall be- interpreted  in accordance 
with.the provisions of  this Article. 
20.  For  purposes  of  this  Annex,·  "domestic  producers  of  like vessels"  shall 
encompass  those  shipyards  capable of  producing  a  like vessel  with  their 
present ·facilities or which  can  be  adapted  in_  a  t{mely  manner  to  produce 
Cl- ~ike vessel.  -
40 actual  and potential negative effects on  cash  flow,  inventories; employment, 
wages,  growth,  ability to:raise capital or  investments.  This  list is not,  · 
exhaustive,  nor  can  one  or  several of  these  factors  necessarily give decisive 
guidance. 
3.5  It.must be  demonstrated that  the sale at less  than  normal  value  is, 
through  the effects of  the sale'at less  than normal  value,  as set  forth  in 
paragraphs  2  and  4  of  this Article,  causing or has  caused injury within the. 
meaning  of  this Agreement.  The  demonstration of  a  causal  relationship between 
the sale at less  than  normal  value and  the  injury to  the domestic  industry 
shall  be  based  on  an  examination of all relevant  evidence before  the 
authorities.  The  authorities shall also examine .any  known  factors  other  than 
the  sale at less  than normal  value_  which at the  same  time  are  injuring the  _ 
domestic  industry,  and  the injuries caused-by  these other  factors  must not  be 
attributed to  the  sale at less  than normal  value.  Factors which may  be  . 
. relevant  in this respect  include,  inter alia,  the volume  and prices of  sales  by: 
·  shipbuilders  of other  Parties  to buyers  of  the investigating Party not  sold at 
1ess  than  normal  value,  contraction in demand  or changes_in the patterns of 
consumption,  trade restrictive practices of  and competition between  the  foreign 
and. domestic.producers,_ developments in technology and  the  export performance 
and productivity of  the  domestic  industry. 
3.6  The  effect of  the sale at less  than  normal  value shall be  assessed  in. 
relation to  the  domestic  production of  the  like product  ~hen available cata 
permit  the  separate identification of  that  production on  the  bas~s of  such 
criteria as  the production process,  producers'  sales and-profits.  If  such 
separate identification of  t~at production is not  possible,· the  ef~~cts of  the 
sale at  less  than normal  ~alu~ shall  be assessed  by  the  e~amiriation of  the 
production of  the  narrowest  group  or  range  of products,  which  inc:udes  the  like 
product,  for  which  the necessary information can be  provided. 
3. 7  A  determination of  a  t_hreat  of material  injury shall  be  based  on  facts· 
and  not  merely on allegation,  conjecture or  remote  possibility.  The  change  in 
circumsta:-1ces  which would create a  situation in which 'the  sale at  less
2
£ha:: 
normal  value  would  cause  injury must  be clearly foreseen  and  imminent.  In 
making  a  determination regarding  the existence of  a  threat  of  material  injucy, 
the authorities  should consider,  inter alia,  such  factors  as: 
( i)  S;jfficient  freely disposable  or .an  irl'Jnir.ent,  substantial  iP-crease  in 
capacity of  the  exporter  indicating  the  likelihood of substantially 
increased sale at less  than normal  value  to  the  market  of  the buyer's· 
country,  taking into account  the availability of  other export  markets 
to  absorb any additional  exports;  and 
(ii)  whether vessels are being exported to  the  domestic  market  at prices 
that will  have  a  significant depressing or  suppressing effect  on 
domestic prices,  and  would  likely increase demand  for  further 
purchases  from  other countries. 
21.  One  eJ<ample,  though not  an  exclusive  one,  is that  there.is convincing 
reason  to believe  that  there will  be,  in  the near future,  substantially 
increased sales of  such vessels at sale at less  than normal  value  to 
buyers_of  the  investig~ting Party.  , 
-' 
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No  one of  these  factors  by  itself can necessarily give  decis.ive' guidance  but 
the totality of  the  factors  considered must  lead  i:o  'the  conclusion  that  further 
sale- at iess  than normal value are. irruninent  and  t!lat,  unle'ss  p:::-otective  action 
is taken,  material  injury would occur. 
3.8  W~th respect  to cases  where  injury is  threatened py  sale at  less  than 
normal  value,  the· application of  injurious pricing measures  shall be  considered. 
and decided with  special care. 
Article 4 
Defin:l tion of  Domestic·. Industry. 
4:1  For  the purposes. of  this Agreement,· the  term  "~~rriesti.c  industry"  shall 
be  interpreted as_ referring t6  the  domest~2 ~reducers  as  a  wh6ie  of  the  like 
v~ssels or  to  those.cif  them whose  collec;tive capability to'produce  a  like 
vessel  cons~itutes a  major  proportion of _the  total  domes-cic  c~~abili  :y  to  .  '  ' 
produce  a  ,l1.ke  ve~sel,  except  that·when producers  are  :::-elated  to  tne  exporters 
or  dom~stic. buyei~ 6r are  themselves  domest{c  buyers~f the allegedly 
injuriously priced vessel,  the  term  "domestic  industry"  may  be  interpreted a's 
referririg ·to  the  rest of  the. producers. 
4. 2  ~vhere  two  or  more·· countries -have. reached. under  the  provisions  of 
paragraph  8{a)  of  Article XXIV  of  the  GATT  1994  such  a  level of  integration 
that  they  ha~e the characteristics of·a  ~ingle,  unifi~d ma:::-ket,  the  industry  in 
the  entire area  of  integration 'shaD  be  taken  to  be .the  do~,estic  industry  . 
refe/red to  in. p'aragraph  1  above.  ·.  · 
-rnitiation and Subsequent  Iriyestigation 
5.1  Except  as_  provided  f6r  in~paragraph 6  of  ~hii Article,  an  inve§tiga~ion 
to  determine  the  existence:. degree  and effect of  any  alle!ged  injurious pricing 
s!'iall  be  initiated upon  a  written applicatipn by  or  on  behalf  of. the  domestic 
l.ndustry. 
22..  See  footnote  20  above. 
2.3.  For  the  purpose~ of• this paragraph,  producers_shall  be  deemed  to  be 
related t6 exporters or  dome~tic buyers  oniy if  {a) .one  of  them directly 
or  indirectly c.ohtrols  the  other;  or {b) . both  of  them are directly or 
indirectly controlled by  a.  third person; ·  or  (c)  together  they directly 
"or  indirectly control. a  third person,  prov_ided  that  there are grounds. 
'tor beiieving bi  suipecting that  the effect of  the  relatio~ship.is  ~tich 
as  to  c:ause. the producer  concerned  to behave  differently 'from 
non-related producers.  For. the  purpose of  this paragraph,  one. shall be 
deemed  to.  control  the ·other when. the  former  is  legally or ·op~rationally 
.io a  position to exercise restraint or .direction over  the latter. 
42 5.2'  An  application under paragraph  1  shall  be  filed not  later than six 
months  from  t~2 time  that  the applicant  knew  or  should have  known  of  the  sale 
of  the  vessel  in  a  case  falling under  subparagraph d(i)  or d(ii)'below;  9 
months  from  that  time  in a  case-falling  u~ger subparagraph d(iii)  below, 
provided  that  a  notice of  intent  to apply  had been  filed no  later than six 
months  from  that  time;  but  in any event  no  later than six months  from its 
delivery.  The  application shall  include  evidence: 
(  )  f 
.  .  .  .  .  26  a  o  ~n]ur1ous  pr~c~ng; 
(b)  of  injury ·within  the meaning  of  this  Annex; 
(c)  of  a  causal  link between  the injuriously priced sale and  the 
alle~ed injury;  and 
(d)  (i)  that,  if the  vessel  was  sold  through  a  broad multiple  bid~
27 
the applicant was  invited to  tender  a  bid  on  the contract .at 
issue,  it actually did so,  and  the bid of  the applicant 
substantially met  bid  specifications  (i.e.,  delivery date  and 
technical  requirements),  or 
(ii)  tha:,  if thR  vessel  was  sold  through  any other  bidding 
process ai.d  the applicant  was  invited to  tender.a bid  on  the 
contract  at  issue,  it actually did so,  and  the  bid of  the 
·applicant  sub~tantially met  bid specifications,  or 
(iii)  that,  in  the absence  of  an  invitation to  tender  a  bid other 
than  under  a  broad multiple bid,  the  applicant  was  capable of 
building  the  vessel  concerned and,  if the applicant  knew  or  should 
24.  There  is  a  rebuttable presumption  that  a  shipbuilder  knew  or  should have 
known  of  the  sale  from  the  time  of publication of  the  fact  of  the 
conclusion of  the contract,  along with very general  information 
concerning  the vessel,  in  the  inte~national trade press. 
25.  This notice shall  include  information reasonably available  to  the 
applicant  to identify the  transaction concerned. 
26. ·  Including evidence of  the existence of  a  buyer  who  is a  company  or 
national  of  the  investigating.Party. 
27.  For  the purpose  of  this provision,  a  broad multiple bid shall be  one  in 
which  the proposed  buyer  extends  an  invitation  to bid to at least all 
the shipbuilders in  the  country of  the  buyer  known  to  the buyer  to  be 
capable  of  building  the vessel  in question. 
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.. have  known. of  the proposed purchase, 28  it made  demonstrable 
efforts to conclude  a  sale with the  buyer consistent with  the bid 
.specifications  in.question. 
'  - ' 
Simple assertion,  unsubstantiated by  relevant  ev1aence,  can·not  be  considered 
The  application shall 
th~ applicant  on  the 
sufficient.to meet  the  requl.rements  of  t;:his.paragraph. 
COQtain  such  i~formation as  is reasonably available  to 
following: 
28. 
'  ' 
( i)  the  identity o'f the applicant  an<:l  a. description of  the··-volume  and 
value  of  the  dom~stic production  of  the like  vess~l by  the 
applicant.  Where  a  writt~n application is  mad~ on behalf  of  the 
domestic  industry, the applicadon shall identify the  industry on 
behalf .of  which  the application is made  by a  list of all known 
domestic  producers. of  the  like .vessel  and,  tq  the. (2xteni::  possible, 
a  description of  the volume  and. value of  domestic P,roduction qf. 
the  like vessel accounted.for by  l?Uch  producers; 
(iil  a  complete  description of  the allegedly injuriously  pric~d vessel, 
~he  na~e of  the c6untry or  co~ntries of  origin or exoort  in 
·question,  the  identity of  each  known  exporter or  for~ign .producer 
and  the identlty of  the  buyer  of  the  vessel  in quest:on who  is a 
company  or national  of  the  iiwe?tigating  Party; 
(iii)  prices at which  S'Jch  vessels are  sold- in  the  do::-,estic  market  of 
the  country of  origin or export  (or,  where  appropriate, 
information on  the prices at which _such  vessels  are  sold  from  the 
country of  origin or export  to  a  thitd  counti~ or couniries  6r  on 
the  coristructed value  of  the vessel)  ~nd  informa~ion on  exoort 
prices or,  where  appropriate,. on  the prices at  ... ::::ich  such ;essels 
are  first  resold to  an  ;ndepen'de::1t  buye:::- ()f  the  other country; 
(iv)  the  effec~ of'the allegedly injuriouslj pticed sale  on prices of 
the  like vessel' in  the domestic  market. and· the  consequent  impact 
of  the sal.e  on  the  domestic· indu'stry,  .as  dernonst:::-ated  by  !:"eleyant 
factors  and  indices  having  a  bearing  on  the .state of .. the  domestic 
industry;  such as  those  listed in paragraphs  2  a~d 4  of Article  3. 
r't. shall be  rebutta.bly presumed  that  the· a-pplicant  knew  or  should have. 
.known  of  the  proposed purchase if it is demonstrated  that: 
_(i)  the majority of  the  domestic  industry in  the  country of  the 
proposed buyer  have  made  efforts with  that buyer  to·  conclude  a  sale of 
the vessel in question;  or 
( ii)  general  information on  the proposed purchase was  .avai'lable  from 
brokers,  financiers,  cla~~ification societies,  charterers,  trade 
associations,  or other entities norma~ly irtyolved  in shipbuilding 
transactio'ns  with  whom  the  shipbuilder l)ad  regular contacts or  dE?alin'gs. 5.3  The  autho~ities shall  examine  the  accuracy and  adequacy of  the  evidence 
provided  in the application to determine  whether  there is sufficient evidence 
to  justify the initiation of  an  investigation. 
5.4  An  investigation shall  not  be  initiat~d pursuant  to paragraph  1  unless 
the authorities  have  determined,  on  the basis of  an  examination of  the  degree 
of  support  for,  or opposition to,  the application expressed  by domestic 
producers  of  the  like vessel,  th~g the application has  been  made_  by or  on· 
behalf of  the domestic  industry.  The  application shall be  considered .to  have 
been made  "by or on. behalf  of  the domestic  industry" if it is supported by 
those  domestic  producers  whose  collective capacity to produce  the  like vessel 
constitutes more  than  50  per  cent  of  the total capacity to  produce  the like 
vessel  of  that.portion of  the  domestic  industry expressing either support  for 
or opposition to  the application.  -However,  no  investigation shall be  initiat~d  -J 
when  domestic  producers  expressl¥ supporting  the application account  for  less 
than  25  per  cent  of  total  capacity of  the  domestic  producers  capable  of 
producing  the  like  vess~l: 
5.5  The  authorities shall avoid,  unless  a  decision has  been  made  to  initiate 
·an  ir:vestigation,  any publicising of  the  application  for  the initiation of  an 
investigation.  However,  before  procee~i~g to initiate an  investigation, 
whether  upon-application or  upon  decision of  the authority to  initiate an 
investigatio~ under  paragraph  5.6  below,  the  atithorit~es shall notify the 
government  of  the  exporting country concerned.  .· 
5.6  If in special  circurr.stances,  the authorities concerned 'decide  to 
initiate an  inves-tigation without  having received a  written application  by  or 
on  behalf  of  a  domestic  industry for  the  initiation of  such  investigation,  they 
shall  proceed only if they have  sufficient  evidence of  injurious pricing, 
injury,  a  causal  link,  and  that  a  member  of  the allegedly injured domes-tic 
industry met  che  criteria of  paragraph 5.2(d),  to  justify the  ini~iation of·an' 
investigation. 
5.7  The  evidence of both  injurious pricing and  injury shall  b~ considered 
simultaneously  (a)  in  the  decision whether or not  to initiate an  investigation, 
_and  (b)  thereafter,  during  the  course of  the  irivestigatioti  . 
. 5.8  An  application under paragraph  1  sh4ll  be  rejected .;tnd  an  investigation 
shall  be  terminated promptly as  soon-as  the authorities  concerned are satisfied 
that  there is not  sufficient evidence of either_injurious pricing or  of  injury 
to  justify proceeding with  the  case.  There  shaH  be  immediate  termination  in 
cases  where  the authorities determine  that  the margin of  injurious pricing is 
de  minimis  or  the  injury is negligible.  The  margin of  injurious pricing shall 
be  considered  to  be  de  minimis if this margin  is less than  2  per cent, 
expressed as  a  percentage of  the  export  price.  ' 
29.  Parties are  aware  that  in  the territory of certain Parties,  employees  of 
domestic  producers  of  the  like product  or representatives  of  those 
· employees,  may  make  or  supp-ort  an  application for  an  investigation under 
paragra-ph  1. 
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5. 9  ·  A  final  decision on  initia.tion will -be  taken no  later than  45  days 
following  an. application arid,  iri  case of  initiatie>n without  application,  no. 
,  later than  six·months  from  the  time  the  investigating authority knew  or  should 
have  known  of. the sale of  the vesseL.  For  cases  involving price to price 
comparison,  where  a:  like vessel has  been  delive:r:ed,  investigations must  be 
compieted  no  lat.er  than one  year  fro!n  the date of  initiation.  For cases  in· 
.which the like V§!SSel·is  under  construction,·inyestigation will  end  no  later 
than  one year  from  delivery of  that  like vesseL  investigations  involving  -
constructed value shall  be  con~luded within one year after their initiation or. 
within one year of .'delivery of  the vessel,' whichever' is later. 
Article 6 
Evidence 
6.1  ·All -interested Parties in an  injurious pricing investigation shall· be 
~  given notice of  the  infOrmation-which  the authorities  require and  ample' 
30  opportuni-ty  to  present  {ri· writing all evidence which  they  consider  ~relev~nt  in 
•• 
respect  of  the  investigation_jn  que~tion. 
6 .l._1  Exporters  or  foreign producers  receiving questionnaires  used  in an. 
injuri!~s pricing  i~vestigation shall be  given ~t leist. thirty clays  for 
reply.  · 'Due  consideration should  be  g·iven  to any request I or ·an  extension of 
the. thirty. day period and,  upon  cause  shown,  such an  ex'tensi.on  should  be 
granted-whenever practicable. 
6.1.2·  Subject 'to  the  requirement  to protect confidential  information, 
evid.ence  presented in writing by one interested Party shall  be  made  available 
· promptly  to other interested Parties participatin'g ln the  investigation. 
- ' 
6.1.3  ~s  s06n as  an  i~vestigaticin·has been initiated,  the authorities  ~hall, 
~rovide the full  text of  the written  applic~~{on recei~ed ~nd~r-paragraph 1  'of 
Artic1e  5  _to  the exporter. and  to  the authorities  of· the  exporting  country and 
make  i-t available,  upon  request,  to  other  int'erested Parties  involved.  Due. 
regard  sn~ll be  paid to  the  requirement  for  the protection of confidential 
information as provided  for  in paragraph s below.  · 
6.2  Throughout  the  injurious  pri~ing investigatibn all  in~erested Parties 
shall.have a  full  opportunity for  the  defence  of  their interests.  To  this  end, 
the authorities shall,  on  request,  provide opportunities  fo-r  all interested -
Parties· to meet  those  Parties with adverse 'interests;  so  that  opposing views. 
30.  Such evidence  may  ~nclude the· findings  of  any  investigation into. the 
matter  made  by  the  Party of  the exporting  shipbuild-er;  which will  be 
considered 'by  the  investigating ·au'thority-and made  part of  the 
investigation record. 
3L  .As  a  general  rule,  the  time-+imit' for  exporters  shall be  coun'ted  from 
the-date of  receipt of  the questionnaire,  which  for  this  pur~ose shall 
be  deemed  to have  been  recer'ved  one-week  from  the day  on  whic:':h  it was 
sent  to  the  respondent  or  transmitted  to  the_  appr6priate  diJ;>lomatic. 
r~presentative of  the  export_ing  country.· 
46 may  be  presented and rebuttal  arguments  offered.  Provision of  such 
opportunities must  take  account  of  the  nee-·d  to  preserve confidentiality and  of 
the  convenience  to  the  Parties.  There  shall be  nq  obligation  on  any  Party to 
attend a  meeting,  and  failure  to do  so  shall  not  be prejudicial  to  that Party's 
case.  Interested  ~arties shall also have  the right,  on  justification,  to 
present other information orally. 
6.3  Oral  information 
by  the  autho~ities only 
made  available to other 
sub-paragraph 1.2. 
provided under paragraph  2  shall  be  taken  into account 
insofar·as it is subsequently reproduced  in writing and 
interested Parties;  as  provided  for  in 
6.4  The  authorities shall whenever practicable provide  timely opportunities 
for all interested Parties  to  see all information that is relevant  to  the 
presentation of their cases.  that is-not confidential as  defined  in paragraph 5 
and  that  is used by  the authorities in an  injurious pricing investigation,  and. 
to prepare presentations on  the basis of this  information. 
6.5  Any  information which  is by nature confidential  (for  example,  because 
its-disclosure would  be  of significant competitive advantage  to  a  competitor or 
because  its disclosure would  have  a  significantly adverse effect  upon  a  person 
supplying  the  information or  upon  a  person  from  whom  he  acquired  the 
information)  or which  is provided on  a  confidential basis  by  Parties  to  an 
investigation shall,  upon  good  cause  shown,  be  treated as  such  by  the 
auth~ri~ies.  Such  informati~n 7hal~  n~1 be  disclosed without  specific 
perm~ss~on of  the  Party  subm~tt~ng  ~t~ 
6.5.1  The  authorities shall require  interested Parties providing confidential 
information  to  furnish-non-confidential  su~~aries thereof.  These  summaries 
shall  be  in sufficient detail  to permit_a  reasor.able  understanding of  the 
substance  of  the  information submitted in confidence.  In exceptional 
circumstances,  such  Parties may  indicate that.such information 
is not  susceptible of  summary.  In  such  exceptional  circumstaQces,  a  statement 
of  the  reasons  why  summarisation is not  possible must  be  provided. 
6.5.2  If the authorities  find  that  a  request  for  confidentiality is not 
warranted and if the  supplier of  the  information  is either unwilling  to make 
the  information public  or  to authorise its disclosure in generalised or 
summary  form,  the authorities may  disregard such  information unless.it  can  be 
~emonstr~ted.to their  s~!isfaction from  appropriate  sources  that  the 
~nformat1on  ~s correct. 
6.6  Except  in circumstances provided  for  in paragraph  8,  the authorities 
shall during the course of  an  investigation satisfy themselves'as  to the 
accuracy of  the  information  supplieq by interested Parties  upon  which  their 
findings  are based. 
32.  Parties are  aware  that  in  the territory of certain Parties,  disclosure 
pursuant  to  a  narrowly drawn protective order may  be  required. 
33.  Parties agree  that  requests  for  confidentiality should not  be 
arbi tzari  ly rej.ected. 
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6.7  ·  In order. t6 verify information provided or =to  obtain  t~rther details~ 
the  a~thorities may  carry out 'investigations in other countries as  required, 
provided  they obtain the  agreement  of  the  firms  concerned ·and  provided  they 
notify the  representatives cf  the  government  of the  country  in question  and 
untess  the latter object  to  the  investigation:  The  procedures described in 
Addendu~ I  ~hall apply to  verification~ carried out  in exporting  ~ountries. 
The  authorities shall, ·subject  to  the  requirement. to. protec.t confidential 
information,  make  the results of  any verifications available or provide 
disclosure  there~£ pursuant  to paragraph  9,  tci  the  fl.rms  to .which  they·pertain 
and may  make  such -results available to  the  applicant-s. 
6.8  In cases  in  ~hich any interested Party refuses  access  to,  or otherwise 
does  not  provide,  necessary  information within a  reasonable  peri-od' or  ' 
·.  significantly impedes  the  investigation,  determinations;  affirmative or 
negative,  may  be  made  on  the basis of  the  facts  available.  ,The  provisions of· 
Addendum  II- shall be·observed in the. application of  this paragraph. 
6.9  The  authorities shall,  before  a  final determination is made.  inform all· 
interested Parties  of  the essential  facts  under.consideration-which_form>the 
basis  for  the decision whether  to apply definitive meast.:res.  Such  disclosure 
sho~ld take place  in  sufficien~ time  for  the  Parties to defend  their interests. 
6.10  ·?or the purposes  of  this Agreement,  "inter~sted Parties·  shall  include: 
Li)  an exporter or  foreign  producer or the buyer  of  a  ve·ssel  subject 
to investigation,  or a  trade  or business association a  majority of 
the  members  of  which  are _producers,  exporters or domestic  buyers 
of  such vessels;·. 
(~i)  the  government  of the  exporting country;  and 
(iii)  a  producer of  the  like vessel  in'  the  investigating country or a 
trade or business  association a  majority of  the  memb!=rs.of  which 
prodtice,the  l~ke vesse~ in the  investigating country. 
Thi-s  list spall not  preclude  the  investigating Party  from  allowing. domestic  or 
foreig~ parties other  than  thoie mentioned  above  to  be  include~ as interested 
Parties. 
6.ll  The  autho:J:"ities  shall provide opportunities  for  buyers34 .of  the vessel. 
under- investigation .to  prov:ide  information which is  .relevant to the 
. inves-tigation regarding  injurious -prici~g.  injury,  causality and  the  elements 
set but  in Article 5.2(d). 
6.12  The  authorities  sha11  take due  account  of  any difficulties experienced 
·by interested, Parties,  in particular smaU  companies,  in supplying  information· 
requ~sted and provide  any assistance practicable. 
34.  An alleged buyer may  provide -information  on  whether  he  is in  fact  a 
. buyer. 
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of  a  Party  from  proceeding expeditiously with regard  to  init~ating an 
investigation,  reaching determinations,  whether affirmative or negative,  or 
from  applying measures,  in accordance with relevant provisions of  this 
Agreement. 
Article. 7 
Imposition and  Collection of  Injurious  Pricing Charges 
7.1  The  decision whether  or not  to  impose  an  injurious pricing charge. in 
cases  where all requirements  f~r the  imposition have  been  fulfilled and  the 
decision whether  the  amount  of  the  injurious pricing charge  to  be  imposed shall 
be  the  full margin of injurious pricing or less, ·are decisions  to  be  made  by 
·the authorities of the  investigating Party.  It is desirable that the 
imposition be permissive and  that  the charge be  less  than  the margin,  if such 
lesser charge would  be  adequate  to  remove  the  injury to  the domestic  industry. 
7.2  The  amount  of  the  injurious pricing charge shall not  exceed  the margin 
of  injurious pricing as  established under Arti6le 2. 
7.3  If  the  Party conducting  the  investigation  deter~ines .that  an  injurious 
pricing charge  is warranted,  the  Party may  require  the sh.ipbuilder  to pay, that 
charge  to it 180  days  after notice to the  shipbuilder of  the  amount  due. '  The 
shipbuilder shall  be  given  a  reasonably extended period  to  pay where  payment  in 
180  days  would  render it insolvent or would  b~ incompatible with  a  judicially 
supervised reorganisation,  in which  case  the  Party may  require interest  to 
accrue,  at  CIRR  -of  the. currency of-the charge,  on  any  unpa:..d  portion. 
7. 4  The  ob_ligation  of  a  shipb~ilder to pay the  charge shall expire  ( i )·  if 
the shipbuilder voids  the  sale ori  which  the  charge was  based or  complies  with 
the alternative equivalent  remedy accepted by  the .investigating authority or 
Iii)  if the  countermeasures,  applied  in accordarice with Article  8,  paragraph 
10,  have  expired. 
Article  8 
Public Notice  and  Explanation of Determinations 
8·-.1  When  the authorities are satisfied that  there is sufficient  evidence  to_ 
justify the  initiation-of an  injurious pricing investigation pursuant  to 
Article  5,  the  Party the vessel of which  is subject  to  such  investigation and 
other interested-Parties  known~"to the  investigating authorities  to have an· . 
interest  ther~in shall  be  notified and  a  public notice shall  be  given.  A 
public notice of-the initiation of  a~ in35stigation shall contain or otherwise 
make  available through  a  separate report  adequate  information on  the 
following: 
35.  Where  authorities provide  information and explanations  under  the 
provisicns of  this Article  in  a  s_eparate  report,  they shall ensure  that 
such report is readily available  to.  the public. 
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( il  the  name· .and  country of  the  sh~pbuildei and  the. buyers  and a 
description of  th~ vessel  involv~d; 
(ii)  ·the date. of  initiation of  the  inve~tigaii6n; 
(iii)  the basis  on· which  injurious pricing is alleged .in  the 
application; 
( iv)  a. surrunary  of  the  faGtors  on which .the a-llegation of  injury is 
based; 
(v)  the address  to which  representations  by  interested Parties should 
;.  be  directed;· 
(vi l  the  time-limits allowed  to  interested .Partie?  for  making  their·· 
views  known. 
8,2  Public  notice shall  be  given ·of· any  determination:,  whether  affi:::-mative 
or ·negative.  Each  such notl.ce  shall  set  forth  or  ·o~herwise  mak~  availabl~ 
through  a  separate report  in  ~ufficfeht detail the  findings  a~d conclusions 
reached  on .all issues of fact  arid. law  considered materiai by the  investigating 
au:.hori  ties~  All  such notices  and  reports shali  be  forwarded  to  the  Party. the 
vessel  of  v,;hich .is  subject· to such determination and  to  other' interested 
Parties  knoW!'!  to have  an  interest therein.  A public not'ice  of  cont1usion ·shall'. 
contain or otherwise  make  availabie  through  a  separate report all relevant 
. information  ori  the matters  of  fact  a:nd  law  and  reasons  which  have' led tothe 
imposition of  me.asures,  due· regard being  paid to  thE?  requirement  for  the·· 
protection. of confidential  informati·on .. The  notice or  report  shall in. 
particular contain  t~e information. described  .. below as well as  the  reasor.s  for 
the acceptance  or rejection of  rele·vant·· arguments  or c.laims  made  by  the 
exporte~s a~d b~yers~  ~  ·  · 
i.  the  name·of  the  shipbuilder,  .buyer,  api?l icant:,  and  country of 
export; 
a  de.scription .of  the  !:ype,  purpose  and  size of 'the vessel; 
iii.  the  margi~ of  injurious pricing 'establiSh~d a.nd  a  full  explanation  · 
of  the  reasons  for  the methodology used  in the  establishment  and 
· compa:dson  of  the  export price and  the normal  value  under Article 
2; 
iv.  consider:ations  relevant  to'the injury determination,  as  set.out  in 
Article.3;  and 
v.  the main  r.easons  leading to  the determination. 
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Judicial  Review 
Each  Party whose  nati~nal legislation contains provisions  on  injurious 
pricing measures  shall maintain  judicial~ arbitral or administrative  tribunals 
· or procedures .for  the purp.ose,  inter alia,  of  the  prompt  review of 
administrative actions relating to final  determinations.  Such  tribunals or 
procedures  shall be  independent  of  the authorities  responsible  for  the 
determination in question. 
Article 10 
Injurious  Pricing Action  on  Behalf of a  Third Country 
10.1  An  application for  injurious pricing action on behalf of  a  third country 
shall  be  made  by  the authorities of  the  third country requesting action. 
10.2  Such  an  application shall  be  supported by price information  to  show  that 
a  vessel  is being or has  been  injuriously priced and  by detailed information  to 
show  that  the alleged sale at less  than  normal  value  is causing or has  caused 
injury to  the  domestic  industry concerned  in the  third country.  The  government 
of  the  third country shall afford all assistance  to  the authorities  of  the 
buyer's country to  obtain any  fur~her information which  the latter may  require. 
10.3  The  authorities of  the buyer's country in considering  such  an 
application shall consider the effects of  the alleged injurious pricing on  the 
industry concerned as  a  whole  in the  third country;  that is  to  say  the 'injury 
shall not  be  assessed in relation only to  the effect of  the alleged injurious 
pricing on  the industry's sales  to ~uyers of  the investigating  cou~try or even 
on  the  industry's  total  exports. 
!0.4  The  decision whether or not  to  proceed with  a  case  shall  rest with  the 
buyer's  country.  If the buyer's  country decides  that it is prepareu  to  take 
action,  §~e initiation of  the  approach  to  the  Parties Group  seeking  its 
approval  for  such action shall rest with  the buyer's country. 
Article 11 
Consultations 
Each  Party shall afford sympathetic  consideration to,  and shall afford 
adequ.ate  opportunity  for  consul tat  ion  regarding,  representations  made  by. 
another  Party with respect  to  any matter affecting the  operation of  this Annex. 
36.  Approval  may  be  given  by consensus  minus  the  Party of  the exporting 
shipbuilder. 
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Addenda 
The  Addenda  to this Code.  constitute an  integral part  therEiof. 
Article. 13 
Non-retro~ctivity 
-This  ~Annex. i;;  not applicable  to vessels contracted for prior to  the date 
of entryinto force  of  the Agreement,  except  for  vessels contracted  for after 
the  opening  of  this Agreement  for  signature· and  for delivery more  than5 years 
from  the date of contract.  "'suchvessels shall  be  subject to·this Arinex  unless 
the  shipbuiJder can deinonstratethat  the extended delivery date was  for  normal 
comme~ciai reasons  and  not  to avoid  the applicability of -this'Annex.  . 
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_/; Addendum  I 
PROCEDURES  FOR  ON-THE-SPOT  .INVESTIGATIONS  PURSUANT 
TO  PARAGRAPH  7  OF  ARTICLE  6 
1.  Upon  initiation of an  investigation,  the authorities of  the exporting 
Party and  the  firms. known  to be  concerned should be  informed of  the 
intention to carry out on-the-spot  investigations. 
2.  If in exceptional  circumstances it is intended to  include 
non-governmental  experts in  the  investigating  team,  the  firms  and  the 
authorities of  the  exporting Party should  be  so  informed.  Such 
non-governmental  experts  should  be  subject  to effective sanctions  for 
breach of confidentiality-requirements. 
3.  It  ·should be  standard practice to obtain explicit agreement  of  the  firms 
concerned  in the  exporting  Party before  the visit is  finally scheduled. 
4.  As  soon  as  the  agreement  of  the- firms  concerned has  been  obtained the 
5. 
·investigating authorities  should notify the authorities of  the  exporting 
Party of  the  names  and  addresses  of  the  firms  to be  visited and  the 
dates  agreed. 
Sufficient  advance notice should be  given  to  the 
before  the visit is made: 
.c· 
.~.1rms  in question 
6.  Visits  to  explain  the  questionnaire  should  only be  made  at  the  request 
of  an  exporting  firm.  Such  a  visit may  only be  made  if  the 
investigating authorities notify the representatives  of  the  governrr.ent 
of  the  Party in question and.unless  the latter do  not  object  to  the 
visit. 
7.  As  the main  purpose of  the  on-the-spot  investigation is  to verify 
information provided or to obtain further details, it should  be  carried 
out after  the response  to  the questionnaire has  been  received unless  the 
firm agrees  to  the  contrary and  the  government  of  the exporting Party is 
8. 
informed by  the  investigating authorities of  the anticipated visit·and 
does  not  object  to it;  further,  it should be  standard practice prior to 
the visit to advise  the  firms  concerned of  the general nature of  the 
·information to be verified and of any  further  information which  needs. to 
be  provided,  though  this should not preclude requ.ests  to be  made  on  the 
spot  for  further_details  to be provided in the  light of  information 
obtained. 
Enquiries  or questions put  by  the authorities·or  firms  of  the  exporting 
countries  and  essential  to  a  successful  on-the-spot  investigation 
should,  whenever possible,  be answered before  the visit is made. 
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FACTS  AVAILABLE  IN  TERMS  OF-PARAGRAPH  8  OF  ARTICLE  6 
~  As  soon  as  possible after the initiation" 6Lthe investigation,  the 
investigating  au~horities shouldspecify in'det·ail  the  i:-lformation 
required  from  any interested Party,  and  the way  in whi"ch  that· 
information should be  structured by the-interested Party'in its 
response.  The  authorities should also ensure  that  th~ Party is- aware 
·that if in-formation  is not  supplied within a reasonable time,  th_e  . 
authorities will  be  free  to make  dei:erininations  on  the  bas~s of  the 
facts  avai,lable,  including  those  contained  in· the  request  for  'the 
initiation of  the  investigation by  the domestic  industry. 
2.  The  authorities may  also  request  that  a:-1  :l.nterested  Party provide  its· 
response  in a  particular medium  (e.g.,  computer  tape)  or  computer  _ 
language~·  vJhere- such· a  request is -made,  the authorities  should consider 
the  reasonabie ability 6f  the  interested  P~rty ~o respond. in-the 
pr~ferred  'medium or  computer  language_;  and  should not  r'equest' the 
company  to use ·for·its response  a  computer  system other  than  that  used 
by  the  firm.  .The  autho:rity. should not 'maintain a  request  for  a 
computerised  ~esponse,  if the  interested-Party does not maintain 
computerised accounts  and if  pre~enting the  response  as  requested would 
result' in an unreasonable extra burden  on,_ the 'in  teres  ted  Party  I  e: g. I  1  t 
.,.10uld  entail' unreasonable  additional  cost  and  trouble  ..  The. authorities 
should riot  rriaintain"a  r~quest for. a  ~esponse.in-a- particul~r-medium or 
computer  language if the. interested Party pees  not maintain its 
computerised 'ac'counts  in such medium  or computer  language  and if 
presenting the  response  as  requested would  result in an  \.inreasonab_le 
extra burden  on  the-interested Party,  e.g.,  it would entail unrea:sonabie 
additional  cost  and  trouble .. 
3.  Ali  information.which is.verifiable,  w[lich,is  appropriately _submitted  so 
·that it can_be  used in the  invesiigation without  undue  difficulties and 
which  is  supplied in a  timely  fashion,  and,  where  applicable,  supplied 
in a  medium  or  computer  language  requested by  the authorities,  should· be 
taken 'into accour;t  when  determinations  are made.  If a  Party does  not 
respond  in the preferred medium  or computer-language. but  the authorities 
find  that  the  circumstances set out  in paragraph 4 have  been satisfied, 
this should not  be  considered to s'ignificantly ·impede  the  inv~stigation  .. 
'  '  . 
. 4;  .Where  the authorities do  not:-have  the ability' to  p~ocess information if 
provided in a  particular medium  (e.g.,  c-omputer  tape)  the  information 
should be  supplied in the  form  of written material:or any other  form 
atceptabl~·to the authorities.  . 
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this  should not  justify the authorities  from disregarding it provided 
the  interested Party has  acted  to  the. best  of  its ability. 
6.  .If evidence  or information is not  accepted,  the  supplying  Party should 
be  informed  forthwith  of  the  reasons  thereof  and  have  an  opportunity to· 
provide  further  explanations within  a  reasonable  period,  due  account 
being  taken  of  the  time-limits of  the  investigation.  If the 
explanations are considered by  the authorities as  not  being 
satisfactory,  the reasons  for·rejection of  such  evidence  or·~nformation 
should  be  giv~n in any published  findings. 
7.  If  the authorities  have  to base  their determina.tions,  including  those 
with  respect  to normal  value,  on  information  from  a  secondary source, 
including  the  information  supplied in the  request  for  the  initiation of 
the investigation,  they should do  so with special circumspection.  In 
such  cases,  the authorities  should,  where  practicable,  check.the 
information  from  pther  independent  sources at  their disposal,  such as 
published price lists,  official statistics of sales  to  domestic  buyers 
and  customs  returns,  and  from  the  information obtained  from  other 
inte~ested Parties  during  the.investigation.  It is clear,  however,  that 
if an  interested Party does  not  co-operate and  thus  relevant' information 
is being withheld  from  the authorities,  this situation could  ~ead to a 
result which  is less  favourable  to  the  Party  than if the  Party did 
co-ope~ate. 
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DISPUTE  SETTLEMENT 
PURSUANT-TO  ARTICLE  8 
I 
The  following  provisions and  rules tif-procedure are  applicabi~ in the 
implementation of Article  8  of·this Agreement.· 
SECTION  1  Initiation of  a  Panel  Proceeding 
.  ' 
( 1)  A  Panel  proceeding is initiated by  a  request· to  establish a  Panel, 
communicated  in" writing .through diplomatic  channels  to. the other party to. the 
dispute  ("responding  Party")  and  to ·the  Parti~s Group,  through its.  Secretar-iat,· 
which ·shall act as  Secretariat  to  the  Pa~el  to  be  formed .. 
i2)  The  request  shall  identify the  Party initiating  the  establishrnent  of 
a  Panel.  the  responding  Party and the specific measures  at  issue,  and  shall 
prov~ae a  brief  sum:11ary  of  the  legal basis  of  the  compla.lnt  sufficient  to 
present  the  problem clearly. · 
(3)  The  responding  P~rty shall,  w{thin  ten days  of  receipt  of  the 
req".lest,  deliver'  a  copy to any  shipb~ilder entitled to  becor.-,e  a  Participant." 
SECTION  2  Shipbuilder  Par~icipants and.Other  Interested Parties 
( 1 I  A  sh~pbuilder eligible under  Ar-ticle  8_,  paragraph  3_,  of  this 
Agreement-shall  become  a  Participant  by  ~ubmission to  the- other  Party and  the 
Panel.  through- its Secretariat,  of  a .written statement  of  intent  to  par:=.icipate 
within 15. day's  of  receipt  by  the  shipbuilder of  notiftcation of  the  request  to 
establish a  ~an~l.  .· 
(2)  Another  Party  to  the  Agreement  wishing  to  make  its views  on  the 
dispute  known  to  the  Panel  (hereafter an  "interested Party") ·shall' notify thE: 
Panel,  through·its Secretariat,  within thirty days  of  the date  on  which  the 
·.Parties group was  notified of  the  request  to establish a  Panel.  . 
SECTION  3  Agents  and  Service  of  Documents_ 
(1)  Each  party to the dispute,· sh-ipbuilder  Parti~ipant, 'and .other 
interested Party shall designate  an  agent  to  represent  it_in  the  Panel 
'proceedings  and shall  ~ommunicate-the name  and  address  of  that 'agent  to  the 
Panel,  through  its· Secretariat,  and  to  ihe  ot~~r Parties  and -Participants.- A 
party to  the dispute shall do so at ·the  time  it or its side appoints·  a  member 
of. the  Panel.  An  interes'ted Party or  shipbuilder  P~rticipant sha.ll  do  so  at 
the· tim~ of .notification of its interest or  intent  to participate. 
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confidential  business  information,  the  Panel  may  require  that  the  Participating 
shipbuilder's representatives not  be  employees .of  or otherwise under  the 
shipb~ilder's professional direction ~r ~antral and  that the representatives 
undertake  to maintain  the confidentiality of  that  information. 
(3)  Any  document  that is submitted by  a  party to  the dispute or a 
shipbuilder Participant during  a  Panel  proceeding shall  be  delivered to  the 
Panel,  through its Secretariat,  and at the  same  time,  subject  to provisions  the 
Panel  may  adopt  to protect confidentiality,  to  the other parties  to  the dispute 
and  other shipbuilder Participants.  The  submitting  Party shall  inform other 
interested Parties of  such  submissions  and,  subject  to  requirements  of 
confidentiality,  shall make  such documents  available to other interested 
Parties. 
(4)  Any  document  submitted by an  interested Party shall  be  delivered to 
the  Panel,  through  its  Secr~tariat,  to  the parties  to  the dispute,  and  to any 
shipbuilder Participant  ana  other interested Parties. 
(5)  Service of  a  document  may  be ·effected by delivery through diplomatic 
channels  to  a  Party and to  the  Panel  or by personal  service,  facsimile 
.transmission or expedited international  courier or expedited mail  service,  such· 
as  express mail,  to  the person and  address  designated  in paragraph  (1)  of  this 
Section;  Service shall  be  deemed  made  when  the document  is received. 
"SECTION  4  Time  Limits 
(1)  If the  last day of  any  time  period  falls  on  a  legal  holiday,  which 
means  any  day _on  which  the offices of  the  government  of.any party  to  the 
dispute  are officially closed,  the  time  period is extended until  the next 
working  day. 
(2)  The  Panel,  in consultation with  the parties  to  the  dispute,  may 
modify  the  time  periods  provided  in  this.Annex. 
SECTION  5  Languages 
(1)  Subject ·to an  agreement  of  the-pa~ties to  the dispute and  any 
shipbuilder Participant,  the Panel  shall decide  the  language or  languages  in 
whic~ proceedings  shall  be  conducted.  At  least one official  language  of  the 
OECD  shall be  used. 
(2)  If more  thari  one  language  is used: 
(a)  any  document  submitted in the  course  of  a  Panel  proceeding which  is 
not  in an official language_of  the  OECD  being used  for  this 
·"--- procedure  shall be-accompanied by  a  translation into  that 
official  language.  Documents  submitted  in  such  an official  language 
of  the  OECD  shall be  translated  into"one  or more  of  the  other.  · 
languages  of  the  proceeding at the direction of  the. Panel;  .and 
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(b)  no  less  than ten.days.before  the.oral  hearing,  each  party to  the 
dispute,  other interested-Party and participating shipbuilder. shali 
inform the Secretariat of  the  language  or  languages it or its 
witnesses will  use at the hearing and  simultaneous  translation wi-ll 
b~  1 p'rovided. 
(3')  Awards  and  d~cisions of  the  Panel  uhder Sect,icin  13  shall,  if issued 
in _one  official langua:ge.of.the  QECD,  be  promptly  translated into the other by 
the· Secretariat of, the  Par.ties  Group at Parties Group  expense. 
SECTION  6  Forrnat,iori  of  the  Panel 
(1}·  The  Panel  shall consist of  two ·members  and  a  Chairman  or,  at the 
option of  any party to  the· dispute.,  four  members  and a Chairman  ("the . · 
panellists") 
..  .  .  .  .  .  .  I  -... 
( 2)  J;:ach  party to. the dispute  shall·· appoint  one  member  of  the  Panel 
within thirty days  of  receipt-by  the  responding-Party of  the  r:equest  to 
init,iate  a  Panel.  If there are  two  or more  par-ties  o.n  a  side  of  a  disp~te,  or 
·a shipbuilder Particl.pant and  one  or more parties, ·the parties  (and,  subject .to 
ih~ consent  of its  ~arty,  participant)  on  th~i s{de  ~hall jointly c~oose one 
member. of  the  Panel.  The  appointing  Party or  side  shall provide  the  name~of· 
such member -of  the  Panel  to  the Secretariat. ·  If a  Party or side does· not· 
appoint  a  member  within thirty days  of  receipt  by  the  responding  Party of  the 
request  to establish a  Panel,  w~thin seven  days  thereafter  the 
Secretary-General of  the  OECD,  after consul tat  ion with  the  Part·-..•. or  side,  shall 
select  a  member  from  a  list o.f  eligible panellists maintained  b~·the Parqes 
·Group  in _accordance  with parag:raph  5  of  this Section· {herein.after  referred to 
as  ".Parties·Group list"). 
_  :  (3)  Withiri  thirty days  of  their -appointment,  the  Panel  mf2rr.bers· shall 
jointly choose  a  Chairman  and,  where  applicable,  two  other members  of  the  Panel 
from  the  Party ·1Group  list:  If the  two  Panel  members  are unable  to agree  upon  a 
Chairman· or any  other members,  the  Secretary-General,  in consultation with  the· 
two  Panel members  selected-~  pursuant  to  Section  6 ( 2),  shall  select  the  Chal.rman · 
or  such other members  of  the  Panel  from  the  Parties Group  li~t within  seven 
additional .days.  With the agreement  of  the parties  to· the dispute,  the  Panel. 
members  or Secretary-General may  select a  Chairm~n and  o'ther  Members  of  the 
Panel  who  are not  on  the  Parties Group  list  ..  --
·( 4)  A 'vacancy on  the  Panel  shall  be  filled' by  the p:roce<;iures-oapplicable 
to  that position pursuant  t_o  paragraph  (2_)  and  (3)  -of  this section.  ---·  --
(~)  Panellists shall  be  persons with demonstrated expertise  in  law; 
internationa·l-trade and  the  subject matter  of  this Agreement. generally,- and 
unaffiliated with  any  government.  ·The list of. elig_ible panellists shall .be 
established by· the  Parties Group .at its first meeting,  and updated at its. 
subsequent meetings,  on  the' basis of  nominations· made, by  the  Parties and 
actions  taken under  subparagraph  (e)  below: 
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(a)  Each  Party may  nominate  up  to  four  individuals  who  are qualified to 
serve as  pauellists. 
(b)  Each  nomination  shall  be  submitted at least sixty days  prior to 
consideration  by  the  Parties  Group  and  shall  be  accompanied  by  (i) 
biographical  information stating the  nominee~s qualifications  and 
(ii)  disclosure of  any past or current  financial  interest in or 
affiliation with  the shipbuilding and  repair industry or  employment 
with or work  performed  for  a  Party. 
(c)  Information provided  in confidence under  subparagraph  (b) (ii), 
above,  will  be  held in confidence  by  the recipients. 
(d)  Each  nominee will  be  included on  the list upon  a  finding  of 
eligibility by  the  Parties Group. 
(e)  If a  Party's nominee  is not  found  to be eligible or withdraws,  or is 
withdrawn  by  the nominating  Party befo!e or after being  listed,  the 
nominating. Party may  submit  a  new  nomination,  which shall  be 
promptly  considered by  the  Parties Group. 
SECTION  7  Impartiality and  Independence  of  the  Panel 
(1)  The  Parties  and  other Participants shall  respect  the  impartiality 
and  independence  a"£  the  Chairman  and  members  oL the  Panel. 
(2)  No  panellist may  have  a  financial  interest  in the matter,  be 
employed  by,  or  ta!<e  instructions  from,  any party to  the  dispute. 
(3)  No  panellist may  be  a  national  of  any party to  the dispute or,  in 
the case  of  the  EC,  _a  national  of  an  EC  Member  State,  unless  the other parties 
agree. 
(4)  The  panellists  shall· avoid  any conflict,  or appearance  of conflict 
of  interest.  Each  panellist shall,  upon. appointment,  certify in writing  ~he 
absence  of  any conflict of  interest and  shall,  at that  time  and  throughout  the 
proceedings,  disclose any  circumstances  likely to  give rise to  justifiable 
doubts  as  to  the panellist's impartiality or  independence,  including 
involvement  in any matter known  to  be  in dispute  between  Parties under  the 
·Agreement. 
(5)  Any  party to  the dispute may,  at· any  time,  challenge any panellist 
on  the basis of  a  justifiable <;l.oubt  as  to  impartiality, ·independence,  or 
conflict  of  interest.  "The  challenge shall be  decided within  15  days  of  receipt 
of  notice of  a  challenge.  The  challenged panellist may  withdraw or be 
withdrawn by  the appointing authority under Section  6  without  any  implication 
of acceptance of  the validity of  the  grounds  for  the challenge.  If the 
challenged appointment  is not  so withdrawn,  it shall be  terminated if such 
challenge is considered well  founded  by_a  panellist other than  one  appointed by 
the challenging Party. 
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SECTION  8'  Co~fidentiali~y' 
(1)  Unless  the parties  to  the dispute  and  the. Panel  agree  otherwise, 
· orily  the  Panel ·and;  if the parties to the dispute  ha~~ authorised {t  to  engage 
assistants,  such assistants may  be  present  during deliberations .of  the  Panel, 
which  shall  be  confidential. 
.  .  ' 
(2)  Confidential  information submitted  to  the  Panel  shall ·not  be 
disclosed without  formal .authorisation  from  .the  person· or  a1,1thori ty providing 
the  info.rmation. 
(a)  Upon  request  6f  the person or  authorit~ providing confidential 
. information·,  the  Panel  may  ( i)  make  disclosure of  the  information 
s~bject to  a  non~disclosure agreement  and  (ii)  limit  disclo~ure ~o. 
parties to  the  disput~.  excluding  a~y  ~hipb~ilder participant& and 
interested Parties. 
(b)  Where  such  information  is·requested  from  the  P.a:1el  by  a  Party.oi 
shipbuilder Participant,  but  release  of  such  informatiqn by  the 
Panei  is not  authorised,  a  non-confidential  summa:::-y  of the· 
information,  authorised  by  the  authority or person·providing  :~e 
(c) 
information,  will  be  provided; 
'  . 
Confidential  information may  not .be  relied upon  ir.  support  of 
finding  adverse  to  a  Party or  shipbuilder  Participant whose 
represen~ative.was not  given access  to  that  information. 
(3)· The  Panel· shall .inquire  into any  allegation that  a  Party or 
Participant has ·failed to. maintain the confidentiality of  the  proceeding  ant;'J.,  · 
'if the  PaQel  determines  that  the  PartV has. failed  to maintain confidentiality, 
the  Panel  may  make  adverse  inferences against  the Party or  Participa!"lt  in its 
decision. 
(4)  The  Chairman 'shall "inquir·e  into any  allegation that  ano::-.e::::: 
panellist has ·fai'led to maintain  the  co~fidentiality of  the  Panel  prc;cee:.::-.; 
and,  if the Chairman ·determines  that  the panellist has  failed  to  rr.ai:-.:~i:-. 
confidentiality,  the  Chairman  may  remove  the panellist;  who  shall  ~e  re;_~:~: 
.. in accordance  ~ith ~ection 6  of  thes~ Rules. 
(5)  The  other  Panellists shall  inquire  into  an~ ~!legation ttat  :~e 
Chairman has  failed to maintain  the confidentiality of  the proceeding  a::.d  if 
·they determine  that  the Chairman  has  failed to maintain confidentiality;  they 
may  remove  the Chairman,  who  shall  be  replaced  in accordance with Section  6  of 
these· Rules. 
( 6)  Parties shan provide  for  effective legal measures  agai:'nst  their 
nationals or other. persons  in their jurisdiction for  improper. disclosure of 
confidential  infor~ation obtaine~ through such persons' ·participation in Panel 
'proceedings . SECTION  9  Terms  of  Reference 
The  parties to  the dispute shall,  within sixty days  6f  receipt 9t the 
request  to establish the  Panel,  jointly subm~  t  to the  Panel  terms  of  reference 
brisfly describing  th~ _issue or issues  in dispute.  If the  Parties are unable 
to agree  to  terms  of  reference,  the  Panel  shall have  the· following  terms  of 
reference.: 
«To  examine,  in' light of  the  relevant  provisions of  the Agreement 
Respecting  Normal  Competitive Conditions  in the  Commercial  Shipbuilding 
and  Repair  Industry,  the matter identified in the request  by  (name  of 
Party)  to establish a  Panel  of  (date)  and  to make  such  decisions as are 
provided far  in that Agreement.• 
SECTION  10  Written Submissions  ~ 
(l).The first written  submission of  each partY. to  the  dispute  and  other 
Participant  shall  include  a  statement  of  facts,  argument  and  doc~~entary 
evidence  in  support  of  its position.  The  requesting  Party's  first  submission 
shall also  scate any  remedy it seeks. 
(a.)  The  first. written submissiqns  of  the  requesting  Party or side 
including a  shipbuilder participant  on  that  side of  the  dispu.te 
shall  be  made  within thirty days  after-the selection of  the 
Chairman,  or after the  submission  of  the  Panel's  terms  of  reference; 
whichever  is later. 
.  ' 
(b)  The'first written submissions  of  the  responding party or side 
including  any  shipbuilder participant  on  that  side of  the dispute 
shall  be  made  within  30  days  after.the first written submissions  of 
the  re~~esting party or side. 
{2j  ~he second  wii~ten submission of  each party to  the  disp~te and 
~hipbuilder participant shall'be made  within  twenty days  of the  first written-
~ubmission of  the  responding  Party or side.  It shall  be  limited to rebuttal ·of 
the  arguments  and  evidence  pr~sented by  the other side and shall  include  any 
supplemental  supporting  evidence. 
(3)  Written  submissions  of  other interested Parties shall  be  made  · 
concurrently with  those of  the  Party or side  to which its position is closest. 
(4)  Within  twenty  days after oral hearing under  Section  12,  the parties 
to  the  dispute and  any shipbuilder participant may  provide  supplementary 
submissions  to  the Panel,  including  responses  to any questions  or requests  for 
additional  information  from  the  Panel. 
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SECTION  l:  ?:·,,,.: ,, '. c'.::.1l  Sus  pens i ;,:,  c"~r  Reduct ion  of  Countermeasures 
Ill A  request  unaer  A~(icle 8,  para~raph 10.b. (iii  shall set  forth  the 
evidence .and argument  pertaining to  th.e  likelihood of  suc_cess  on  the merits  and 
the_  ir-reparable harm  that would  be  suffered by  the shipbuilder absent. the 
relief requested.  Such  request  shall  be  served on  the_ investigating Party in 
accordance .with Section  3  of  thi~ Annex.  ·  -
(2)  Within  twenty days  after the  c;late  of service,  the  investigating 
Party shall  submit  its response  to  the·request  for  provis1onal  relief~ 
(3)  Within  twenty days after submission of  the  response,  the  Panel.shall 
issue its decision on  the.request  for  provisional relief.  The  Panel's decision 
;;  shall  include  factual-findings  and conclusions  in accordance with Section  14  of 
this Annex. 
• 
( 4)  Any  provisional  relief granted by  the Panel  shall  terminate 
automatl.cally when  the  Panel  issues its decision in th~ undedying matter  ·•  If_ 
the  Panel  S'-!Stains  imposition 'of  countermeasures'  the period  0 f  countermeasures. 
~stablished.pursuant to Article  8.10  of  the  Agreement  will  be  deemed  tolled 
during  any peri-od  in which  countermeasures were  provisionally suspended. 
·Nothing  in this  section. affects· the  Panel's authority under Article ·8.-, 
,  paragraph  10'~ b. i)  of  the  Agreement  to  consider  claims  concer:o.ing  the  imposition 
of-c6un):ermea:sures." 
(: 1  .:;  heari:o.g  shall  be  held within  twenty-one  days; a:ter the  second 
· s~b=~ss~c:o.s are  d~e. 
(2)  All panellists  shal~  ~ttend the hearing. 
(3)  The  Se~retariat  s~all ~ive the  Parties  fourteen  days  notice  of  the 
place,  da.te,  and. time  of the hearing; 
( 4)  Each  Party or  side shall  have  equal  time  to present  evide_nce  and 
ar.gurnent  at.  any hearing.  The  amount  of  time  allocat~d for  the _hearing  shall  be 
determined by:  the  Panel  in consultation with the parties or  sid,es  to  the 
dispute..  Shipbuilder panicipants shall,  subject  to  the consent  of  its Party,· 
,  be entitled to present  evidence and  argument  at  the. hearing within the  time 
allocated to  their side.  The  Pan~l.  in consultation with  Ehe  parties  to. the 
dispute,  may  provide an  opportunity  for.  other {nterested. Parties to p::-esent 
argument . 
. SECTION  13  Evidence 
(1}  If  the  dispute .involves  a  measure  of  support in Annex _I, .or  a 
countenneasure as provided ·under Article  8,  paragraph  9. b.  and  10.  b~ i),  the 
following piov~sions  appl~~ 
(a) . The  requesting  Party or side shall present evidence sufficient  to 
. create a  ·prima  facie case  in support  of  the allegat.ions: 
. 0 
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{b)  The  responding  Party shall be  required  to present evidence 
sufficient  to prove  that  the allegations are without  support  in 
fact. 
(c)  At  any  time during  a  Panel  proceeding  the  Panel  may  require  the 
Parties  to  produce  documents,  exhibits or other evidence within  such· 
time as  the  Panel  shall determine. 
(d)  If a  Party or other Participant  refuses  to  supply information 
requested by  the  Panel,  the  Panel  shall use  the best  information 
available  to it. 
(.e)  The  Panel  shall determine  the admissibility,  relevance,  materiality 
and weight  of  the evidence  offered. 
{f)  In. takirtg all appropriate steps_ to establish the  facts,  the  Panel 
may,  when  necessary,  request  views  of neutral  experts. 
{g)  If witnesses are to  be  heard,  at least  terr days  before  the  hearing 
each party to  the dispute  and  shipbuilder participant shall 
communicate  to.the  Panel  and ·the other  Party or  side  the  names  and 
addresses  of  any witnesses  on  behalf of  the  Party or Participant, 
and  the.  subject  upon  which  such witnesses will give  their testimony. 
(h)  Testimony of witnesses  may  also  be  presented in  the  form  of written 
statements  sigr1ed  by  them. 
(i)  After  the  Panel  has  closed  the  hearing,  no  Party may  present  any 
further  evidence. 
(2)  If the dispute  involves  the  levy by  a  Party of  an  injurious pricing 
charge  under  &~nex III,  the  following  provisions apply: 
(a)  the  levying  Party shall preserve  the  record of  the injurious pricing· 
proceeding  for  the purposes  of  review by  the  Panel.  Unless 
otherwise  stipulated by the parties  to  the dispute,  or  by  the 
shipbuilder and  the  Party levying  the charge,  the  record shall 
consist of: 
i)  a  copy of all information presented  to or obtained by  the 
authorities concerned during  the  course  of  the proceeding under 
Annex  III,  including all governmental  memoranda  that reflect  the 
artalysis  of the  law and  the  facts  and are relied upon  in the 
decision making  process;  and 
ii)  a  copy of  the determination and  of all transcripts or records  of 
conferences  or hearings. 
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(b)  The  levying  Party shall  submit  a  detailed index to the record and  . 
__ shall  also make  available the  record  to  the. other party or parties 
to  the dispute,· to  any Participating shipbuilder. and  to  the  Panel, 
within  45  days  of  the. request  to establish a  Panel ... The  record 
shall  remain available  throughout  the  Panel  proceedings at  a 
convenient site suitably equipped  for  the purposes  of  this Annex.· 
Any  party or Participating Shipbuilder shall  be· entitled to copy any 
portion of . the  record -and may  sul:lmi t  such  record  to ·the  Paned.  . The 
levying  Party shall- subm:lt  any portion of  the  record requested by 
the  PaneL  If the  lack of. availability-does .not permit efficien't 
Panel  proceedings,  the  Panel  shall consider  the extension of  any 
period set out  in this Annex.  _This  subparagraph is subject  to 
Section  8  paragraph  2. 
(c).In  a~co~d~nce with Article.8,  paragraph  G;of this Ag'reement,  the 
Panel_ shall examine  the matter  on  the basis-of  the  facts  made 
available  in_ conformity with appropriate domestic  proced~res to  the-
authorities of  the  investigating Party.  If required by 
considerations of  fairness,  the  Panel  may  send a  matter back  to the 
Investigating  Author~ty for  reconsideration  in. light o( evidence not 
made  available during  the  investigation, ·provided  that  the  evidence 
.~as  in existence at  th~  tim~ of  the  investigation  b~t  c~uld not · 
. then,  with  due  diligence,  have  been  made  available.  .·  ·.  - . 
SECTION  14  Decisions 
(1)  Any  award  or decision of  the  Panel  shall  be  made  by  a  majorityof 
the panellists. 
(2)  Any  Panel  decision shall  include  factual  findings,  conclusions,  a,nd 
reasons  therefor. 
( 3)  The  Panel  s,hall· gi'(e  due  weight to  any advisory opinion  and  shall 
take as  conclusive  any  final and'binding opinion  given  by  the  Parties  Group 
under~Article 5,  paragraph  2,  of  the Agreement. 
(4)  Within thirty days  from  the closing,of  the hearing,· the  Panel  shall 
present  to  the  par~ies  ·to: the  dispute and other  Participants its preliminary. 
decisl.on. 
(5)  Each  Party or side and  any shipbuilder Participant· shall  be  afforded 
twerity  days  in which  to  i:iubmit  written object.ion  to any portion of  the  Panel's 
preliminary decision-with which  the  Party,  side  or- participant disagrees.· 
·(6)  Upon  receipt  of  ariy  objections~  the  Panel  may  solicit•additional 
_written views .of  any 'Party or other Participant and shall cOnsider its 
preliminary decision. 
'1.  This  provision does  not  authorise  sending .a  matter .for reconsider-ation 
in light of expert, studies  and  reports  completed after the 
investigation,  based on  evidence which would  have  been available with  · 
due  diligence  for,such  pur~oses during  the  investigation. 
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(7)  Within  180  days  from  the selection .of  the Chairman,  the  Panel  shall 
submit its final written decision. 
(8)  Unless  the parties reach  an alternative resolution to  the dispute, 
the decision of  a  Panel  shall  be made  p4blic  fifteen days  after the  Panel 
issues  the decision. 
SECTION  15  Costs 
The  parties to  the dispute shall bear the costsof the proceedings,  as 
allocated by  the  Panel. 
SECTION  16  General  Provisions 
(1)  The  Panel .may  supplement  the  rules  governing its Procedures, 
consistently with Article 8  of  the Agreement  and  the other  terms  of this Annex. 
(2)  There  shall  be  no  ex parte communications  between  the  panel  and  any 
-Party,  Participant,  expert or witness. 
(3)  A Panel  which  has  issued a  decision requiring action by  a  Party or a 
· shipbuilder shall  remain constituted until  the decision has  been  complied with 
or  for  a  reasonable  period· of  time  following  the  compliance deadline  for 
purposes  of disputes  which  may  be  submitted regarding compliance·,  including 
countermeasures. 
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UNDERSTANDING  ON  EXPORT  CREDITS  FOR  .SHIPS 
1..  For  any  contract  rela_ting  to any new  sea-going  ship 6r any  conversion of 
a  ship  (1)(2)(3)  to benegotiated hom'the e.ntry  into  force  of  the 
Understanding  onwards,  Participants in the Understanding agree  to abolish· 
. existing official facilities (  4)  and  to  introduce no  new  official facilities 
for  export credits on  terms  providing: 
i)  a  maximum  duration exceeding  12  years  from delivery and  repayment 
other  than by  equal  instalments at regular intervals of  norma-lly  six months  and 
a  max,imum  of  12  mont:.li.s; 
ii)  payffi~nt· by  deliv~ry of, less  than  20  per cent of  the  contra.ct price; 
.  ·.  ·  ·  iii)  an  interest rate . (  5)  of  less  than  the. commelc:i.al  interest 
~eference rat_e  [CIRR)  (6)  of  the  currency _of  the credit  . 
2.  The  minimum  interest rate will apply  to  the  credit grant'ed with official 
support  by  .the  shipbuilder to  the  buyer  (in a  supplier-credit  transaction)  or 
by  a  bank  or  any  other Party in· the shipbuilder's country to  the buyer  or  any 
other Party in the puyer's  country. (in a  buyer-credit-transaction)  ~hether the 
official support is  giv~en for the whole  amount  of. the credit or only part of 
it. 
3.  ·  The  minimum  interest rate will  a,lso  apply  to  the  tredi  t  granted with 
support  by  governments participating in theUnderstanding,  in.the shipbuilder's 
country to  the  shipbuilder or ·to  any other Party,  to .enable credit  to .be·giye'n. 
to  the-shipowner or to  any other. Party in the  shipowner's  country,  whether 'the 
of~icial support is given for  the whole  amount  of  the c!'edit  or only part of 
'it. 
4. ·  Inso.far  as  other public. bodies. participate in measures  to promote 
exports,  Participants agree  td use all possible  influ~nce to  pr~vent the 
. financing  of  exports· on  terms  which  contravene  the above  principl~s·. 
5.  Concerning  the rule that Governments  (or special institutions .controlled 
by Go':'ernments)  should not provide  offfCial  export credit guarantee or 
ins~rance programmes  at premium rates which are  inadequate  to cover  the  long . 
term·opera'ting costs  and  losses  of  the programmes,  Participants agree  that  the 
rule  should cover 'ships also. 
6.  ATiy  Participant in the  Under:Standi:qg  desiring,  for genuine aid  reasons, 
to  concede.more  favourable  terms  in a  p~rticular ~ase 'is not  precluded  from 
doing  so,  provided  that: 
1.  See  also Annex  I. 
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a)  ade::ruate  notification,  as  specified in paragraphs  A and  C  of Annex·II 
and paragraprs  15 c)·and d),  17  and  18  of  Annex  III is given  to all the  Parties 
to  the  Unders~anding; 
b)  the  concessionality level  for  tied and partially untied aid - as 
defined in paragraphs  24  i)  and  24  n)  and  Notes  12  through  15  of  the  Annex  III 
- is at  least  50  per cent  for  LLDCs  and at least  35  per cent  for  other · 
countries of  final  destination;  paragraph  24  d)  3)  of  the·Arinex  III applies; 
c)  the  terms  comply with  the guidelines  for  tied and partially untied 
aid and  the procedures are  foll.owed  as contained in paragraphs  7  b),  8,  10  b) 
12  b),  14, 15 e),  19,  24  d)  3),  24  i)  ·;  Notes  5  through  8,  the  Protocol, 
Appendix  I,  and Appendix II of Annex  III; 
d)  confirmation is provided that  the ship is not  to  be  operated under  an 
open  registry for  the duration of  the credit and  that appropriate  assurance  has 
been  obtaiDed  that  the ultimate owner  resides  in the  receiving country,  is not 
a  non-operational  subsidiary of  a  foreign  interest and has  undertaken not  to 
sell  the  ship without  his.government's  approval. 
7.  ·The  Participants acknowledge  that  the  invocation of paragraph  14  a)  3  of 
Annex  III will be  unusual  and  infrequent.  Where  a  Party  finds  that usage  of 
paragraph  14  a}  3  is not unusual  and  infrequent,  it may  request  that  the 
·Parties Group  of  the Agreement  Respecting Normal  Competitive  Conditions  in  the 
Commercial  Shipbuilding and Repair  Industry  (hereafter referred to as  the 
"Agreement")  immediately examine  the situation with  a  view  to  taking  a  decision 
on whether corrective action is necessary or whether  the Agreement  should be 
amended  in accordance with its Article 11.  Pending-conclusion of  this 
examination,  which  should_be  accomplished within  1  year,  Participants shall 
-make  best efforts not  to commit  to -any  transaction under  14  a)  3  of  Annex  III. 
If after one year,  no  acceptable corrective measures  are agreed upon., 
Participants will  again. have  the possibility of  invoking overriding non-trade 
reasons. 
., 
8.  A Participant has  the right  to match credit  terms  and conditions 
notifiable under  clause  6  or  9  as well  as credit terms  and conditions  offered' 
by a  non-Participant.  The  validity of  a  matching  commitment  may  not  exceed  the 
termination date of  the  commitment  being matched.·  Participants shall match  by 
offering terms. that  comply with  the Understanding,  unless  the  initiating offer 
does  not  comply with the-Understanding.  A Participant  inten-:l{ng  to  match 
credit  terms  and conditions: 
a)  notified by another Participant shali  follow the procedures  set forth 
in:  · 
i)  paragraph 16  a}  of Annex  III,  if clause  6  or  9  of  this 
Understanding applies  to  the initiation offer. 
ii)  paragraph  Hi  c)  of-Annex III,'when the initiating.offer is a 
non-conforming prior commitment. 
b)  offered by  a  non-Participant,  shall  follow  the procedures  set  forth 
in paragraph-16  b)  of Annex  III  .. 
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9.  . Notwithstanding  the operative provisions- of  the  Prot9co.l  and  o'f  Appendix· 
·I to  Aimex  III,  if a  Participant  intends· to  support  terms  ari.d  conditions  not 
i~ .conformity·with'Clause  1  of  the  Understanding  and not violating the 
no-derogation engagement .in paragraph 12  a)  of  Annex  III.~ ·the  Participant. shall 
give adequate ·notice as  s;Pecified 'in Annex  III and  in Annex  II of the 
Und-erstanding. 
10.  Any  Participant in. the Understandingmay obtain information .from  any 
other .PartiCipant  on  the  ter~s of  any  official~su~port for artexportcontract 
· in order  to. ·ascertain whether  the  term·s  contravene  the  Understanding~· 
Participants undertake  to.supply all possible ·information requested with all 
possibl~ 'speed ... Ac:;cord:ing  to the rules  and practices. of  the OECD,  any  ·. 
Participant may  ask  the· Secretary-General  to act  on  it.s behalf  in  th_e 
aforementio~ed matter  and  to -circulate the  information obtained to all 
Parti~ipants- in the Understanding. 
11.  Each  Participant undertakes  t6:notifY  the  Secr~tary-General of  it~· 
·  ~ sys,tem. for  the provision of official. support  and  of .the  means· of  i!t!plementation 
of the  u~~er~tanding~ 
12.  The  Participants in the  Understand~ng will  closely co-operate with  the· 
Participants in the  Ar':rangeme~t,  with the view  to  ensu;re  consistent  erea':merit 
of. matters  of mutual  concern.  The  chairman  of  the· Participants -in  the 
Arrangement will  be  invited to participate in relevant. discussions  of  the 
0nderstanding  Qro~p.  ·  . · 
13.  . .  Th~ Understanding  bec;omes ·effective upon  entry into  force  of. the· 
Agreement  Respecting  Normal· Competitive 'conditions  in .the  Comme:rcial 
Shipbuilding and  Repair  Industry.  Parti~ipants are  the  Partie~ to  that· 
Agreement, .~articipants in the Understanding  on  Export  Credits  for  Ships 
·[C(81)103(Final)]  which  have  accepted the current revisions,  and arty  other. 
countries with a  shipbuilding and  repa'ii· capability. which 'have'  accepted  the' 
Understanding upon·invitation to do  so by  the  other Participants. 
14.  ·The Understanding  shall be  subject to .review· as  often a·s  reque.sted  by 
Participants and,  in any  case,· at intervals not  exceeding'one year;  At  such  a 
revie;.-;,  Participants may  adopt  amendments  to  the Understanding which will  enter.· 
into force· em. the date decided by the Participants at the  time  of  adoption  of 
the  amendment,  unless  any Participanthas notifi'ed the  Secretary-General  of  an 
objection.  A Participant,· not  Party to  the Agre.emeht,  m~y withdraw  from  the 
Understanding after one  year~s notice of its intention to do  sb·.  Within  this 
'  period,  at the  request  of  any of  the  Participants  I  there shall  be  a  mee.ting  of 
·the  Part1cipants to review the Understanding,  and  any  other Participant-,  not  . 
Party to  the Agreement,  on  notiification  to its partners,  may  withdraw  from it 
. at the  same  effective date  as  the  Part'iciparit which' first gave  notice. 
.-
5 NOTES  AND  REFERENCES 
1.  The  Understanding covers  any new  sea-going vessel  of  100  gt and  above 
used  for  the  transportation of  goods  or persons,  or for  the  performance  of  a 
specialised service  (for example,  fishing vessels,  fish  factory ships,  ice 
breakers  and  as  dredgers,  that present  in a  permanent  way  by  their means  of 
propulsion and direction  (steering)  all,the characteristics of 
self-navigability in the  high sea),  tugs  of  365  Kw·and  over and  to unfinished 
shells of  ships  that are afloat and mobile.  The  Understanding does  not  cover 
military vessels.  Floating docks  and mobile  offshore units are not  covered by 
the Understanding,  but  should problems arise in connection with export credits 
for  such  ~tructures,  the Council  Working  Party ori  Shipbuilding,  after 
consideration of  substantiat"ed requests  by  any participating Governments,  may 
decide  that  they shall be  covered. 
2.  Ship conversion means  any  conversion of  sea-going vessels  of more  than 
1  000  gt.  on  condition  that conversion operations entail radical alterations  to 
the cargo plan,  the hull  or  the propulsion system. 
3.  Hovercraft-type vessels are not  included in  the Understanding. 
Participants are allowed to grant  export credits  for  hovercraft vessels  on 
equivalent  conditions  to  those prevailing· in the Understanding.  They  commit 
themselves'to apply this possibility moderately and  not  to grant  such  credit 
conditions.to hovercraft vessels  in cases where it is established that no 
competition is -offered under  the conditions of  the Understanding. 
In  the  Understanding,  the  term  "hovercraft"  is defined as  follows:  an 
amphibious  vehicle of at least 100  tons  designed  to be  supported wholl'y  by air 
expelled  from  the vehicle  forming  a  plenum contained within  a  flexible skirt 
around  the periphery of  the vehicle  and  the ground or water  surface beneath  the 
vehicle,  and  capable  of  being propelled and  controlled by aircrews  or ducted 
air  from  fans  or similar devices. 
It is understood' that  the granting of export credits at conditions 
equivalent  to  those prevailing in  the Understanding on  Export  Credits  for  Ships 
should  be  limited to  those hovercraft vessels  ~sed on  maritime  ~outes and  non 
land routes,  except  for  reaching .terminal  facilities  standing at  a  maximum 
distance of  1  kilometre  from  the water. 
4.  Official facilities are  those which  enable credits  to be  insured, 
guaranteed or  financed  by  governments,  by  governmental  institutions,  or with 
any  form  of direct or indirect governmental  participation. 
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5.  Interest excludes:,  any  payment  by  way  of'pretniuin or-other charge  for 
insuring or  guaranteeing  supplier credits or. financial  credits;  any  other 
payment  by way  0 f  banking  .fees  or commi ss.ions  as  soc ia  ted with  th'e  export  ' 
credit,  other than annual  or  semiannual  bank  charge's  payable ·-throughout· to  the 
repa0nent  term; .  and withholding  taxes.  imposed  by  the  -~mporting  country~ 
6.  As. defined in Appendix  III and  the Note  to .Annex  III. 
7.  Clauses  1  to  4  imply  that all credit conditions of Clause  1  shall be 
applied as  a  set of  binding·reqt}irements  to any ship e;x:port  credit with 
officialsupport,  including  the suppliers'  credit  transaction·between  the 
exporter and  the buyer. ' 
.  ·~; 
7 Annex  I 
COMMITMENTS  FOR  FURTHER  WORK  AND  TRANSITIONAL  ARRANGEMENT 
COMMITMENTS  FOR  FURTHER  WORK 
The  Participants  in the  Understanding request  the Participants in the 
Arrangement  on  Guidelines  for.Officially Supported  Export  Credits  to.make  a 
proposal  for  a  12  year  CIRR  and  to  base  the determination  on  the CIRR  system as 
in force at present with  as  few  modifications·as  necessary.  Thereafter the 
Participants  in the Understanding will  seek  to  determine  before  31  December 
1994  the  12  year  CIRR  based  on  the proposal  by the Participants  in the · 
Arrangemerit.  The  Republic  of  Korea  should be  invited to  participat~ in  the 
discussions of  the Participants ih the Arrangement  on  this  issue. 
Participants in the Understanding  on  Export  Credits  for Ships will 
co-operate with  the  Participants of  the Arrangement  on  Guidelines  for 
Officially-Supported Export-Credits  in order  t~ ensure  coherence  between  the 
Und:~standing and  the Arrangement  on Guidelines  for Officially Supported  Export 
Crea:.ts. 
In  the  co~text of  thi~ co-operation,  the  Participants agree: 
a.  to  con:inue  discussions  on  the  disciplines· governing  the  use  of  aid 
credits  for  ship exports with  the view of strengthening  the disciplines 
governing  the  use  of  aid credits for  ship exports; 
\ 
b.  _to  develop, · oh  the basis  of  experience,  an illustrative list .of  types 
of  ships which·are generally considered non-commercially viable; 
c.  to discuss  questions  related to  second windows  in  conjunction with 
the  study on  pur~ cover; 
d.  to discuss questions  related to cosmetic  interest rates.  The 
Participants will make  best efforts to  ensure  tha·:  during  these discussions 
cosmetic  interest rates will not  be  used; 
-e.  to  incorporate  into the Understanding the relevant results of  the 
study on  premiums  in OECD,  with a  view to  eliminate  trade distortions,  whether 
caused by premiums'  or related conditions. 
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1.  ·Participants in  the Understanding  agree  to undertake  discussions  in  1994 
-on  issues  related to  "pure  cover"  transactions,  where ·the sole official  support 
is a  guarantee.  A  report  recommending solutions  to  this question shall be 
submit'ted within 'two yea'rs  after entry 'into  force  of  the· Agree:ment· respecting 
Normal  Competitive  Condition~ in the  Commercial  Shipbuilding  and  Repafr.  -·  ... 
Industry' ("the Agreement"),  or ·as  soon  thereafter as possible.  ·  Participants 
· -will  co-operate l.n  this review by providing  inforr~ation on  a  quarterly basis  o~ 
.all shipbuilding contracts based on· -loan  guarantees  on -which the  interest rates 
are effectively less  than  CIRR. 
. .  . 
'  2.  Any  J:larticipants  may  ask for  consultation .with another  Participant .and-
~·  request;· tprough the Secretariat, discussions· in the  Parties  Group  if it finds 
the  elements  of  ·-the pure  cover  transactions are not within  the  scope  of. the  · 
_Agreement. 
3.  _ During  the  two-year  p-eriod  following entry into  force  of  ~he Agreemen:: 
transactions  on  commercial  interest  terms  other  t·h;m  CIRR  wil_l  be  perrr.i t ted 
prov:ided  that the. guarantee does not  2orifer a·benefitwithin  the  general  sense 
of 'that  term rised  in the-Agreement.·  -
-- 4..  Thereafter, ·such  transactions are not  permitted,  unless all Participa::ts 
agree  to  extend the  two-year period. 
s·..  .  A  Participant who  intends 'to support  pure  cover- tr'ansactions  shall  give 
prior notification,  at least ten calendar days  before  issuing  any  commitment: 
-to all other  Par~icipants in the Understanding.  / 
. The  notHicatiori shall  be  in accordance with Annex II;  ar:d  should be> 
limited to  the_following  Hems:  l.to 7.a)',  B.a)  and  B.b). 
6.  · A  Participant .shall upon  request py another  Partlcipar:':,  ..  proi:np':ly  and 
ade,quately _respond  to  ques-tions in accordance  with  Appendix  .tc·  ;..nne:·:  ::::r:::_ 
(Framework  for  Information  Excha"nge) . 
GUARANTEES 
1.  In order  to  improve  transparency Participants shall provide annually 
inf6rmation  thro~gh the  Secretariat  o~: 
a)  the  schemes  in  force {or providing official guarantees  and  insurance 
for ~~~ort credits for  ships,  and:. 
b)  the  following  data  for-the  ~chem~s ·d~~ciibed in  (a): 
~ 
'  re_sults 
paid 
arinual 
claims 
income  from  premiums  and  fees 
~ncome from  recoveries . 
.  . 
and  other appropriate  inf,ormation  as  needed  .. · 
9. ·;,.. 
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·Annex II 
STANDARD  FORM  FOR  NOTIFICATION  REQUIRED  ONDER  CLAUSES  6,  8  AND  9 
For notifications under Clause·6,  8  and  9  the  following particulars 
· shall  be  conununicated  by means  of  instant. communication  to all Part:.icipants  and 
the Secretariat  in  the  form  set out  below: 
1.  Name  of authority/agency responsible under  the Understanding  for  making 
notifications. 
2.  Reference  number  (initials of  the  country notifying,  year. 
3.  We  are notifying under: 
-Clause  6:  aid  financing  [15  c);  15  d)) 
-Clause  8:  matching  [16  a)  1)  i);  16  a)  1)  ii);  16  a)  3);  16  a)  4); 
16  b)  2);  · 16  c)  3)  i);  16  c)  3)  ii)) 
-Clause  9:  derogation  [15  a)) 
-Clause  5  in Annex  I:  pure  cover  transaction 
-Paragraph  15  b  of  Annex  III:  Deviation 
4.  Country  of  buyer  /borrow~r.. 
5.  ·Name,  location and  status  (public/private)  of buyer/borrower.· 
6.  Number  and  type  of  ship(s)  (dwt,  grt,  and/or  kw).  Closing date  of 
tender,  if relevant,  expiry date of-credit line.· 
7.  a)  Contract value; 
b)  Value  of  the credit or credit line; 
c)  Value  of exporter's national  share; 
d)  Minimum  contract value of credit  line. 
These values  shall be  stated as, follows: 
The  exact  amount  in  the  denominated currency for  a  line of credit;  . 
These values pertaining to  an individual vessel  or contract shall  be 
disclosed in  terms_of  value ratings  in accordance with  the  foilqwi~g 
scale in Special  Drawing  Rights  (SDRs):  ~ 
Category  I: 
Category  II: 
Category  III: 
Category  IV: 
upon  to · 
from 
trom 
from 
10 
1  000  000  SDRs 
1  000  000  to 
2  000  000  to 
3  000  000  to 
2  000  000  SDRs 
3  000  000  SDRs 
-5  000  000  SDRs e. 
• 
Category  V:  from  5  000  000  to  7  000  000  SDRs 
_Category  VJ.:  from  7  000  000  to  10  000  000  SDB.s 
category  VII:  from  10  000  000  to  20  000  000  SDRs 
Category·  VIII:  fr·om  20  000  000  to·  40  000  000  SDRs 
category  IX:  from  40  GOO  000  to  80  000  000  SDRs . 
Category  x:  from  80  000  000  to  .  120  000  000  SDRs 
Category  XI:  from  120  000  000  to  160  000  000  SDRs 
Category.  XII:  ·from  160  000  o ob- to  200 ·.  000  ObO  SDRs 
Category - XIII:  from  200  000  000  to  240  000  000  SDRs. 
Category  XIV:  from  24'0  000  000  to  280  000  000  SDRs 
category  XV:  from  280  000  000  SDRs* 
*  Indicate actual  level wi'thin multiples  of  40  000  000  SDRs 
When.using  this scale please  indicate  ~urrency of  the contract. 
8.  Credit  terms  which  reporting organisation  int.ends  t6  su,pport  (or  has 
support·ed) : 
a)  .Cash  payments; 
b)  Repayment  term  (including starting.point of credit,  freque'ncy  of 
instalments  and whethe,r  these  instalments will' be  equal in amount); 
c1  Iriterest  rate: 
9: ·  Any  other  relevant  information  inciuding  refe.rences  to related cases  and 
' ~hem relevant: 
.  a). Justification  for :matching  (specify reference  nurnber  of  notifica':ion 
matched  or other  refeienc~~~-
b-)  The  overall  concessionali ty  level ·of  the tied and partially \,lntied 
aid  fi~ancing  calcul~ted in accordance with  par~graph 24  n)  and  the  disco~n~ 
rate used  to calculate  that  concessiona.lity level. 
c)  Treatment  of  cash payments  in  the  calculation of  the  c:;oncessionality 
level. 
d)  Development  aid or  pre-~ixed credit ot associated  finance. 
e)  Restrictions  on  the use  of  credit lines. 
COLLECTION  OF  INFORMATION  UNDER  CLAUSE  10 
Any  request for  informati9n which  one  Participant "':Jishes.to  obtai~ from 
. another  should be made  directly to  th~ country. in question,  specifying the 
. motives  for  the request,  with a  copy  to  the Secretariat ..  · The  reply,  which 
should be  made  .with all possible speed,  should-also  pe  copied to  the 
Secretariat  . 
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SETTLEMENT  OF  DIFFERENCES  BETWEEN  TWO  PARTICIPANTS 
Prior notifications,  and  fmy  ensuing discussion,  wi11  normally be  by 
·means· of  instant  corrununication. 
Any  difference arising between  two  Participants should,  if ·possible, .be 
dealt with  bilatera~ly,  the Secretariat being  kept ·infqrmed as  appropriate. 
The  Secretary~General's intervention would  be  solicited in accordance 
with Clause  10  only if  the  bilateral approach  did not.provide  a  satisfactory 
solution. 
CHANGES·  IN  SYSTEMS  FOR  THE  PROVISION  .OF  OFFICIAL  SUPPORT  FOR  SHIP  EXPORT 
TRANSACTIONS  AND  IN  THE  MEANS  OF  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  UNDERSTANDING· 
..., 
In  accordance  with  Clause  11  of  the  Understanding,  Participahts are 
recr.1ired  to notify  the  Secretary:-'General  of all. changes  of  this  kind. 
Such  notification must  be  made 'automatically,  i.e.  irn.cc.ediat~ly as  a 
change  occurs,  or.beforehand if possible,  so  that  the  Secretariat  can  issue 
information without  delay. 
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-Ann.ex  III 
P~OVISIONS INCORPORATED  FROM.THE 
· ARRANGEMENT  .  ON  . 
GUIDELINES  FOR  OFFICIALLY  SUPPORTED  EXPORT  CREDITS 
Paragraph· 7  p):  [MAXIMUM  PERIOD  OF  VALIDITY  OF  COMMITMENTS.  '( * )',  PRIOR 
COMMITMENTS  AND  CERTAIN  AID  COMMITMENTS] 
Paragraph  8:  ·[TRZI.DE  RELATED  <:;ONCESSIONAL  OR  AID  CREDITS  (5)] 
~)  Eligibilit~ 
This  sub-'paragraph  does  not  apply- to  concess-ional  or _aid  c'redi ts whethe·r  tied · 
or partially untied*  with a  value of  les.s  than  SDR''2, million ·or  to thpse where 
. the ·concessionali  ty  level  is  80  per cent or more',  except  for  concessionp.l .'or 
aid credits ·or  grant_s  that  form- part· of  ~n a-ssoCia~:ed  (ri"tixed)  credit packa'ge, 
which  remain  subject  to  the provisions  of  footnote~  12  of  Annex  III.·  In any· 
·case,  derogation· from these rules will  be  possible if THE  PARTICIPANTS  agree 
through a  common  line procedure  (6). 
i)  Tied and partially untied concessional  or aid credits,  except .for 
credits  to: LLDCs  I  shan·· not  be  extended' 'to public or private . 
projects  that normally  !?hould be  commercially viable if financed 
on market  or  U~derstanding terms. 
(' 
The  key tests for  such aid eligibility are:  -
o  Whether  the project is financially non-viable,  i.e.  does  the 
. project lack capacity with appropriate pricing determined on 
market principles,  to generate  cash  flow  sufficient  to cover 
the pioject;s  operati~g 6osts and:to  service the  cap~tal 
~mpl?yed',  or 
·  0  -Whether  i.t  is reasonable  to  conclude,,  based on  communication 
with other·Participants,  that it is unlikely that the  ~roj~ct 
can  be' financed  orr market  or  underst.imding  terms. 
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The  above  tests  ar~ intended  to describe  how  a  project  should be 
evaluated to determine whether it sho~ld·be financed  with  such aid 
or with  export  credits  on  market  or Understanding  terms.  Through 
the  consultation process,  a  body of  experience  is expected  to 
develop  over  time  that will  more  precisely define,  for  both  export 
credit and aid agencies,  ex_ante guidance  as  to  the line between 
the  two  categor-~es of projects. 
ii)  There  shall  be  no  tied or partially untied concessiorial  or aid 
credits to countries whose  per capita GNP  would  make  them' 
ineligible  for  17  or  20  year  loans  from  the  World  Bank  (7). 
b)  Procedure  for derogation: 
Participants may  derogate  from  the rules  in paragraph  8  a)  above  by 
following  the  procedures  in·paragraph  14. 
c)  Notification procedure 
il  If a  Participant intends  to  support  trade related tied or 
· partially untied aid  financing 
o  with  a  value of  SDR  2·  million or more  and  a  concessionality 
level  of  8b  per cent  or more;  or 
o  with  a  value of  less  than  SDR  2  million and  a 
concessionality level of  50  per cent or more; 
the  Partici~ant .shall  give notification in accordance  with  the 
procedures  in paragraph  15  d). to all  Participan~s and  the 
Secretariat. 
ii)  If a  Participant  int~nds to  support  trade  rela~ed untie~.  tied or 
partially untied aid credits not covered by  i)  above  the 
participant shall,  without prejudice to official development 
assistance procedures  administered by  the  Development  Assistance 
Committee,  give notificatio.p in accordance with  the procedures  set 
forth  in paragraph 15  c),  if the  concessionality  leve~ (*)  is less 
than  80  per cent.  Concessional  or aid credits or grants  that  form 
part of  an  associat~d  (mixed)  credit package  shall-remain subject 
to  the provisions of Note  12  of Annex  III. 
iii)  No  notification-is required for untied aid financing with  a  value 
of  less.  than  SDR  2  million  and  a  grant  element  of more  than  50  per 
cent. 
iv)  Exception  for  Small  Projects and  Technical Assistance 
The  reporting requirements  of  paragraphs  12·b). and  15  c)  and  d)  do 
not apply·to·the following  transactions: 
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• o  .~:.d  financing where· the official development  aid component· 
consi~ts solely of technical  cb~operation that  is less  than 
·ei~her 3.  pe~ cent  of  the total  valu~ of  th~  transacti~ri or one 
million US  dollars!  whichever  is 'lower,  and 
o  Capitai projects of  less  than. one million US  doll~rs that are 
funded  en~irely by  deyelopmemt  as.sistance grants. 
Paragraph  10:  [BEST  ENDEAVOURS) 
a)  Objectives: 
1.  ··The guidelines  set out  in this Understanding  r~pres~nt the most  generous 
credit terms  and  conditions that Part.icipants may offer when  giving official 
support.  "All· Participants recognise  the risk.  that in the .cour-se  of  ti~e these 
guidelines  may  come 'to be  regarde'd  as  t.he  normal  terms arid  conditions.  They 
therefore undertak~  t~ take  the  nece~saty steps  to prevent  this risk  from 
materiali'sing~ 
2.  :!:n  particular-,  if in an  individual  branch of  trade_or  industrial  sector 
to which  this Understanding applies,  credit  terms  and  conditions  less· generous 
to buyers than  those set forth ·above· in the Understanding  ~re customary, 
Patticipants ·shall  co~tinue to respect  such  customary  terms  and conditions  and 
shall  do  everything  in their power-to prevent  these  from  being  eroded as  a 
result' of  recour~e to  the  credit  terms  and conditions  se~ forth  in this 
Understanding. 
b)  ·Firm Undertaking: 
In  keeping with  the objectives  in a)  above,  the  Participants, 
'recognising  the  advantage which· c:an  accrue if a  clearly defined ·common  atti  tud~ 
toward  the credit terms  and.conditions  for  a  particular ·tr~nsaction can  be 
achieved,  firmly undertake: 
1}  -to  resp~ct strictli the existing procedures  for notification and 
in  particul~r t 0  gi~e prior  riotifi~ation  a~  th~.latest .at  the 
stipulated moment  before coinmi tment ·as  well  as to supply all the 
information'  in'  the detail called .for 'in  the  form set forth. in 
~ppendix I  of  this Annex  III; 
2)  to make  maximum. use .of  the· Framework  for  Informa_tion  Exchange 
(see Appendix  I  of  thi.s  Anne~ HI)  at an early stage with  a  view 
of  forming  a  common  line  towards  credit  terms  and conditions  for 
particular transactions; 
.  1  . 
3)  to  conE;ider  favourably  face-:-.to-face  consultations  if, a  Participant 
so  requests  in  the.case  of  important  transactions  as set  ou~ in 
the protocoL to  thiS Annex  iii. 
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Paragraph  11:  [MATCHING] 
A ·participant has  the right to match  credit  terms  and  conditions· 
notifiable under paragraph 15,  as well  as credit  terms  and  conditions offered 
by  a  non.:.Participant.  The  validity of  a  matching  commitment  may  not  exceed  the 
termination date  of  the  cqmmitment  being matched.  Participants shall match  by  . 
offering  terms  that  comply with this Understanding unless  the initiating offer· 
does  not  comply with  thi.s  Understanding.  A Participant  intending to match 
credit  terms  and  conditions: 
a)  notified by another Participant shall  follow  the procedures  set  forth 
in paragraph 16  a)  or c)  as appropriate; 
b)  offered by a  non-Participant shall  follow  the procedures  set  forth  in 
paragraph 16  b. 
Paragraph .12:  [NO-DEROGATION  ENGAGEMENT] 
Participa~ts shall not: 
a)  derogate with respect  to maximum  repayment  terms  (whatever  the  form 
of  support),  to minimum  interest rates or to  the  limitation of  the 
validity of  commitments  to  a  maximum  of  six months  or extend  the 
relevant  repayment  term  through  an  extension of  the grace period 
before  the start of  the  repayment  beyond·the.normal  practice of  six 
months  after the starting pbint;  or 
b)  avail  themselves  of  the possibilitie?  provided·unde~ pa~agraph 15  of 
this Annex  III .to :support  tied or partiplly untied aid  financing 
that: 
i)  has  a  concessionality level of  less  than  35  per cent or  50  per 
cent if the beneficiary country is a  Least  Developed ·country 
(LLDC)  as  defin~d by  the United Nations,  or 
iil  does  not  conform  to  the provisions  on eligibility for  aid 
financing  in  paragr~ph 8  a)  ii)  of  this Annex  III  (6). 
Paragraph  14:  [CONSULTATIONS] 
a)  1)  Any  Participant seeking clarification about possible  trade motivation 
for  a  tied or partially untied aid credit may.request  that  a  full  Aid 
Quality Assessment  (see Appendix  II of  this Annex  III)  be  supplied. 
Any  Participant may  request  consultations  (8)  in  acco~dance with 
paragraph  14  a)  2)  to a)  4)  below with other Participants,  including 
face-to-face consultations;  to discuss: 
o  first,  whether an aid offer· meets  the  requirement  of  the  rules 
in paragraph  8  a)  apove; 
0  if necessary,  whether  an  aid offer is justified even  if the. 
requirements of  the  rules  in  8  a)  are not met. 
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Tne  c~nsultation shall  be completed and  the  findings  on· both questions 
·in 1)- ~bove notified by  the Secretariat to all  Parti~ipants at  l~ast ten 
working  days befor_e. the_ earlier of  bid closing date  or  commitment _date. 
If  ·there is disa·greement  among  the consulting Parties,  the Secretariat 
shall. invite other Participants  to express  their views  within' five 
workini day~,  ·It shall  re~ort thes; views  to  the notifying  Participant~  · 
who  should  reconsider going  forward if there appears  to be  ~o · 
. ·substantial support- for  an  aid' offer'  '.  . 
3)  A donor wishing  to  pro.ceed with. a  project despite  the  lack of 
substantial-support shall provide prior notification to other 
Participants and shall,  in a  l~tter'to  th~  ~ecretary-General of  th~ 
OECD,  outline-the results of  the consultations  and  explain. the  .. _  _  _ 
over-riding non-trade  related national  inte~est that  forces  this ~~tibn. 
, The. Partic'ipants expect  that  such an  occurrence wi 11  be unusual  and 
infrequent. 
4)  The  Secretariat  ~~all monitoi  th~ progress  and  result~ of  the 
consuftation. 
b)·  There  shall  be  consul tat  ion  ( 8)  for all offers of  tied or partially 
untied  ~onc~ssional or aid credits  for  projects  larger  than  . 
· SDR  50  mi-llion with a  concessioi'1ality ·level of  l.ess  than ··so·  per cent. 
C~ne~ssional ~~_aid credits or grants  ~hat  form  pa~t of  an associated 
(mix~dt credit  pa~kage shall  remai~ subject  to  the  provi~ion~ of  Note  lT 
of  this A11nex  III.  In  such consultation, ·special weight  sha.n  be  given 
to  the expected availability of  financing at market·or Understandin'g 
t-erms  when  ·co~sidering the appropria  te::1ess  of  such  aid credits.  · 
Paragraph  15:  [PRIOR ( *)  AND  PROMPT-(*)  NOTIFICATIONS] 
-a)  Derogations:  Procedure  for  Prior Notification and· Discussion 
1)  If a  Participant  intends to take  the  initiative to  support  terms  and 
tonditions  QOt  in·conformity'with tbis Understandihg,  ~he Participant 
shall notify all othe'r  ~artl.cipants of  the  terms :and  conditions  i-t . 
. intends  to  support at  least ten  calend~r days  before issuing  any  .. 
corrirnittnent.  If any other Part·icipant  requests  a discussion during 
this period,  the ihitiatirig Participant  sh_all· wait an additional· ten 
calendar. days  before ·issuing any  comtni tment  on  such  terms.  Normcd ly 
·this discussion-will  be  by  mea):'ls .. of  instant communication. 
.  '' 
2)  if the initiating  Par~icipant moderates  or withdraws its intentidn to 
support  the notified non-conforming  terms  and  cohditiqns, :it mU:st 
immediate'ly  inform all other participants accordingly.·  · 
3)- A  Participant  intending  to match notified derogating terms  and 
conditions  shall  follow  the procedure set forth in  '·. 
·pa,.ra~rc;tph  16  a)  1). 
17 b)  Deviations:  Procedure  for Prior Notification without  Discussion 
1)  A Participant  shall notify,  at least .ten calendar days  before  issuing 
any  commitment,  all other Participants of  the  terms  and  conditions  if 
it intends: 
iv)  to  support,  for  any  kind of ship to which  the  OECD  Understanding 
on  export  credits  for  ships applies,  credit  terms  and conditions 
that would  be  more  favourable  than  those credit  terms  and 
conditions permitted by  the Arrangement  on Guidelines .for 
Officially Supported Export  Credits. 
2)  If the initiating,Participant moderates  or withdraws  its intention to 
give  such  support  to  the notified deviating-credit  conditions it must 
immediately inform all other Participants accordingly. 
3)  A Participant  intending ·to match notified deviatihg  terms  and  . 
conditions  shall  follow  the.procedure set forth  ih 
paragraph  16  a)  ~~. 
c)  Procedures  for  Prior Notification of  Aid  Financing 
The  procedures set out  in paragraph  15  b)  shall  apply where  a 
Participant  intends ·to provide or support  a  transaction covered by 
paragraph  8  c)  ii)  above;  except  that wherever  parag!"aph  15  b) refers 
to  a  period of  ten calendar days,  a  period of  30  working  days  before bid 
closing date  or commitment  (*),whichever comes  first shall apply  and 
that  Participants  intending  to match  shall use  the procedures  of 
paragraph  16  a)  3).  Notifications according  to  this paragraph  can not 
substitute procedures: for  derogation  in paragraph  8  b). 
d)  Procedure  fo'r  Prompt  Notification_  ( *) 
As  soon  as  a  Participant  commits  itself to  support  a  transaction covered 
by paragraph  8  c)  i)  above,  the  Participant will  promptly notify all 
other Participants  according~y. 
e)  Tying Status 
Any  Participant may  request additional  information  relevant  to  the  tying 
status of  any credit. 
Paragraph  16:  [PROCEDURES  FOR  MATCHING] 
a)  Ma.tching  Terms  and  Conditions  Notified in Accordance with paragraph  15 
1)  Matching  of notified derogations:  On  and after the expiry of  the 
first  ten calendar day period referred to  in paragraph  15  a)  1)  if no· 
discussion is requested  (or  on  and after the expiry of the  se.cond  ten 
calendar day period if discussion is requested)  and unless  the 
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Participant  intending  to  match  has  receiveq notice·from the 
initiating Participant 'that· the  latte~ has withdrawn  its intention to 
·support' non-c'onforming  terms  and  conditi.ons,  any  Participant wiH · 
have  th~ -righ~  to  support:  . 
i)  in a·  case  of  "identical matching",  terms  and  conditions  that 
include  i:he  identical non-conforming  element,  but  that·otherwise 
conform .to  the-Understanding;  provided  that  the matching 
Participant gives  as ~arly as possiSle ndtific~tion of its 
intention to match;  or 
'I 
ii)  in a  case of  "other support"  prompted by  the initial derogation, 
. any  other non-conforming  element  of  the· terms  subj'e'ct  ~to  the_ 
restrictions of paragraph  11;  provided that the  r'espo.nding · 
Participant introducing  a  fresh derogation,  initiates  a  five 
_calendar  day prior notification arid  five  calendqr  day discussio.n 
procedure: and ·awaits- its completion.- .  This period can  run 
concurrently with that of  the·prior notification and  discussion 
procedure initiated by  the originally derogating  Participant  but 
cannot. elapse before  the  end  Of  the  applicable·. ten or  twenty 
calendar day periodcreferred to under paragraph  15  a)  1) . 
..  2)  Matching. of notified. deviations: .  On  and after the expiry ··of- the 
t'en  calendar  day, period referred .to  in paragraph  15' b  1)  and  unless 
the_matching  ~~rticiparit has  rec~~ve~ notice  from 'the  initiatin~ 
Participant  th~t the  latter has'withdrawn its intention to support 
the  terms  and  conditions' notified in accordance with paragraph-
·15  b)  1  ).  I  any  Participant _wi 11  have  the  right ·to  support: 
i) ·  in a  _case  of  !'identical matching",  ter:ms  and  conditions  that· 
include  the  identical  element notified in  a~cordance ~ith 
paragraph  15  b)  1) ·but  that otherwise  conform· to  the 
Understanding:; .  prpvided  ~hat the matching  Participant  gives 
notification as  early as  possible of  its  i~tenti6n ~6 mate~. 
ii)  in a  cas.·e  of  "other  suppor.t",  any 9ther element. of  the  terms  which 
does  n6t  conform  to the Understanding  subject  to  th~  r~strictions 
of. paragraph 11;'  provided  that  t~e responding  Participant 
initiates a  five  calendar  day prior notification  procedur~ without 
discussion and  awaits its completion.  This  period may  run  _ 
concurrently with  that  qf  the ·prior notification procedure starte'd 
by  the_ initiating Participant,  but  may·not  elapse before. the  end 
of  the  ten calendar day period referred to under paragraph 15b) 
1) : 
3)  Matching  of  a  prior  hotific~tion ~f aid  financing:  Th~ procedures· 
set out  in paragraph  16  a)  2)  shall. apply where. a  Participant intends 
to match  a'id  financing;  except  th~t where  paragraph  16  a)  2)  refers 
to a· period of  ten calendar days,  a.  period. of  thirty working  da.ys  · ·· 
before bid closing _.date  or ·commitment,  whichever  coi;nes  first,  shall· 
apply. 
19 4}  Matchi~g of  a  prompt  notification:  No  prior notification need  be 
given if a  Participant  intends  to match  terms  and  conditions  that 
were  subject  to a  prompt  notification according  to paragraph  15  d)  .. · 
5)  Discount  rate in matching:  In matching aid financing,  identical 
matching means  matching with an  identical concessionality level 
recalculated-with the discount  rate in  force at thi time  ~f matching. 
b)  Matching  Export  Terms  and Conditions  offered by-a non-Participant 
'1)  Before considering meeting non-conforming  terms  and  conditions 
assumed  to-be offered by  a  hon-~articipant,  a  Participant shall make 
.every effort to verify that  these  terms  are  receiv~ng official  ~ 
· ·support. ·  The  Participant shall  inform all other Participants of  the 
nature and  outcome  of  these efforts. 
2)  A Participant that  intends  to match  non-conforming  terms  offered 
by  a  non-Participa~t shall  foll_ow  the prior notification and 
discussion procedure  under  paragraph  15  a)  1). 
c)  Matching  Non-conforming  Prior Commitments 
1)  A Participant  int·ending  to match  a  prior commitment  shall !l)ake 
reasonable efforts  to  determine whether  the  non-conforming ·terms  and 
conditions  of  the  individual  transaction or credit  line in·questiori 
wili  be  used  to  support  ~ particular transaction.  This  Participant 
will  be  considered to  have  made  such  reasonable efforts if it has 
informed by  means  of  instant  communication  the. ·Participant. assumed  to 
offer such  non-conforming  terms  and  conditions  of  its intention to 
match  but  in reply  to  the  instant  communication  has  not  been  informed 
within  three working  days,  exclusive  the  day of  reception,  that  this 
prior commitment  will not  be  used  to support-the  transaction in 
·question. 
2)  A prior credit line may  be  matched  by  an  individual  transaction 
or  by means  of  a  credit line.  In both.cases,  the dates of ~xpiry of 
the matching offer shall not  be  later than  that of .the credit  line 
being matched. 
3}  A Participant intending  to match  another Participant;s non-conforming 
prior commitment  shall,  in the case of: 
i)  "identical matching",  follow  the procedure set.forth in 
paragraph  16  a)  1)  i)  when  matching  a  derogation  and 
paragraph 16  a)  2)  i)  when  matching  a  deyiation; 
ii)  "other .support",  follow  the procedure set  forth  in 
paragraph 16  a)  1)  ii)  when  matching  a  derogating prior commitment 
and  the procedure set  forth  in paragraph  16  a)  2)  ii)  when 
matching  a  deviating prior commitment. 
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Paragraph  17:  (JNFORMATION  ON  COMMITMENTS) 
As  s-oon  a!?  a  Participant  corrunits  credit  terms  and  conditions. that it 
had  notified in accordance with.paragraph  15  or  16,  it shall;  in all  c~ses, 
inform all other PartiCipants accordingly by  including .the notification·, 
reference  number  on  the relevant Creditor Reporting  SysJ:.em  (CRS)  · ic·  form. 
Paragraph  18:  [INFORMATION  TO  BE  SUPPLIED  UNDER  THE  NOTIFICATION  AND  MATCHING 
PROCEDURES] . 
.  . 
The  notificati~ns cal.led. for  by .the  above  proceaures  shall be  made  in 
accordance with and coritain  the  informat-ion  set out  in the  "s.ta:Idard; form". i;: 
Annex II and  be_  copied. to  the Secretariat of  the  OECD . 
.  Paragraph ·19 :  [MONITORING] . 
The .S_ecretariat  shal~ monitor  the ·implementation of  the Understanding. 
Paragraph  24  d)  3):  [DEFINITIONS  AND  INTERPRETATIONS:  Rela::,·  cour:.:riesj. 
.  .  '  .  '  . 
. In. the cas·e ·of  an  export  through a relay country.;  the  rel.evar:.t 'repaymer.t "term 
and  inteJ;"est  rat.e ---are.  those  corresp~nding to  the  ~ountry of  fir.al  dest.::-.atio::. 
in cases: 
i). · where  the  "relay cciuntry"  makes  payment,  if and whe::  rece{ved  from 
the  country of  final  destination,  to  the exporting  countr-~· on  the 
basis -of  the latter's portion  in the  total  e~port value; 
or 
ii)  where  there is security or  payment  by  the  country of  f.ir:al 
destination. 
Paragraph  24  i) :.  (.DEFINITIONS  k~D INTERPRETATIONS:  Tied aid  finar:cir:g j 
.  .  I  -
Tied aid  financirig  (10)  is defined  a~ loans .or grants or·associated  financing~ 
packag_es  involving  a  concessionality level greater than. zero  pe·r. cent  that· is 
in effect tied to  p~~cure~erit of  goods  and  ~ervices from  the  donor  country. 
Partially-untied aid  financing  (10)  is defined  as  loans  qr grants  or associated 
financing  packages involvini a  concessionality level greater than  zero per  cent 
r  that.is in effect tied to procurement  of  goods  and  services  from  the_d6nor 
country"and·from a.restri-cted number  of countries  (11) .  .'  .  . 
1)  ·Such  financing  can take  the form ·cif  either: 
i)  Official Development  Assistance  loans; 
ii)  Official Development  Ass.istance  grants;. 
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iii)  Other  Offici~l Flows  (including grants  and  loans  but  excluding 
'officially :::0'-lppo:::-ted  export  credits  that are  in  co_nformity with 
this Understanding);  or 
iv) ·  Any  association in  law or in fact  (12)  either in  the  hands  of 
the  donor,  lender or  borrower  among  two  or moie  of  the 
following: 
Official  Developwent  Assistance  loans; 
Official Development  Assistance grants; 
Oth~r Official  Flows  (including grants  and  loans  but 
excluding officially supported export  c~edits that are  ln 
conformity with  this Understanding); 
An  export credit  that  is officially supported  by  way  of 
direct credit;  refinancing,  eligibility for  a:-,  interest 
subsidy,  guarantee  or  insu:::-ance  to  which  this  Understanding 
applies,  oth~r funds  at  or  near  ma~ke~ terms  or  cash 
payments  from  the  buyer's  ow~ resources. 
2)  Such  financing  is defined to  be  in effect  tied  to  procure~ent of 
goods  and  se.rvices  from  one  or  a  restricted  n~unber of  countries  as 
·soon  as: 
i)  one  o~ the  fir:ancial  components  listed above  is not  freely 
and  fully available  to  finance  procurement  frorr.  the reclplent 
country,  substantially all other develciping  countries  al1d  from 
participating  cou~tries,  whetl:er  by  a  formal  or  infor:r,a::. 
unders·i.:anding  to 'that effect  between  the  recipient  ar.d  ;:r:e 
donor  country  •.  ~r 
ii)  it involves practices  that  the  Development  Assistance  Co~~i:tee 
of. th~ OECD  or  the  Participants may  determine  to  result  in such 
tying (13). 
3)  The  definition of  "Official Development  Assistance•  is  identical 
to that  in the  "DAC  Guiding  Principles  for Associated Financing 
and  Tied  and  Partially Untied Official  Development  Assistance". 
Paragraph  24  1):  [DEFINITIONS  AND  INTERPRETATIONS:  Starting Points] 
ll  Starting Point  is the  same  as  the  Berne  Union definition currently in 
use  and  is as  follows: 
1) ·  In  the case  of  a  contract  for  the sale of capital  goods  ~onsisting 
of  individua).  items  usable  in  themselves  (e.g.  locomotives),  the 
starting point is the mean  date or actual  date  when  the buyer 
takes physical  possession  of  the goods  in his  own  country. 
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2}  In  the  c~ase  of  a contract  for  the sale-of capital  equipment  for 
· complete plant of  factories  ..,.,·here  the  supplier  has  no· 
responsibility  for  comrnissioning,  the starting point  is  the date 
when  the  buyer  is to  take physical  possession  of  the  enti~e 
equipment  (excluding  ..  spare p'arts)  :Suppli~d un.der  the  contract. 
3}  In  the case  of  construction contracts  where  the· contractor has  no 
responsibility for  commissioning,  the  starting point is the date 
when  :onstruction has  been  complet·ed. 
. 4)  In  t~e case  6f  any contiact  whe~e the  stlpplier or contract6r has a 
contractual  responsibility for  cominissioning,  the  starting: point 
is the- date when  he  has  completed instailation or construction and 
preliminary tests  to  ensure  that it is ready  for  operation.  This 
appl~es whether  or  not  it is handed  over. to  the  buyer at that time 
in accordance  w1tn  the  terms  of  the contract  and  i~respective of 
any  continuing  commi tinent ·which· the  supplier or  contr'actor  may 
have,  e.g.  for  guaranteei;,g its ·effective  functioning  or  for· 
training  local  personnel. 
In  the  case  of  paragraphs. 2.),  3)  and  ~ J  above  v.'here  the contract 
involves  the  sepa!"a):e  ex·ecudori of  individual  parts  s>f·a  project,. 
the  date ·of  the  star:ing point  is .the  da.te  of  the  starting point 
for  each  separate part;  or  :he inea!'l  date.  of  those  starting poi.nts· 
or,  v;here  the. supplier  has  a  cqntract,  r:ot  for ·the  who'le  project 
bu::; for ~an esse:1tial  pa:rt.  of it'  ~he starting. point  may  be  tha·t 
appr-opriate .to  the  proje~t as  a  wr:ple .. 
Paragraph  24  n): 
1)  Concessio...,al"-"  lcve'  i·s  ver"'  c;,-,il-r  ·;.,..,  corren•··  to-,.:,,::;.  "grar·'"  .- -.  ...  ---- '-J.  ....  .l.  -.  •.i  ~- .. (·--;-a- --~"  !......  ....  .....  -:·-- .  • ..  ._  • 
element"  used  by  the  Develop:ner.t.  Assistance  Co:;r.rr:ittee:  (,DP..C}  of  the  OECD'. 
!r:. the  case of g:rancs,  i~ ~s lCQ'per  cent.  In the  tase  o~  loans;  it i~ 
the  difference  betviee:1  the  r:omi;,al  value  o-f· the  Lcin  ar;<i  the  d:lscoun.ted' 
present  va:l}Je  of  the  future  de~t service payme;,ts  tc  be  :::~ade  by  the  ... 
0 
borro·wer;  exp:ressed  as  a  percer.tage  of  the  r:o:::i::1al  value  O'f  tr:e  loan, 
and  is calculated  in  accordance  i·li~h  the  me'::..hoC. ·of ·calcu:.~ating  the  g.ran: 
element  used  by'the  DAC,  except  tha·t: 
i-)  The  discount. rate used in calculating  the  concess.i.onali.ty level of 
a  loan  in  a  given currency is subject  to  change  on.  anannual basis 
o'n.  the  15t:h oi January  a·~d  C:if1culated as  follm·<s:: 
o  for  currencies where  CIRR  is  less  than  10  per cent:  CIRR'+  1/4 
( 10'-CIRR) . 
o  for  other currencies:  CI~R. 
where  CIRR is  the  averag·e  o~  the  monthly  CIRRs  valid during  the: 
six-month· per'iod  extending. from  thE!  15th  Aug,:.~st of the  pre•.iious· 
year  through  the  14th of  February of the.current year.  The 
23 calculated rate is rourided  to  the nearest  10  basis points.  If 
there is more  than one.CIRR  for  the currency,  the  CIRR  for  the 
longest maturity shall  be  used  for  this.calculation. 
ii)  The  base date  for  the_calculation of  the  concessionality level is 
the  starting point as defined  in paragraph  24  l). 
2)  For  the purpose  of calculating the overall  concessionality level 
of an·associated financing package,  the concessionality levels  i)  of 
export credits that are in conformity with this Annex  III,  ii)  of  other 
funds  at or near  market  rates,  iii)  of  other official  funds  with  a 
concessionality level  of  less  than  the minimum  permitted by paragraph  12  .., 
b)  above,  except  in cases· of matching  (14),  or iv)  of  cash payments  that 
are  from  the buyer's  OwrJ.  resources,  are considered to  be  zero ..  The 
overall concessionality level  of  a  package  is determined by dividing i) 
.the  sum  of  the  results obtained  by multiplying  the  nominal  value  of  each  -., 
component  of  the package  by  the  respective concessionality level of .each 
component  by  ii)  the aggregate nominal  value of  the  components. 
3)  The  discount  rate  for  a  given aid loan is tqe rate that  is in 
effect at the  t.i.rne  of  notification  (15),  except  in cases  of-prompt 
notification,  where  the discount  rate is the rate in effect  a.t  the  time 
of  commitment.  A change  in the discount  rate during  the life of  a  loan 
does  not  change  its ~oncessionality level. 
'  4}  Without prejudice to  3)  above,  when  calculating the  concessionality 
level  of  individu?l  transactions  initiated under  an  aid credit line,  the 
discount  rate is  the  rate that  was  originally notified  for  the credit 
line~ 
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NOTES  TO  ANNEX  III 
(*) ·  The  asterisk·refers  t·o  the relevant definitions or interpretations set· 
forth  in par-agraph  2 4. 
Note  2: .. 
see Appendix III hereafter 
Note  5: 
.. 
*  The.PartiCipants are  agreed on-the  following.general  principle:  "OECD  Members' 
export cred1t and  tied aid credit policies  should be  complementary;  those  for 
. export  credits  shou-ld be. based on  <;>pen  competition and  the  free''play of  market 
·forces;  ·those .for tied_ aid credits: should provide needed  external  resourc-es  to-
countries,  sector~ or projects with little or  no  access  to  m~rket financing, 
emsur~ best·value for money,  minimise  trade distortion and contribute  to 
developmentally effective use  of  these  iesotl~ces". 
.I 
., 
Note  6:  . 
There are  th'ree -ineans  py. which  a· Participant may  proceed wit·h  a  non-conforming 
-offer under paragraph  8  a): 
Note  7: 
o  . conimon  1 ines ;· 
o  justification on  aid grounds  through  support  by  a  substantial .body  of 
P~rtic{~ant~ --paragraphs  14  a)  ll and-14  a)  2);  and 
o  through  a  l~~ter to  the.S~cretary-Genefal -- p~ragraph 14  aj  31, 
which  the  Participants  expe;ct  will  be  unusual  a'nd  infrequent. 
GNP/Capita  over  $2  465  in 1990.  ·  A count;:ry will  only be  moved  to or  from  this 
category after its World  Bank  category has  been ·unchtmged for  tw()  _consecl,.ltive 
years.  Notwithstanding classifications of  countries  ineligible or eligible  to 
receive  tied aid,  tied aid policy for  Bulgaria_,  Czech· and  Slovak Federal 
Republic,  Hungary,  Poland and·Romaniais  covered by  the  participants; 
-agreemerit,  as  lorig  as  s~ch agree~ent is in force,, t6  try-t;:o  avoid  such credits 
other than outright grants,  fo6d aid arid'humanitarian aid.  The  OECD  Ministers 
endorsed this policy in June  1991. 
Note  8: 
At· which  time,  they may  request,.  among  other  items,  the -following  infoimation: 
o  assessment of'a  detail~d feasibility stu4y/project appraisal; 
o  whethe:J;'.  there .is·  a  competing offer with non-concessional  or aid 
financing; 
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o·  expectatio~ of  the  p~oject  ge~e~atir.g or  sa\'ing  foreign  currency; 
o  whether  there  is co-operation with multilateral organisations  such as 
the  viorld  Bank; 
o  presence of  International  Competitive  Bidding  (ICB),  in particular if 
the  donor  co~ntiy's supplier is  the  lowest  evaluated bid; 
~ 
o  environmental  implication; 
o  private sector participation; 
o  timing  of  the notifications  (e.g.  6  months  prio~ to bid closing or 
commitment  date)  of  concessional  or aid credits. 
Nqte  10: 
It is understood' that  th~  terms  "tied aid  financing"  and  "par~ially untied aid 
financing"  exclude  aid programrnes  of multilateral or regio::al  ins':it'..:.:ions. 
Note  12: 
Associated  financing 'tra:,sactions may  take  various  forms  -- such  as  "mixed 
credit",  "mixed  financing",  • joint  financing",  "parallel  fina::-.cing"  or single 
integrated transactions.  Their main  characteristic is  that  the  concessional 
component  is·linked in  law  or in  fact  to  the non-concessional  component,  that 
either  the non-concessional  or  the concessional  component  o~  t~e  ~hole 
financing package is in effect  tied or partially untied  and  that  the 
availability of  co~cessional  funds  is conditional  upon  accepti~g the  linked 
non-concessional  component. 
Association  or  linkage  "in  fact"  is deteimined'by such  factors  as  the  existence 
of  informal  understandings  between  the recipient anj the donor  authority,  the 
intention by  the  donor  through  the  use  of  ODA  to facilitate  the .acceptability 
of  a  financing  package,  the effective tying of  the whole  financing  package  to 
procurement  in  the  donor  country,  the  tying status of  ODA  and  the modali t.y  of 
tender and/or of  the contract  of  each  financing  transaction or any other 
practice,  identified by  the  DAC  or  the  Participants  in which  a  de  t'acto  liaison 
exists between  two  or more  financing  components. 
None  of  the  following practices shall prevent  the determination that  an 
assbciation or linkage  "in fact"  exist~:  contract splitting through  the 
separate notification of  component  parts of  one contract;  splitting of 
contracts  financed  in several  stages;  non-notification of  interdependent parts. 
of  a  contract;  non-notification arising from  the partial untying of  a 
financing package. 
Note  13 :' 
In cases of uncertainty as  to whether  a  certain financing practice falls within 
the  scope of  the  above  definition,  the donor  country shall  furnish evidence  in 
support  of  any  claim to  the effect  that ·such  a  practice is untied. 
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Note  14: 
In  identical matching,  the  conc~ssionality level  of  ariy  OQf,ih  t~e-initiating 
,  Pa~~icipant's offer shall  ~e included  i~ the  ~alculati6n of  the  initial  of~er's 
concessionality  level  if  tt;E:  rr.atchir:.g  offer, conta·ir:.s  an  OOF  that  is  ih9luced in 
its concessionality level,  even  if the  OOF  in  the  initial offer has  a 
concessionality  lev~l below  the minimum  permissible concessionality level. 
Note  15: 
If  a  change  of  currency is made  before  the  contract/is concluded,  a  revision  of 
the notification is required.  The  discount  rate used.to calculate  the 
concessionality level will  be  the  one  applicable  ~t  the  time of  the  revision.· 
·However,  if the alterhative currency is indicated in the original notificatibn 
and all  ~ecessary information  is. provided,  a  revision is not  neces·sary. 
,, 
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Whereas  at  the  OECD  Ministerial meeting  of. 17th-18th May  1983,  the 
Ministers enjoined  the  competent  bodies  of  the Organisation  for  Economic 
Co-operation  and  Development  to  take prompt  action to  improve  existing 
arrangements .so  as  to strengthen  transparency and discipline  in the  area  of 
aid and  trade  related concessional  finance  by all appropriate means; 
Whereas  the  Participants  to  the  Consensus  recognise  the  advantage  wn1ch 
can  occur if a  clearly defined  common  attitude  toward  the  credit  terms  for  a 
particular transaction can  be  achieved and if maximum  use  is made  of  the 
existing arrangements  for  exchanging  information at an  ear~y s~age; 
t•Jhe::::-eas  the  Framework  for  Information  Exchange  (-Appendix  I)  lays  dov.-:-. 
rules  for  exchanging  information amongst  members  of  the  OECD  Group  on  Export 
Credits  and Credit Guarante~s; 
i'ihereas  this  Framewo-rk  outlines procedures  to be  fo::.lov.:ed  in the  ever:t 
that all mernbers  taking part  in an  exchange  of  information  agree  to accep: 
that  the credit  terms  for  a  particular transaction should  be -the  subject of  a 
binding obligation; 
vJhereas  at a meeting  of  the  OECD  Consensus  Group  in J..pril  1984  all 
Participants  firmly  undertook  to  consider  favourably  face-to-face  consultations 
if a  Participant  so  requests  in the  case of  important  t·ransactions; 
i'ihereas  this undertaking was  motivated  by  tl:e  unsatisfacto:::-y 
functioning  of existing· procedures  for  exchanging  informat:i_On  in a  number  of. 
i~portant transactions; 
Whereas  the  implementation of  the provisions of  the  Consensus  can  be 
jeopardised if procedures  f6r  exchanging  information do  not  function 
efficiently; 
Whereas  any weakening  in Consensus  discipline risks provoking wasteful 
export credit and/or  tied aid credit competition and  increasing subsidies; 
Whereas  the  search  for a  common  attitude does  not prejudice. the 
possibility for  Participants to retain their rights  and  liberty as  to whether 
to insure or  finance  credits  for  a  particular transaction,  in  the  framewo~k of 
their international obligations. 
The  Participants have  decided as  follows: 
Within  the  framework  of  existing procedures  in the  field of officially 
supported  export  credits.and tied aid credits,  and with  a  view  to  improving 
transparency,  the  Participants:, 
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1}  Co~  firm that  they will  strive' to _pro~ide the  fullest  possible d!=tails 
on  the credit terms  and  conditions which they may .. be  considering · 
offering  for  any  transaction which is the  subject .of  an  exchange  of 
in~ormation; 
2)' 
~) 
,4) 
'  5) 
Acknowledge  that  the interests of all Participants are  best.~erved if 
agreement  can  be  reached at an  early stage  on  a  common  attitude on  the' 
export credit c·onditions  for  a  particular transaction and  if .the 
provisions  of  that agreement  are maintained;  · 
Reaffirm,  ther~fore,  the need  to promote  common  attitudes;  particularly· 
on· important ·transactions;  .·  ( 
.  .  '  .  .  . 
Recognise  that  in certain instapces,  notably when  existing exchange  of 
·information procedures  ar.e  perceived to be· functioning  in an 
unsatisfactory manner,  face-to-face consultations could ·facilitat:e ·the 
adoption  ~f a  cominon  line;  ·  · 
Undertake,  in such circumstances;  to  respond  favourably  to  any  such 
request  for  early  face-to:..f~ce consultations and  to  attend any meeting 
arranged in .order  to  reach ·a  common  attitude  on  credit ·terms  in 
conjunction with other  interested Participants.  In this  respect, 
particular· attention will  be  paid to  the  observance 'an'd coinrnon  . 
interpretation of the guidelines; 
Confirm  moreov~r the  importance  they attach to  a  strict· ooservation of 
the  formal  notification proced.ures l?rovided  for  in this Annex  III. 
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'Appendix  I  to Annex III 
[FRAMEWORK  FOR  INFORMATION  EXCHANGE  (FIE)]: 
1.  Scope 
The  Fram~work for  Information  Exchange  (FIE)  concerns  credit  te;rms  and 
conditions  for  any  export  credit or credit guarantee  transactions  that are 
covered by Clause  1  of  this  Understanding,  as well  as  any aid  transaction  ~. 
that  is covered  by  the notification procedures  of  paragraph  15  of  ~~nex III. 
2.  In-formation  exchange 
a)  A Participant: 
may  address  to another  Participant an  enquiry  on  the attitude it 
takes  in respect  of  a  third country,  of  an  inst:tution in  a  third 
country or  of  a  particular method  of doing  business; 
who  has  received an  application  for official  suppo::_.t,  may  address 
an  enquiry to another  Participant  giving  the. most  favoJrable 
credit  terms  that  the enquiring Participant would  be  willing  to 
support;  or 
who  has  received allegations  that  another  Participant has  offered 
·official support  that  derogates  from  the Understanding,  may· 
address  an  enquiry to another  Participant,  stating the details  of 
any  such allegation. 
I~ an  enquiry is  to more  than  one  Participant,  it shall  contain  a 
list of  addressees.  ·A  copy of all enquiries  shall  be  sent  to  the 
Secretar·iat. 
b)  The  Participant  to whom  an  enquiry  i.s  addressed shall  respond within 
seven  calendar days with as  much  information as is available at  that 
time.  The  reply shall  include,  if possible,  t&e  best  indication that 
the  Participant  can give  of  the decision likely to  be  taken.  If 
necessary,  the  full  reply shall  follow as  soon  as  possible.  Copies 
shall  be  sent  to  the  other addressees  of  the enquiry and  to  the 
Secretariat. 
c)  If an  answer  to  an  enquiry subsequently becomes  invalid because  an 
application has  been  made."  changed or withdrawn,  because other  terms 
' 
) 
are being  considered,  or  for  any other  reason,  a  follow-up  reply  t 
sball  be  made  at once  and  copied  to al1  other addressees  of  the 
enquiry and  to  the Secretariat. 
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d)  All  communicatior.s  shall  be  made  between  the designated contact 
points  in each  country by  means  of  instant communication  (e.g. 
·electronic mail,  telex,  telefax)  and  shall  be  ~onfideritial. 
~·  ~ 
3.  Common  Line  Proposals 
4. 
·a)  The  information exchange  or  face_.to_.face .consultations  (see  the 
Protocol  to  Annex  III)  may  lead  to  a  common  line.  A proposal  for  a. 
corn..rnon  line shall  be· sent  to all  Participants,  all  DAC  contact points 
arid  the Secretariat.  The  proposal  shall  be  d~ted and  ~ha~l be-in ~he 
following  format: 
1.  ~eference number,  as  for.  Understanding notifica_tions,  but  followed 
by  'Common  Line'; 
2.  name  of  the  importing  country and  buyer; 
3.  name  or description· of  the  p'roj ect as  precise as possible  to -
clearly identify the.project; ·  /i 
4.· terms  and  conditions  foreseen  by  the  instigating country; 
5 .  corrcmon  line proposal; 
6.  nationality and 'name  of  knotm  c6~peting bidders; 
7.  commercial  andfinancial.bid Closing date  and tender number  to  the 
extent it is  kno~m;  and 
8.  other relevant  information;  including  reasons  for  proposing  tlce 
common  liRe;. availability of  studies of 'the project· .or  special 
circumstances·. 
b)  A com.rnon  lihe prop.osal  may  contain' terms  and  conditions  that. are· more 
or  less  favourable ·than  terms  and  conditions  allowed under .the 
Understa~d~ng. 
Common  Line  Procedure 
a)  The  Participants  should react on  a'common  line proposal  as  quickly as 
possible but  in any  case within  20  calendar days.  A reaction  c~n be 
a  request  for additional  information,  acceptance,  rejection, .a. 
proposal .for modification of  the. common  line or an alternative 
proposal  for  a  common  line.  A Participant who  replies  that it has  no 
'position because' it has  not  been  approached by an  exp.orter or by  the 
Authorities  in the recipient  country  in ·case. of aid _cred.it  for  the . 
project  i.s· deemed  to· have  accepted  the  common  1 ine proposal.  vJhen 
such  a  Par'ticipant is approached after the  common  line has  gone  into 
effect,  it may  apply  the procedures  of  paragraph  5,  below,  if .it 
wishes. to  extend softer  terms  than  those. stipulated 'in. the  common 
line. 
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b)·The Secretariat shall,  after a  period of  twenty calendar days,  inform 
all Participants of  the status of  the  common  line proposal.  If no 
Participant has  rejected the  common  line proposal,  but  not all 
Participants have  accep~ed it,  the proposal  shall be  retained  ~or a 
second period of eight calendar days. 
'  . 
c)  If the  instigating Participant and  a  Participant who  has  proposed  a 
modification or alternative cannot  agree  on  a  common  line within  the 
second period,  this period can  be  extended by their mutual  consent. 
The  Secretariat shall  inform all Participants of  such  an  extension. 
d)  After  the  second period,  any  Participant who  has  not explicitly 
rejected the  common  line proposed shall be  deemed  to  have  accepted 
the  corrunon·  line ..  Nevertheless,  any  Participant,  including the 
instigating Participant,  may  make  his acceptance  of  the  common  line  ~ 
conditional· on  the explicit acceptance  o·f  on.e  or  more  Participants. 
e)  The  Secretariat shall  inform all Participants that  the  common  line 
. has  either gone  into effect or has  been  rejectec.  The  corrunon  line 
will  take effect  three calendar days  after this  announcement.  The 
Secretariat shall on  the  on-line  system make  available a  permanently 
·updated r.ecord  of all common  lines  that  are  acceptec  or  undecidec. 
5..  Validity of  a  Conunon  Line 
a) 
1.  The  rules  of  ari  agreed  common  line supersede  the  rules  of  the 
Understanding  only for  the project specified  in  the  common  line.· 
2.  The  Participants who  have  agreed  to  the  common  line  should  inform 
the Secretariat when  ·the  common  line is no  lo:1ge::- of  inte::-est. 
3.  The  Secretariat shall 1nitiate review of  the  common  line after 
each period of  two  years  from  the date  on  which.the  common  line 
has  come  into force  by  reminding  the Participants.  The_common 
line shall remain  in force if any  Particip~nt so  indicates within 
fourteen  calendar days.  ·  . 
b)  The  intention to submit  a  bid that is more  favourable  than agreed  in 
the  common  line must  be notified to all Participants and  to the 
Secretariat at least  60  calendar days  before any  commitment.  The· 
notification must  include 'an  explanation of  the  reason  for  the 
commitment  as well  as  a  justification of how  the  commitment  does  not 
result in a  purchasing decision  (possibly including  the  outcome  of'an 
ICB  procedure)  which  is influenced by  the availability of aid.  If 
any Participant interested in this specific transaction so  requests, 
. , 
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. the Secretariat shall  orgahise  a  face-to-face consultation. 
Participants shall refrain ·from making. any commitments  until 
· _  twenty:..eight- calendar  days  after the  face-to-face  consul tat  ion unless 
an alternative common  line is established or  60  calendar-days after 
·notification.  AnyParticipant  can  reserve._the  right  of  matching  a 
finance offer .which' is more  favourable  than agreed  in  the  corrunon  line 
in accordance with paragraph -16. of  Annex  III. 
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[CHECKLIST  OF  DEVELOPMENTAL  QUALITY  OF  AID-FINANCED  PROJECTS]: 
To  ensure  developmental  quality of projects  in developing countries 
financed  totally  o~ in part  by official development  assistance  (ODA),  a  number 
of  criteria have  been  developed  in recent years  by  the  Development  Assistance 
·Committee  of  the  OECD  (DAC).  They  are essentiall:i contained  in  the: 
a)  DAC  Principles  f?r  Project Appraisal,  1988; 
b)  DAC  Guiding  Principles  for  Associa~ed Financing  and  Tied  anc 
Partially Untied Offic.ial Development  Assistance,  1987; · 
c)  Good  Procurement  Practices  for  Officia~ Development  Assista~ce,  1986. 
I.  CONSISTENCY  OF  THE  PROJECT  WITH  THE  RECIPIENT  COUNTRY'S  OVERALL 
. INVESTMENT  PRIORITIES  (PROJECT  SELECTION) 
1.  Is  the project part of  investment  and public  expendi  ::..1~e  ;J~og~a::-:'.es 
already approved  by  the central  financial  and planning  au:r.o~i:ies o:  :!-.e 
recipient ~ountry? 
(Specify policy document  mentioning  the project,  e.g.,  public  "-r.·vestr.:er-.: 
programme  of  the-recipient  country). 
2.  Is  the  proj~ct being co-financed ~ith an  international  development 
finance  institution? 
3.  Does  evidence  exist  that  the project  had  been  considered  and  rejected  by 
an  international  development ·finance institution  o~ another  DAC  Hembe~ on 
grounds  of  low developmental  priority? 
4.  In case  of  a  private sector project,  has  it been  approved  by  the 
government  of  the recipient country? 
5.  Is  the project covered by an  intergovernmental  agreement  providing  for  a 
broader range  of aid activities by  the  donor  in  the  recipient  country? 
II.  PROJECT  PREPARATION  AND  APPRAISAL 
•  , 
6.  Has  the project been prepared,  designed  and  appraised against  a  set of  T 
standards  and criteria broadly consistent with  the  DAC  Principles  for  Project 
Appraisal  (PPA)?  Relevant  principles concern project appraisal  under: 
34 ~~  Economic  a$pects  {paragraphs  30  to  38  PPA). 
b)  Technical  aspects  (paragraph. 22  PPA)  . 
. ·c)  Financial  aspects  (pa-ragraphs  23 ·to 29  PPA)  ; · 
In case  of  a  revenue  producing project,  particul~rly if it is 
proc:lucing for  a  competitive. :market,. has.  t}:le  concessionary element  of  · 
the aid financing  been passed on  to  the  end-user· of the  funds?_ 
·(paragraph  25  PPA). 
d)  In~~itutional  is~essment _(para~raphs 40  to  44-PP~I . 
. e)  Social  and distributional  .. dnalysis  (p~ragraphs .47  to  57_  PPA). 
f)  En-vironmental  assessment  (paragraphs -55  to  57  PPA)  : 
III.  PROCUREMENT  PROCEDURES 
7.  .  What  pro'curement  mode  will  be  used  among  the  foliowing?  (for-
definitions,  see  Principles  l·isted  in Good  Procurement  Practices  for ·ODA)  .  .  (  . 
a)  International  competitive bidding  (Procurement  Principle  II  and  its 
A.-rmex  2:  Hinimum  conditions  for effective  interr.a::i:onal  com1Jetitive 
bidding) . 
b)  Kational  competitive  bidding  (Procurement  Principle  IV). 
c)  Informal competition or direct negotiations  (Procurement 
Principles V-A  or  B). 
8.  Is it envisaged to  cneck price and  quality  of·supplie~  (paragrap~ 63  P?A)? 
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[DETERMINATION  OF  COMMERCIAL  INTEREST  REFERENCE  RATES) : 
1.  The-Participants have.accepted the  following  aims  for  evaluating 
specific-commercial interest reference rates  (CIRRs): 
i)  -The·  CIRR  should be  representative of  final  commercial  lending rates 
of ·interest  ~n the  domestic  market  of  the  currency concerned; 
ii)  The  CIRR  sho~ld closely correspond to  a  rate  for  a  first class 
domestic  borrower; 
iii)  The  CIRR  should be  based,  where  appropriate,  on  the  funding  cost  of 
fixed  interest-rate finance  over  a  period of  not  less  than  five 
ye.ars; 
iv)  The  CIRR  should not  lead  to  a  distortion of  domestic  competitive 
conditions; 
v)  The,~IRR should closely correspond  to  a  rate available  to first-class. 
foreign  borrowers. 
2.  In view of  these  a_ims,  the  Participants  have  decided  that  CIRRs  shall 
be set at a  fixed margin  above  their respective base  rates. 
a)  For  each  curr~ncy,· the  base  rates may  be  either: 
i)  3-year government  bond yields  for  repayment  terms  up  to  and 
including  5  years,  5  year  government  bond yields  for  over  5  up  to 
and  including._8. 5  years,  and  7  year government  bond yields  for· 
over  8.5 years,  or 
ii)  5  year  government  bond yields for all maturities.except where  the 
Participants have  cgreed otherwise. 
b)  The  fixed margin  ~s 100  basis points,  exc:;ept  where  the Participants 
hav~_agreed otherwise. 
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NOTE  2  TO  ANNEX  III: 
c;IRRs  shall  equal  a  base  rate plus  100  basis points.  For  each  currency  the 
.base  rates may  be  either: 
..  ,  . 
i)  .3  year government  bond yieids  for  repayment  ter:ms. up  to and 
including  5  years,·· 5  year  goverhmertt'bortd yields, for  over  5  up  to  and· 
including  8. 5  years  I  and :7  year government  bond  Yi!=!lds  for  over·  8. 5  -.,.,  .  . 
·years,  or  _  .... ··, ..  .  ·,-. 
{1)  5  year goyernment  b~nd yields lor  ~ii maturities. 
·.! 
Each  Participant shall ini  i::ialiY.  ·sE:Hec't ·cine  of  the  two  base rate  . 
systems. fqr  its currency.  other :Participants  shall use  this system· .. 
for  financing  offered  iri 'that.:cutrericy.  A Participant,  with  a  6 
month  advance notice ahtl.  with  ·:the  concu.'rrenc.e· of'  the· Participants may. 
chartge  to  the  o~her•sysiem to( it~  6u~tericy,  and~other  Participa~ts 
shall  th~n use  that  system  for' that  currency ..  The:  Yen  CIRR  is the  . 
·.  ~ong Term Prim,e  Rate.  minus.·  2o  basis points  for. all maturities.  _The 
ECU:CIRR  is the  se~oridary market yield on riiedium  term  ECU  bonds  in 
the  Luxemburg  stock exchange  p~us 50  basis points. 
A  margin  of  20  basi.s  points  shall  be  added  to  the  CIRR  for  fixing  the 
interest prior to contract.  -Interest may  nqt  be  fixed ··fo'r  longer. 
than  120  days. 
... 
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